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[ E D IT O R IA L ]
TO OBSERVE GOLDEN JUBILEE
Notable among the Golden Jubilees to toe celebrated In
Maine this year Is th at of the Good Will Home and Schools
in East Fairfield, founded by that far-sighted and benevolent
preacher. Dr G. W Hinckley. The story of the movement and
the approaching celebration Is told on another page of this
issue, and thus early The Courier-Gazette wishes to add its
felicitations. The editor of this paper, now absent In Florida,
has long been one of Mr Hinckley's staunchest friends and
admirers, and will rejoice with him In the climax of his
undertaking

“ The Black C at”

Oranlte manufacturers of New the rate of time and one-quarter.
Tide-water flows up the river a repeal of this law but the m atter England district have been in con- Crews loading barges, crews repair ferenoe this week with represents- Ing breakdowns and men preparing
St. George's as far as the village was dismissed by the Legislature,
bridge In the town of Warren, where j In 1813 hard times and lack of tlves of the paving cutters and i machines for the day’s work shall
------------■. ---------.
. .
quarrymen. all of the sessions being also receive overtime a t the rate of
8t-e--e-*e-*e--e.-«--«>-e--e--a^-^-8| It is stopped by the dam that fur- food struck the people of Warren, held at the Knox Hotel, Thomas- time and one quarter for any time
.
*
WE BELIEVE MAINE WAS
Renew your courage dally.
♦ nlshes water-power for the woolen- at which time the town voted to ton.
worked over the eight hours desigSince distribute $20 worth of alewives to
-»
—A nonym ous ♦ mill on Its western bank
The paving cutters were headed nated toy the employer for such
This (March 15) is Maine's birthday; she was admitted to
By The Roving Reporter
the year 1778 the Annals of Warren people in "needy circumstances" by the International President Al- crews. Sunday and Holiday work
the Union In 1820. And In 1936 she was still a pretty wilful
have recorded the run of alewives and a further $80 worth on credit bert M. Anderson and delegates shall be paid at double time. The
girl —Boston Olobe Sometimes even wilful girls are right.
In these waters at the time of to any applicants. Again In 1823 District Director Archie Gillis of following Holidays shall be obSpeaking of old houses, there’s the
spawning. This Lshery has been the town came to the rescue of un- Frankfort. Albert Enstedt of Clark served; Memorial Day, Fourth of!
Tillson residence on the Meadow
of great value to the community fortunate citizens when during the Island and Jesse Inanibet of Si July, Labor Day. Armistice Day. I
road near Route No. 1 at The Creek,
W H ERE'S MAINE? A SK S O H IO
On Proposed Increases In from the time of the first se ttle -' summer, after severe Ares. $300 was Oeorge.
j Thanksgiving Day, Christmas and !
Thomaston. It was built in the
taken from the Fishery Fund and
The Maine Publicity Committee of the Legislature has
The granite paving block manu- New Year's Day.
the H u n tin g and Fishing ment on the banks of the river.
year 1800 by Perez Tillson who had
In the early days shad and sal- distributed among the sufferers of facturers present were: J Leopold j ARTICLE n ^ one but members
reported favorably on a bill to have all holidays except New
come from Halifax in 1765. He lived
License Fees
mon were also caught In large quan- Wiscasset and Aina,
Year's Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas fall on Mondays,
&. Co. Inc , Vinal Haven; Oak Hill of
q w .I.U. of N A
ln good
there one year, and there on Oct.
titles, being taken In seines In varl-! It
recorded that in the year
so as to provide long weekends. Independence Day would
Granite Co , Oak Hiy; Rockport standing or those willing to become
31, 1801. was born a son who bore
Increases in Maine's resident and
ous parts of the river, while the ale
be observed on the first Monday of July. As we recollect It
his name. A grandson, John 8.
non-resident hunting and fishing wives were taken In dip nets a t the 1851 there was a great run of ale Granite Corp. Rockport, Mass., j mem| ^ rg jn good standing within
Independence Day In Rockland last year was celebrated for
sha„
employed. Em
Tillson, was born there Dec. 27,
wives and th a t the menhaden John Meehan & Son. Clark Island. 15
licenses to make the Pish and Oame Upper Falls.
three weeks
1850, and tlie same house sheltered
swarmed up the Waldoboro River Booth Bros. & H. I. G Co., Long pioyes musl remain in good stand
department self supporting, were At that time the Ashery was reg and were caught on the flats. G reat Cove, Vinal Haven; St. George : ing to continue to be employed un
members of two succeeding genera
proposed in an emergency bill in ulated by the general Ash laws. illness was feared, but the fresh Oranite Co.. T e n a n ts Harbor, A , der this agreement.
tions—Francis L . son of John born
DEWEY IS GROWING
traduced in the House of Represen The fame of these fish, and the ocean breeaes carried away the & H. Granite C o , Hall's Quarry and ]
Jan. 27. 1896; and Harriett*, daugh
ease wdh which they were procured, dangers of an epidemic.
tatlves.
Carl A. Pearson. Rockport. Mass.
ARTICLE 1 5 -I t is hereby agreed
ter of Francis, born Sept. 17, 1920.
Dewey's popularity appears to be increasing by leaps and
i— -----—
------- j
1
The measure set forth in the had become so widespread by the In 1852 it was discovered that a
The manufacturers submitted the thal the manufacturers will furnish
Thus five generations have occu
bounds, if one may Judge from Dr. Gallup's poll. Last
^ sh law had
(n following proposalemergency preamble that the move year 1779 th at fishermen crowded
covered drinking water containers
pied this dwelling, and with the
month (before the Hines trial) the New York district attorney
j,y some strange lack of Judgwas made for reasons of economy the banks so that there wxs often j
Propose that the present Boston
*««<** Employes to
exception of less than three years it
received 27 percent of the votes cast In the straw ballot as
and in order that funds usually ap scant room for the townspeople men^ , ,--Of the agent under which Agreement be continued In force furnlsh their own individual drink
has always been occupied by a Till
against 21 percent for Senator Vandenberg and 16 percent
I t was. therefore., lhe town )ost
exclusive privilege. from April 1. 1039 to April 1 1940 ing CUP6' Sanitary conditions In the
propriated for use In this depart themelves.
son. A male Tillson has always
for Senator Taft. This month he heads the list with 50
ment may be used for other neces found necessary to protect the The fish wardens gave particular with the following changes;
use of drinking water and the loca
been in the house since It was built
percent, as against 15 percent for Vandenberg, and 13 per
rights of the town of Warren and and well-defined limits at the Up
sary State activities.
and It Is now owned and occupied
A. Elimination of the division of
co" taln*rs 8‘
cent for Taft. This may not at all forecast the result of the
consequently,
at a town meeting per and the Lower Falls, especially work Art 12-1934 as amended Art. I ptaced 8ha“ * enf° rCed by the em’
The bill was referred to the com
by a Tillson.
1940 Republican National Convention, but it is probably sig
mittee on Appropriations and Pi in May. the citizens voted that within 40 feet of the lower loch a t 6-1935.
pioyes with the co-operation of the
—o nificant of how the voters feel at this moment. In Sun
manufacturers.
nanclal Affairs and the Inland Pish "No alewives be caught at the falls Hart s Falls where fish must not be
day's Boston Globe will appear the results of a similar survey
Daylight saving begins the last
B.
No
manufacturer
shall
be
re
and Oame Jointly. Public hearing for sale." This action prevented taken. But tlie lower river was full
ARTICLE 16—If the management
among the Democratic voters and it should be exceedingly
Sunday in April and ends the last
quired to take any 6-8 blocks.
the first-comers from monopoliz of seines and weirs.
was set for Tuesday March 28
and union representatives are un
Interesting
I Sunday In September excepting
C.
Manufacturers
agree
to
fur
ing
the
stands
and
profiting
by
T lie committee's move was the
Five years later, the town again
able to reach an agreement on anv
Bangor, where it is to begin a week
o----------- o----------- o
fir ;t of many contemplated to re the sale of fish to which all were petitioned the Legllature to have nish goggles to any paving cutter grievance brought before them, there
earlier and close two weeks later.
asking
for
same.
A D ISC R IM IN A T IN G G OVERNO R
organize the State Ashing affairs equally entitled.
their old exclusive rights restored,
shall be neither a lockout by the em
The Bangor plan, in my humble
In 1782. during the Revolutionary but without success. The following
D. Whenever a paving cutter has ployers ncr a strike by the employe,
to permit a balanced budget with
opinion Is a mistake, and curiously
Gov.
Leverett
Saltonstall
of
Massachusetts
Jumps
into
out imposition of new taxes. It War. there was great scarcity of year the town fish committee made worked his stone up to 100 block but the matter shall be submitted to
enough it has been adopted by a
the
clam
chowder
controversy
with
an
emphatic
statement
was estimated the total minimum food and it became difficult for the a raid and seized 22 nets which slabs he shall put his name on slate an arbitration committee, with the
I
city
which was formerly the bit
th at he will not tolerate tomatoes in It. And less could not
under the fee revision would be settlers to obtain sufficient to sus had been set in the lower river and for another stone.
exception of wage grievances, that
terest opponent of daylight saving.
be
expected
from
a
chief
magistrate
who
spends
the
best
part
tain the life of their families . Every which obstructed the assent of the
E. An article setting forth the is. where employers fail to meet pay
$150,000 annually.
of his year at North Haven.
Resident Aching permits would be resources seemed to be falling and alewives to the Upper Falls in W ar time, place and manner of paying rolls on regular pay days as de
Brownie, a 10-year old Airedale,
there
was
deep
anxiety
as
to
the
increased from $1.15 to $2.15 and
ren. This caused great indignation shall be written into the Boston scribed In Article 12 Where such
rescued from the slums by Mrs.
future;
the
pious
men
and
women
Agreement.
T
his
to
be
written
In
hunt.ng licenses from $1.15 to $155.
among the owners of the nets who
wage grievances are unsettled within
Marion Springer of Woburn, Mass,
’ .to the extent I by
THE LEFT WINGERS ACT
The combination would be increased therefore believed It a direct act of on the 77.
following 7day.
/ the Paving
* C utters Union allow- five days, the Union shall be re
was left $20,000 In In her will. The
Providence
th
at
this
year
the
ale
j
tram $2.15 to $365
of- .'even wagon ,loads,
appeared iin i in8 not over two working days per quired to withdraw its members
Left wing New Dealers, with an eye on the New York
will was contested and the canine
wives
arrived
much
earlier
than
year
The Legislature four years ago
the village and demanded the re 
This arbitration committee shall
State delegation, is booming Solicitor General Rcbert H.
will have to lead a dog's life on only
Increased resident Ashing and hunt usual—on the 27th of April, their turn of their property. They went
F. This agreement shall take consist of three members; one to
| $5000.
Jackon as the Democratic Presidential nominee In 1940. This
average
time
of
tunning
being
dur
ing licenses from 65 cents to $1.15
effect on the first day of April, 1939 be chosen by the employes; one to
home empty handed!
faction apparently is disinclined to support Harry L. Hopkins.
each and combination from $1.15 to ing the last half of May. A large
Near the close of the Civil War and remain in force until April. be chosen by the management, the
Secretary of Commerce, or Postmaster Oeneral James A
Tlie first flag to fly over the
quantity of the fish was caught and ' lfl65 the
again turned thelr 1940. If either party desires a third member to be appointed by
$2.15
Parley. Meantime what has become of the boom which
Lincoln
street High School build
distributed
to
suffering
families.
minds
w
loc>1
affai„
,
nd
once
A non-resident "season" Ashing
change, notice shall be given in these two. Should they fail to agree
the President's son launched lor Vice President Oarner?
ing was presented to the city by Ed
fee was increased from $5.15 to $6 15 Two years later the fishery had more petitioned the Legislature to writing ninety (90) days in advance on the third member within ten
From a disinterested Republican standpoint it would look
win Litotoy Post. O A R The pres
,aw s0 as ,Q
A 15 day permit would C06t $315. gained such Importance that thej amfnd [he
specifying changes. If no notice is days, the third member shall be ap
as though Garner or Farley would be hard to beat in the
entation
was made by the late
people
from
all
the
settlements
on
The bill proposed to eliminate the
for the town all the rights vested given this agreement to hold good pointed by the United States De
Democratic National Convention.
Charles
D.
Jones, a member of the
the
river
contended
for
the
more
three day license of $165.
in law of 1802. but to their great for another year, and from year to partment of Labor. The arbitration
Post
and
a
well
known orator. "We
favorable
stations
for
fishing.
This
For hunting "small game ' non
disappointment their appeal was year thereafter unless notice of committee shall give its decision
want
our
children
to have as good a
in
turn
gave
rise
to
further
town
1
nol
grant€d
residents would pay $8 15 instead
change is given as provided above. within 30 days from the date of Its
flag as anybody rise's children" said
legislation
and
It
was
voted
"That
j
For
some
reason
unknown
th<>
of $5.15 as at present. The non
appointment.
For Manufacturers
he. This, of course was accepted
the town
m 1869
resident fee of $15 15 for hunting there be a committtee chosen
E Mollison. Chairman
ARTICLE 17—Upon 15 days' notice
figuratively. Mr Jones being a
make
a
town
act
about
the
alewife>
roted
,.lhat
the
town
,ake
n<J
flsh
•
•
•
•
‘ big game" would not be changed
In. writing, either party to this
| bachelor.
year nor make gny prepara.
At a conference held between the
H ie Junior permit fee of $1 15 would fishery." This act was passed In
agreement shall have the right to
1185. and on Sept. 8 of that year tjon therefor.' Their decision may B B. & H. I. O ranite Co., of Long !
remain the same.
v u i c i r n u c tto
o aiscus!
call aa jwij*v
joint iconference
discuss
Now that the clam chowder Issue
Class A guide licenses would be it was made unlawful to build any have come from the fa£t that her<? Cove and Vinal Haven. St. George 1 problems developing from Federal
Is on the wane the Lewiston Jour
Increased from $5 to $6 50 Class B ob traction in the river at the falls was much WOrk going on construc- Granite Co., of Tenant's Harbor, s ta te or Local Legislation and to
nal has started a "largest clam"
would be Increased from $3 to $4.50. or below them that shall hinder i tjng tjl£ village. It evidently was John Meehan & Son of Clark Island.1 refer the matters discussed in these
campaign It starts with the 714
the fish from going up the said not
Of any ]arge suppiy J Leopold & Company of Vinal
confeiences for action to the
The special Naval Board sent to j The others were; Oakland Park. 100 Inch bivalve dug by Edward Emer
river to cast their spawn.
Heft QV£r from the preVjOUS year as Haven, the Oak Hill Granite Com
To Observe Army Day In the year 1787 it is recorded dpi-jpg that time a great freshet had pany of Oak Hill, and the following Branches and the Manufacturers the North Atlantic coast to seek a acres; 800 acres of wild land In Sou'h son at Biddeford Pool.
ARTICLE 18—This agreement location for a Naval Air base, came Thomaston and Owl’s Head; and the
that one of the settlers having been taken off thp
stands and Branches of the Quarry Workers
shall
take effect on the first day of , _ , ,
The Bird Club at Mount Desert
The Secretary of War. Harry H. on his farm but m t year found | stopped , he run Qf (h€ alewlve, International Union of N. A. Branch
.
, .
„ , Frank L. Weeks property at Battery
to Rockland
--------1 April. 1939. and remain in force u n til,
,
„ ,yesterday forenoon and
reports 23 species of warblers ob
Woodring having officially approved lum'clf obliged to 'Tuggle aloni This unusual decision was later 157. Long----------------Cove Branch 211 Willard s
If elther party deslres quickly eliminated this city as a Beach 80 acres.
Saturday April 8 as a most su.table wi-.n nothin ’ to ea» except alewi’-c: reconsidered and the matter placed Point, Branch No 70. Clark Island. J a £hange at thu daU>
The government requirements were served on the island: Black and
p o ssib ility.
for 400 acres, the local committee White Praula. Yellow, Magnolia.
day to observe Army Day, com and tongue-plani, the latter boiled In the hands of the selectmen.
Branch No. 55. Vinal Haven, and
giyen
days Jn fld.
"Not room enough" was the terse] was Informed, but In addition to Cape May, Black Throated Ouen.
memorating the 22d anniversary of far greens. Tills was the year o:
,fying the ch
de.
The above is a brief history of Branch 226. Oak HUI. it was pro- | v<ncc
comment of Rear Admiral A J. I that there must be a radiation of | Blackburnian, Chestnut Sided, Baythe declaration of War by the the great drought when "In Novem this important industry up to the posed to the delegates by the Manu
breated, Blackpoll, Pine, Yellow
United States on April 6; Mayor ber c :e rcuio valk across the river tfine of the town's centennial. To facturers th a t the present agree sired. If no notice is given then the Hepburn and Capt Krlser after a ] three miles in each direction.
inspection of the chart
which
-----.... ----------The failure of Rockland to qualify Pine. Ovenbird. N orthern Water
Arthur Sewall of Bath has stated or. tht stones 7.1! tout wetting a day the fish still come up George's ment be continued in force for one agreement to hold good for another careful
j'ear, and from year to year there had been prepared for them.
j for the coveted airport was especial* Thrush. Connecticut, Mourning,
he will issue a proclamation calling shoe."
River to spawn, are diverted into u year from April 1. 1939 to March 31. after unless notice of change Is
The visitors from Washington ' ly disappointing to Freeman R. Maryland. Yellow T hroat, Wilson's
A
new
arrangement
was
made
on all citizens to decorate their
sluice and carried down to the fish- 1940 inclusive with the following given as provided above.
were met here by Mayor Edward R. Young, who has been working six Canada. Redstart, and Nashville,
homes with flags and bunting on concerning the f jj.b g during 17<>&| house a short distance below the changes;
Veazie.
Leforest A Thurston, presi months on the matter on his own
The
Union
was
represented
by
whereby, in order u avoid the neces- dam on the left hand side of the
ARTICLE I-A.—Eight hours shall
Saturday April 8
dent of the Chamber of Commerce, volition. He made two trips to
the
National
Secretary-Treasurer,
s‘ty
ol
removing
the
dam
at
tbe
--»nu mp.s I’Z “W hat has become of the Maine
The Governor of the State of
river. G reater prosperity and a constitute a day's work. Five days
Maine, and his Adjutant Oeneral. Upper Falls, a passage was opened larger variety of food have made per week from Monday to Friday John A. Lawson and the following Kennedy Crane, Col. Basil H .Stin-j Washington and pad long confer- Deelopment Commission?” writes
son of the Governor's staff, John) ences
with Senator White, Repre Frank Stewart, former Rockland
John W. Hanson, with the entire for the shad and alewives on the the alewife less desirable to the in inclusive. The hours of work shall delegates: William Kittredge, North
Pomeroy, former president of th( sentatives Smith and Brewster and boy now located a t 515 Rose Hill
Haven;
Emil
Ruuski,
Long
Cove;
western
side
of
the
river,
but
this
be
from
7
a.
m.
to
11.30
A
M
and
National Guard of Maine have been
habitants of Warren so that cornChamber of Commerce, and Free E. C. Moran, Jr., of the U. S Mari
avenue, St Bernard. Ohio. “Cin
Inv.ted. Colonel Hunt, command passage excluded the salmon and parat w ,y few peopk take advan. from 12.30 p m. to 4 00 p m Anv Robert McGee. Clark Island. Julius man S Young.
Polky,
Clark
Island;
Eugene
Smalley
time Commission. In his waking cinnati,” he adds, "is going to stage
ing Port Williams, Portland Har they afterwards dhappeared from tage of their right to 500 fish. Thc changes in the above stipulated
Four locations were submitted, one hours and sleepless nights he did hL
St. George.
a big exhibition of various vacation
bor, has tentatively promised to these waters.
town, therefore has an enormous starting and quitting times to be
of
which is not named for reasons I level best to bring the matter to a resorts, and Maine Is not even listed
The
matter
of
wages
does
not
en
bring his staff, band, and a battalion The shad and alewives "were amount of fish for sale and is at adjusted by both parties to meet
which would be readily understood.) successful climax.
taken without labor by obstructing present working under a contract conditions in their respective lo ter Into the above negotiations.
as one ol the States participating.
of regulars with him.
Final action rests with the mem
Not even as much as a moving pic
Colonel Frank E. Lowe. Depart- their way with wire and opening a with the Export Company of New calities. Except that, (1) crews
PENOBSCOT VIEW GRANGE
ture of activities in Maine Is men
ment Commander of Maine Ameri-|slit on one side, through which York, which organization salts thc loading barges; (2) crews engaged bership of both unions.
CAMDEN OPPOSES IT
tioned "
man Legion and all posts in Maine they were carried by the current of fish and ships them to the West in repairing breakdowns and (3)
One of the most interesting pro In Camden and vicinity petitions
have aLso been invited. Charles V. water into a receptacle floored with Indies and South America.
men preparing machines for the W E WANTERKNOW!
grams of Penobscot View Grange are being circulated by Harry T.
Stewart, who used to flash in
Lane, Department Commander, V. smooth slats and left ready to be , The townspeople can still secure day's work, may work at regular
was carried out at the Thursday Oushee protesting against the pro
Rockland High School baseball, Is
rates of pay, any eight consecutive
F W., and all officers and members carried off by purchasers." The sa> I „ ,h f h
h ,h d
night meeting. One feaure a Musical posed increase In the cost of hunt
The Use of Helium
oI .,I V « u ran . , . r F» r , « „ W . , , . „ J .<
by .b , ,o»„ fw
„ 0, !
,a h
c ,„ . T ,7
elated with the notion th a t the next
working hours, in any working day,
Romance was especially enjoyed.
New
Haven,
March
21
ing and fishing licenses and a large World Series may be played in
Sons of Veterans of Foreign Wars netted a considerable sum.
L
no ]onger smokM them ..Qn designated by the employer
A recipe by Dr. Richardson for his
delegation will go before the Legis Ohio. *No doubt," h e says—but
have been invited by Army Day| The fishery became exclusively I
in prevlous days w hen
1-B—All work done outside the Editor of The Courier -Gazette :—
favorite pie (custard) almost made
lative committee when the hearing with a question mark—“Cincinnati
Will the party who wrote "Value
committee, as Well as United Span- a town privilege In 1801 through the alewives are running and the regular working hours prescribed
our mouth water for a piece of it.
takes place next Tuesday afternoon and Cleveland will win in their
ish War Veterans and Sons of Union a petition to the Legislature. This sluice boiling with glistening fish In this agreement shall be paid a t of Helium" in the March 18th Issue
Herbert Gregory also gave a recipe
respective leagues."
of The Courier-Gazette kindly grant
Veterans. W S. Newell has invited was a very Important measure for being washed down to the fish
for apple pie his favorite. No doubt
4 town of Warren as for some
a these uniformed bodies to bea ' the
,,
, u,
. ,.
“Here come the Warren girls—nine more information about helium for it would be good. The orchestra
Community services a t K P hall
. .
- ... .
«
I
.t-i
,
, j ,
house, it is a sight to hold your
gue6ts of the Bath Iron Works Cor- years this business had been unus-1 (
t
on a string " T h a t was an insult medical uses.
It would not be much fun to climb
not being able to appear was much Sunday at 3 p. m. wiU be featured
I am Interested to learn how this
four or five flights of stairs to dis
poratlon to witness the launching ually productive. The Act giving Fifty or more years ago people not to be quickly forgotten as the
regretted. Our guest speaker Dr. by Bert Larcombe's sermon on "The
of tlie USS Sims.
j the town the exclusive right of discover that the man you wanted to
outside the fhh right more or less remark referred to fresh alewives marvelous aid to asthma sufferers James Kent gave a very interest Devil." Special music.
see was out. And th at's why the
. At 3.30 p. m. the gates of the posing of the fish was passed the scornfully referred to the alewives strung on a string through the gils. may be obtained. Is it obtainable
ing talk on ancient and modern
through hospitals exclusively, or
large plant will open and the uni-1 following year, on condition of
late
civil engineer O. H. Tripp In
How
the
Rockland
boys
chuckled
at
as “Warren Turkeys," and they
methods of medicine, surgical os- Y O U R F A V O R IT E POEM
augurated that system of "In" and
formed men will march into thc supplying the Inhabitants living on likewise made somewhat familiar the flashing eyes and scarlet cheeks will it eventually be placed on our
tiopathlc and chiropractic treat
“Out" signs which you see today in
yard to view the first of two 1939, the river With alewives to the the lines;
or the girls from the Head-of-the- local drug store counters?
ment.
During the entertainm ent' 0" h V v S mZu'fraVe u 'e a T ^ m .1 the top story of the Court House.
amount of 500 each at 20, cents per "Rockland glrla for beauty.
May I be permitted to ask what
launchings.
Tide! But a t the next dance at
period a light lunch was served by —
" to som e mualc at
and listen
Thom aston girls for pride
The Bath Marine Band, under 100.
"Little Heaven" as Warren was hospitals practice the use of helium. the sisters and was much enjoyed. Ewtry
aat o n ce a week The loss of these
If It h ad n 't been for alewives
One year ago: Eight women were
leadership of Ernest Oeorge, J r , | During this year, 1802. the fish- Warren girls had died!"
tastes ta a loss of happlneas.—Charles
An Asthma Sufferer.
sometimes designated by out-ofA past master’s Jewel was presented Darwin.
drawn for traverse jury service—
who play for the launching, have ery was actually set up, and added This quartraln would raise a town young folks, the city boys
to worthy master Rice, who ex
Rockland High School students were
THE PRIMROSE
been Invited to head the Veterans an appreciable amount to the town’s storm at any local dance or skating received a cold reception and went
Strand features for the coming pressed thanks in a few well chosen
learning how to drive motor cars,
Ask m e why I send you here
Division of the Parade.
| prosperity. In 1806 and for several rink where out-of-town boys felt home early.
week: Sunday, Monday and Tues words.
Worthy master Myron This sweet Infanta of the year?
a course in safety education having
All members of Naval Reserve j years following, the minister of the privileged to chaff the girls they
Years pass, lovely summers bring day. “Made for Each Other," with Young and wife and worthy over Ask m e why I send to you
T his primrose, thu s bepearl'd with been established.—Hillcrest Riding
Battalion, Marine Reserve Bat- Congregational and thc Baptist hoped “to have the privilege of es back old residents to the farms Carole Lombard and James Stew
dew?
seer Raymond Andersen and wife
School was established by Robert A.
I w ill wht-per to your ears
tallon, 1st and 2nd Squadrons Bath Churches were paid largely from corting home. But the affront th at where they were born, and almost a rt; (Wednesday, "Saint Strikes
from Pleasant Valley Grange were The sw eets of love are mix'd with tears Ulmer and Mrs. W alter Connon.—
Air Squadrons, Maine Aero Club, the Fishery Fund, accumulated all bitterly resented was when a t a without exception, their first mar Back,” with George Sanders and present.
Ask m e why this flower does show Five Rockport boys were arrested
and unattached veterans are In from the proceeds of sales of the county fair In Union or at the circus keting expedition to the village W endy Barrie; Thursday, Friday
60 yellow -green, and sickly too?
for a burglary at the Rockport Ice
popular and abundant alewives.
in Rockland a group of village girls includes among the necessities of and Saturday, Mickey Rooney and
vited to take part in this parade.
Ask m e why the stalk Is weak
And ben d ing (yet It doth not break)? Co.'s store —Mrs Sarah E French
The
constitution
of
the
republic
Parade starts at 2 p. m.; line of A few years later the towns of would hear one of the city boys say life—a couple of .sticks of smoked Walter Connolly In “Huckleberry
I w ill answer: These discover
of Texas barred ministers of the W hat fa in tin g hopes are In a lover
died at the age of 84.—U B 8 Phil
Cushing and 6t. Oeorge begged for to the stylish young lady beside him* alewives.
inarch will be published later.
Finn."
Oospel from serving in Congress.
- R o b e r t Herrick
adelphia was having official trials.

H earing Is T uesday

WE LACKED THE ROOM

N avy Planning Board Inspected Four Sites In
R ockland and V icinity
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readings, “Jimmie's Advice." by
Franco’s Demands
Mary
Perry,
and
“Vacation
The Community
TH R E E -TIM ES -A -W E F.K
Dreams,” by Vivian Hussey were
Gen.
Franco,
leader
of
the
rebel
also contributed to the program
Bowling
forces in Spain this morning gave
Love yc therefore the stranger, from the Junior High School.
the
Loyalists
48
hours
in
which
to
• * * •
for ye were strangers in the land of
League
Tlie
Egypt .—Deut. 10: 19.
Next week's assembly will be ar surrender unconditionally.
ranged by Mr. Chick of the manual proposal of the Loyalists for hon
By
orable peace was treated with con
training department.
R U T II W A R D
tempt. Tlie shelling of Madrid be• • • •
At The High School
Four new Royals and four new 1gan in November. 1936, but the capi
Underwoods have arrived in the tal has never fallen.
Individual Averages
typewriting room to take the place
Strings P.F
of eight machines which have been G rant Davis. Program was under }
Mitchell ........ ...... 30 3177
(By The Pupils)
the direction of Coach Matheson. I
in use several years.
Rackliff
. ...... 54 5443 100.8 ----------------------------------------------• • • •
• • • •
Chatto ............ ...... 54 5352 991 wanls were up on ,th e first two
Tlie Junior High Dramatic Club,
Merely a coincidence, but in the
Principal Blaisdell presided at
Hobhs
........ ...... 54 5322 98 6 | strings by 16 pins. Mike Arico had
one-act play contest held this week under the direction of Miss Nichols, the fortnightly faculty meeting
...... 42 4142
in Lincoln. Mattanawcook Academy presented a broadcast of two radio Monday at which time articles from
Cargill .......... ...... 54 5296
of Lincoln presented
'Strange plays at the assembly Wednesday recent issues of The Clearing House
Sou Ip
............. ...... 42 4057
Road;’ and won the preliminary morning. The first play. "Anne of The Education Digest and Bulletin
39 3737 95.8 high singles were George Brackett,
Sleeper
contest. One of the other two com Green Gables." was produced by of Maine Teachers' Mental Hygiene
...... 45 4307 95.7 112 Eddie Barnard 111. and Law
T. Perry
petitors. Lee Academy and Eastern Announcer Lincoln McRae. "Anne Association were presented: "The
....... 51 4874 95.6 rence Cole 110.
D. Perry
Maine Institute of Springfield, pre Shirley." Barbara Newbert; "Mat American Public Does Not Want
John Bird Co. won five points in
Williams ....... ....... 51 4860 953
sented “Singapore Spider."
So thew Cuthbert." Raymond Chis Good Schools." Miss Thompson;
F Gardner ....
24 1988 94.7 the match with Feyler's, up 49
there may be two “Strange Roads" holm: "Marllla Cuthbert." Mary “Everyday Mental Hygiene and the
....... 33 3133 949 pins on the total. Freddie Snow
Roes
Wotton.
Everyday Teacher." Miss Additon;
presented at Bowdoin April 8
....... 51 4825 94.3 was high man with 299 and 126.
Topping
• • • •
The cast for “The Legend of "English As She Is Wrote." Miss
J. McLoon ...... ....... 33 3118 94.5 Faculty (3)—Flanagan, 252, Cole
Candidates for the National Sleepy Hollow: Announcer. Bertha Stahl; "The Success’ Books: Phony
....... 57 5378 94 4 1294. McCarty 267. Topping 300. Arico
Mason
Honor Society, chosen by vote of Coombs: "Ichabod Crane." Parker Guidance?" Mr. Bowden; "Sug
Rogers ......... ....... 51 4814 94 1 336—1448.
the faculty for character, leader Worrey; "K atrina Van Tassel." gestion and Domination." Miss
45 4226 93.9 Ktwanls (2)—Miller 295, Mclnship, scholarship, and service, were Dorothy Havener "Mynheer Van Woodcock; "Utopia High School,"
....... 42 3941 93 8 tosh 268. Barnard 276, Brackett
Beaulieu
announced this week by Principal Tassel." Charles Whitmore; "Me- Mr. DcVcber.
48 4497 93.7 280 Cook 269—1388
Bcrliawsky ....
• • • •
Blaisdell. Four members of the row Van Tassel." Alice Cross; "Brom
....... 21 1967 93 0 John Bird Co. (5)—F itts 271. Adams
K Feylcr .
As soon as weather permits, base
senior class were elected last year Van Brunt," Hartwell Dowling. As
45 4203 93 4 259. Mason 268. Cummings 285.
Miller
when juniors: Harold Dondis, son of sisting with the sound effects and ball practice will be underway.
54 5038 93 3 Spow 299—1373.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dondis, 69 production were Richard Achorn, Meantime, the battery candidates
....... 51 4745 93 1 Feyler's (0)—O. Feylcr 274, DanlWalker
Beech St.; Joseph Dondis. son of Dorothy Goodnow and William At will be working out in the gym.—V.
39 3619 92 8 ellio 253. Gregory 259. Mltcliell 272,
Anastasio
Mr. and Mrs. James Dondis, 11 well.
54 5100 926 Freeman 266—1324.
Brackett .......
« • • •
Mr. Rossnagcl had charge of the
Tillson avenue; Maude Johnson,
• • • •
54 4996 92 5
At a senior class meeting Thurs
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Guy public address system and assisted
36 3330 92 5 The A. & P. was down 13 pins
Cole
...........
Johnson. Lake avenue; and Maxine during the broadcast. Grace Bow day it was voted to have the "Caul
30 2776 92 5 in the first string and down 13 more
O Brown ....
Perry, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ley conducted the devotion and In dron." the yearbook. Maxine Perry.
39 3605 92 4 in the second taking the third
Brewer ..........
troduced the program, the first of Maude Johnson, and Dorothy How
Neil Perry, 64 Summer street.
McIntosh ...... ....... 51 4654 92 l string by 29, to win three points in
• • • •
this type to be attempted by the ard were chosen to select commit
48 4109 91.9 a nice match with the Lions. Montees to work on this publication un- ]
Candidates this year are Inez Junior High School.
.......
57 5230 91.8 day night up three pins on the
Clarke
..........
• • • •
der the supervision of Mr. McCarty.
Bowley. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
2472 91.5 total. George Sleeper rolled 326
.......
27
Allen
• • • •
The razzle-dazzle, which the fac
Archie Bowley, 19 Traverse street;
1923 915 for high total, and 122 for high
.......
21
Steeves
The third period office practice
Ione Louraine. daughter of Mr and ulty boastfully threatened to toss
912 single.
Fifty
years
ago.
a
35
year
old
provided
for
after
a
few
years)
4105
Freeman
.......
45
Mrs. Francis Louraine. 23 W ater to the Amoco's Tuesday night in class of seniors held a mock trial minister who was doing Sunday "could grow and develop In an atGlendenning's team was down 91
42
3810
H.
Marshall
street; Edith Gray, daughter of the gym, did not overpower their this week with Felice Perry as
pins on the total in a match with
mosphere
as
nearly
as
possible
like
2992
Flanagan
.....
33
Mr. and Mrs. James Gray, 202 So. Opponents, strange to say. who. in judge; court stenographers. Elea School work in Maine, was at the a normal home. He expressed his Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— Poct
....... 51 4615 90.5 the Post Office, who won all five
Main street; Agnes Johnson, daugh spite of the brilliance of the fac nor Carter and Charlotte Staples; same time earnestly striving to es program under the title of "The
B.
McLoon
...
........
33 2987 905 points. Ted Perry rolled 312 for
On Patriots' Day merning at 10.30
constable, Donald Chisholm; de- tablish a home for needy boys.
ter of Ernest Johnson. 34 W arren ulty. won 37 to 31.
Good
Will
Idea."
a
sixfold
balancing
39 3514
Jackson
.......
Faculty
fendant, James Hamilton; plaintiff. I Money for the projected home came of home, education, discipline, in • April 19) the Belfast Boys' Club
street; Katherine Rice, daughter of
45 4030 899 115 for high single.
Soffaver
.......
O.
F
Pts Katherine Jordan; attorney for de
Capt. and Mrs Kervyn ap Rice. 25
A & P (3i—Clarke 281. Black
in very slowly, but in May. 1889, dustry. recreation, and religion In will hold its second annual Mara Cummings .
42 3777 898
3
3 fendant, James Bostick; attorney
Maple street; Felice Perry, daughter DeVebcr, rf _____ 0
the young minister was able to pur later years. Dr. Hinckley invented thon.
278 Steeves 255. Harding 293. Hobbo
890
........
27
2418
Howard
4
12 for plaintiff. Ira Ripley; witness for
The race will be open to anybody
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Perry. 18 Topping. If ....... — 4
chase a farm in East Fairfield the word "reinsophy" to symbolize
McCarty ....... ........ 57 4819 893 298—1405
Bowden,
c
..............
1
3
5
defendant.
George
Huntley;
w
itness,
Malnc
the
sjU?
for
boys>
who
is at least 16 years old and not
Grove street; Patricia Hall, daugh
the
foursquare
basis
of
Good
Will's
45 4012 892 Lions <2)—Sleeper 326, Hary 277,
Shepherd
.
1
3
5 for plaintiff. Elinor Nye; clerk of home In . 5 ^ ^ , , 18aB, the f|rst
over 26. The course will be a
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Hall. 3 G. Huntley, rg
plan—“reinsophy"
meaning
an
equal
........
57
Snow
5102 88 9 Allen 260 Beaulieu 363. Soule 276—
0
6 court. Lucille Thomas; foreman of
Broadway place; Dorothy Howard, Nicholas, lg _____ 3
i boys entered the home. Thus was emphasis on religious, intellectual,
36 3195 888 1402
Pitts
the jury, James Harding; jury. started the Good Will Home As- social, and physical activities,
daughter of Mrs. Esther Howard.
Whitney
36 3177 88.2 Post Office (5)—T. Perry 312. Mc
13
31 Virginia Rackliffe. SUri Johnson.
Totals .............. 9
there.
77 Rankin street; Paul Horeyseck.
soclation
in
Hinckley.
Maine.
The
Nearly
3
000
boys
and
girls
have
Gregory
.......
.
.
.
.
42
3701 881 Phee 287. Chatto 298. D. Perry' 290.
Amoco's
Jean Clukey. Muriel Baum. P ris founder was George Walter H inck-, been helped by the Good Will Honv
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Horey
........
57
4997 877 Rackliff 290—1477.
Flagg
P
U
.
G
F
cilla Staples, Mildred Perrin, Roger ley—"Gee Double You” Hinckley.' Association when, through some
seck. 27 Amesbury street.
Glendenning IO) — Glendenning
30 2632 877
Hary ............
5
1
M.
Leo
....
...........
2
Newhall, Raymond Harper. Viola now and still strong and active in misfortune, they were deprived of
From the junior class. Pearl Leon
230.
Shepherd 274, Soffayer 306.
Glendenning
.
.
24
876
2100
0
6 Weymouth. Margaret Robbins, and
ard, daughter of A. Sidney Leonard. F. W baugh, If .... 3
his 86th year.
their
normal
home
life.
And
now,
........
27
Rogers
279. McLoon 297—1306
86.7
Russell
........
2340
12
6
Henry Dodge The jury decided in
West Meadow road; Mary F. Cross, Lord, c ......—------- 3
• • • •
Since this small start a half-cen with 50 years of aid almost com three beautiful medals for 1
D. Pcyler .....
33 2851 885
7 favor of the defendant in the case.
1
Murgita
rg
............
3
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur S.
tury ago. the Good Will Homes and pleted. the Good Will alumni are fourth and fifth places respectively, C. Brown
The third match of the evening
........
51
859
4383
1 —Elinor Nye
1
Cross. 20 Chestnut street; and R ich Black l g ................. 0
Schools have grown steadily. From joining with others to celebrate the
Newman ...... ......... 21 1801 85 9 was a clash between the Lions and
6
A.
Wbaugh,
rg
....
3
0
ard Rising, son of Mr. and Mrs.
a single cottage home and 125 acres golden jubilee—the Fiftieth Anni
Gross
48 4119 85 8 1Post G®c« the Lions taking one
Ione Louraine and Joseph Don of land. Good Will has expanded to
Elden Colbeth of Swan's Island, and
versary
of
the
Good
Will
Home
AsScarlott
42 3823 85.5 point The Post Office was down
37 dis have been secretaries to P rin 
14
9
T o tals....
bacon.' This contest was
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
possess 18 cottage homes, a chapel, sociation.
R Oardner ......... 57 4859 85 4 55 pins in the first string, and pro
cipal Blaisdell this week.
Rising. 5 Purchase street.
three school buildings, two libraries,
Four days at the end of this July year and a Rockland boy
Moran ....... ......... 51 4357 854 ceeded to roll a record team single
Money from the sale of activity
• • • •
a museum, an administration build —Thursday through Sunday. July Mazzeo won. Why not h
Jordan
......... ......... S3 2817 85 4 of 355. taking the second string by
tickets has enabled the school to
Office boys this week were How
winner from ycur locality?
At the request of Mrs. Ellena E.
ing,
an
agricultural
center,
other
27-28-29-30—have
been
set
aside
for
Heal ...........
24 2028 845 141 pins. The Lions lost the third
liquidate a debt of $350 which was ard Edwards. Roland Hayes, Leroy
Frcdette. four members of Mrs
structures
needed
in
a
complete
4280 83.9 string by only three pins. Wimpy
the
special
events.
Maine's
Gov.
Mazzeo
.........
51
carried over from last year. Part Stickney, George Staples, Freder
Robinson's senior shorthand class.
De Veber
......... 33 2748 833 Chatto rolled high total and single,
of the funds has been allocated to ick Ranquist, Arthur Sullivan, community, and more than 2600 Lewis O Barrows is scheduled to
Edith Gray, Rita Smith, Agnes
be present one day. One of the days
Bowden ...... ......... 39 3016 77.3 331 and 133.
eliminate deficits in football and James Thomas, and Charles H unt- acres of land.
Johnson, and Ione Louraine. a t
Dr.
Hinckley's
purpose
was
to
Post Office (4)—T. Perry, 288,
will
emphasize
social
activities;
one.
basketball. In addition, the tickets ley.
tended the Owls Head town meet
The Kiwanis and Faculty teams McPhee 294 Chatto 331, D. Perry
build a humane institution—one physical; one, intellectual; and one. a 50-mile radius of Belfast.
have enabled the school to have
All who may be interested, please staged a good battle Monday night, 253. Rackliff 288—1454
ing Monday in the capacity of these activities, none which are selfEndmen have been chosen for i where boys and girls (for girls were ‘ religious
write to the Belfast Beys' <71ub for the Faculty finally coming out on
stenographers. A welcomed inter
Lions ( b —Sleeper 244. Hary 262,
supporting; special assemblies, mov the minstrel show which is to be ' ■
application blanks, etc. The en top with three points winning the Whitney 265. Beaulieu 260, Soule
ruption in the day's labors was a ing picture programs, debating, given April 14 and 15. George
born people along the Atlantic
trance fee is 50 cents which should third string by 77 pins. The Ki- 304—1365
delicious dinner served by the dramatics, musical activities, school Huntley. Roger Perry . James H ard
Coast began to think they were accompany your application. The
Grange.—Ione Louraine
paper, golf, tennis, track, baseball, ing, Harold Heal. Henry Dodge.
crowded and hearing of the ricii only official application blank with
• • • •
Joseph Pietroski. Maynard Green, “The T im e H as Com e T o
Tlie deck of the ship "Sabine" and the skating rink at Community
g
w
»•
”
c
u
lands west they began to movc west- necessary information can be gotten
and Dick Ames will fill the roles.
Stop
stin
Say
the
Dtop W
W aastin
gg ” bay
the
sq while thousands and thousands
was the scene of much enjoyment Park. Our athletic teams have been
a t the Belfast Boys' Club. Please
Mary Snow will be "Snow White"
Monday when the crew gathered for better equipped and the Junior and
Friends o f the O utdoors were landing from Europe on our send your names in early as we
and Edward and Arthur Sullivan.
their usual meeting. The program Senior High pupils have enjoyed a
Eastern shores, thousands began would like to have a good idea of
Robert Rogers, Drury Rice. Philip
wide
variety
of
valuable
experiences
Wildlife Week, Wildlife Stamps, going to the new lands of the West. numbers and places.
in charge of Shirley Firth, consis
ted of jokes and poems by Louise which they could not have had French, Roland Hayes, and Jo h n the National Wildlife Federation
Watch your newRjapcrs for vari
Now comes the century beginning
Knight will be the "Seven Dwarfs.”
Harden. Mary Anastasio, Alice B ar without the activity tickets.
have become important to all with 1900. People did not think ous announcements! Why not sec
• • • •
if your locality or organization
ton. and Lena Cuccinello. Profes
The Press Club, at its recent
This school has been assisting this Americans since the First Wildlife there ever could be an end to out
sor Raymond Kendall from Bates meeting, had the privilege of hav week the U. 6. Bureau of Public
door riches but in less than 59 years which these runners may represent J
Week held in March 1938
College was a guest.—Lucille Con ing Frank A. Winslow of The Cou
since Lincoln's time cities are can't show the others up!
Roads and the S tate Highway CornTlie story behind the National spread out with thousands of stacks
Belfast Boys' Club.
non. Keeper of the Ephcrmcris
rier-Gazette as its guest speaker. mission of Maine in a survey
Wildlife Week
• • • •
spilling smoke. We look for the
Mr. Winslow, in his half-hour talk, order that the future highway c
A committee composed of Felice
gave much helpful advice on how of the state may be planned a n d , Stamps is a big story, shaping it- buffalo and they are gone. No more go on and on. Wherever people
Perry, Maude Johnson. Ione Lour
built to best serve the greatest n u m - , self as tlie history of this Nation covered wagons crawl across the have wanted to make money by
aine, Katherine Delano. Sylvia Web to submit and write items for a
newspaper, and some very interest ber of the traveling public. F ro m ' has taken form. H ie message of plains, but fast trains carry settlers spoiling rivers, draining marshes,
ster and Kent Glover, met recent
taking what belongs to you and me—
SELF SMOOTHING
to the last free land of the West.
ly to select a slate of officers to be ing accounts from his own wide ex the information collected it will be wildlife Week is one that all Ameriwildlife
and
natural
resources—
We
find
wildlife
rapidly
losing
its
perience as a reporter and editor. possible to see how much of the cans must hw d
(s
voted upon for the Press Club and
home, forest fires have played their they have been able to grab big
Mr. Winslow's ability to sprinkle average city man's driving is on
the editorial board of the Highlite
.
.
.
.
„
.
__
.
to
hold
its
place
as
a
great
democpart, marshes have been drained chunks of what is still left of these
humor along with the facts gave state highways and secondary roads
for the coming year. At Monday's
racy,
rich
in
opportunity.
Human
and others dried in the sun until riches.
meeting the following were elected: the students an insight into the as well as on city streets. Likewise, life and wildlife both are supported the black earth was like powder
The friends of wildlife now are
humorous side of reporting, as well it will be possible to find how
President. Kent Glover; vice presi
L U S T A Q U IK E N A M E L
getting
together and saying: "The
that
the
wind
blew
away.
No
longer
from
nature's
abundance.
When
M ake you r hom e
dent, Lucille Connon; secretary, as the necessary requisites for a much of the average rural m an's we neglect w hat nature has given, are the rivers clear and sweet If out-of-doors belongs to us all!"
Patricia Allen; treasurer. Ruth Sea- career in newspaper work. This driving is on city streets as well as when we permit our heritage to be we drank the water we would be Tlie time has come to stop wasting.
ch eery, — surround- •—
bury. The Highlite officers will be meeting, held in the laboratory, on state highways and secondary wasted, disaster must follow.
This
is
what
boys
and
girls
arc
in g s b rig h t. Lustaquik E nam el c o m e s in 18 c o lo r s for
poisoned.
Fish
and
other
living
Editor-in-chief, Pearl
Leonard; was attended by 40 members from roads. Wednesday Mr. Edgerly and
saying
in
their
4-H
clubs,
Future
When
the
first
white
men
landed
things
have
been
poisoned
and
have
furniture, w o o d w o r k or m etal. D ries in 4 h ou rs. N o
news editor. Helvi Laitinen; typing Senior High, and eight from Junior Mr. Brewster o7 the Highway D e here about 400 years ago they dis gone.
Farmers. Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts,
r id g es o r bru sh marks . . . self-smoothing. W ash ab le.
partment
gave
each
student
a
Road
High.
editor, Ruth Goldberg; printing
• • • •
The earth has a thin skin of rich Campfire Girls. "You have got to
Use Survey blank and a map, and covered a rich country and for a
editor, Walter Butler. — Maude
Tuesday's assembly arranged by as an English assignment each filled long time, about 200 years, they dirt in which plants grow. Food for leave something for us!" We can’t
Johnson
Charlotte Gilchrist and Pearl out the blank with the desired in lived along the Atlantic Ocean and every living thing comes from the live in a country that has been
• • • •
robbed of its natural and wildlife
Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins substitu Smith freshmen, had as its setting formation and passed it in Friday'. In the Southeast. No matter how top soil. All grain, vegetables and
resources.
fruit
we
eat.
The
cotton
and
linen
much
the
Indians,
the
white
men,
a
broadcasting
station
from
which
—Betty Beach
ted in the Latin department this
The National Wildlife Federa
• • • •
the beast of prey took, in those we wear. All the meat and milk
the following numbers were broad
week.
1/4 PM wn LUSTAQUIK................. JO
cast: Song, "You Must Have Been
The 8th Period Explorer's Club early times there was Always plenty and butter and leather and wool tion's purpose is to uttite the efforts
RURMRMT B r u s h ................................. J S
come from the animals that eat of all friends of outdoor America to
Both the Senior and Junior High a Beautiful Baby," Edward Storer, had a regular meeting in Room 14 left.
the
end
that
future
generations
plants
growing
on
the
top
soil.
In
About tlie time this Republic was
students took part in the en tertain soloist, Dorothy Peterson, Margaret Thursday, March 24. The usual
1850 there were about 23 million shall have their rightful heritage
ment provided at the P.T.A. meet Havener, Howard Edwards, R ich meeting procedure was followed and
people in the whole country. In of natural resources.
ing Monday evening. Mr. Mc ard Sukeforth; solo, "Deep Purple," then the program was turned over
"Rightful heritage"—that means
1900 there were 76 million. In 1903,
Carty's Boys' Glee Club sang two Evelyn Gray; solo, “What Goes On to Carl Kalloch who had charge of
SPECIAL
OFFER!
a
lot. It means top soil and plants,
123
million.
In
1937
there
were
132
Here
In
My
Heart,"
Dorothy
the
entertainment.
Josephine
F
a
r

numbers, “Winter Song," and "To
million.
trees and flowers, birds and ani
For a Lim ited Time Only
a Marching Tune." accompanied by Stearns; saxaphone and clarinet rington gave an article from the
Man has wasted and fire and mals, fish and water plants that
G rant Davis. The Junior High duet, “End of a Perfect Day," and "Readers Digest;" Carl Kalloch, a
4 6 7 M A IN S T .
500
Sheets
8^x11
water
and wind have taken away are needed by the fish and wild T E L 7 1 0
"Take
Me
Home
Again
Kathleen,"
talk
cn
the
book
“The
Trail
of
the
Dramatic Club presented "As the
miles and miles of top soil leaving fowl. It means green fields instead
Twig Is Bent," (Scenes from the Edwin Jones and Charles Libby; Counterfeiters;" and Pauline C arYellow Second
barren desert. Where a bird or of dust bowls, clear rivers instead of
life of Frances Willard). R uth acrobatic dance, Barbara Newbert roll. a good collection of jokes. Mr.
rabbit cannot live, a man can not poisoned rivers. It means food and
of
Junior
High;
cornet
and
saxa
Smith
gave
some
ideas
on
how
to
Emery, the reader, was assisted by
Sheet
{live unless he carries food with him. fun. beauty and happiness, health
the following cast who presented phone duct, "Yes Sir, She's My improve meetings. He suggested
Conservation has only been an and strength and more employment
the 12 tableaux: Lucille Sweeney, Baby," Virginia Rackliffe and Dud having a news reporter, a movie A clean sm ooth sheet, for busi
active movement in the United for us all and for millions who come
Dorothy Goodnow. Beverly Haven ley Harvey; musical reading, "Un guide commentator, a person for ness—for school—for typewriter.
States since tlie beginning of the after us.
er. Oloria Mills. Margaret Johnson, der the Violets,” Barbara Lamb; jokes and humor, one for unusual
FIR ST M O R T G A G E L O A N S
treasures
would
help
a
great
deal.
present century. Especially since
That is what the National Wild
solos,
"When
My
Dream
Boat
Comes
Kathleen Blackman, Edith Clark,
Only 37c
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE
1933 a greatly expanded conserva life Federation is for and what your ,
Leona Wellman, Elizabeth Shapiro, Home," and "The Moon Got In My He told how to introduce visitors and
for
5
0
0
sh
eet
package
dollar
will
help
do
when
you
buy
a
in
closing
read
a
chapter
out
of
the
tion program has been developed.
Eleanor Tracy, Charles Whitmore, Eyes," Joe Pietroski; piano solo, a r
COLLATERAL LO ANS
The United States government, sheet of Wildlife Restoration Week ,
Parker Worrey. Donald Kalloch, rangement of "Darkness Ou the book "Life With Father," written by
We Do N ot Break Packages
S E C U R E D B Y L IS T E D S T O C K S A N D B O N D S
through the system of national for Poster Stamps which are issued
Robert Paul, Richard Achorn. Lin Delta and "Gin. Gin Oinney Shore," Clarence Day.—Ernest Harrington.
Mail Orders F lU ed -15c Extra
ests, started by Theodore Roose during the observance of National
coln MacRae. and Raymond Chis Irma Thompson.
More
than
23.000
allied
mines,
velt,
has millions of scattered miles Wildlife Restoration Week.
Elmer
Havener
announced
the
The
Courier-Gazette
holm. This was the first program
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Thirty-five percent derived from
of wild country set aside forever
produced this year by the Dramatic program and Pearl Smith led the constituting a danger to peacetime
R O C K L A N D , M A IN E
Established 1868. Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
for the people.
the sales is retained in this State
Club to which Miss Nichols Is fac devotions. Accompanists were G er shipping were removed from the
27Stf
But
still
the
wastes
of
America’
for
conservation
purposes.
•sea
following
the
Armistice.
aldine
Norton.
Ruth
Seabury
and
ulty advisor.
Two appropriate
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FIFTY YEARS A BENEFACTOR

Second Annual R ace

Story O f W ild Life

an ize

Regular Value JS
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E very-O ther-D ay

TALK OF T H E TOWN
••COMING E V E N TS CAST T H E IR
SHADOWS BEFO R E"

March 25—S pring con cert sponsored
bv F innish co m m ittee a t Com m unity
Building.
March 2#—Warren—Concert of sacred
so n g , by Knox C o u n ty Men's Chorus
a t Baptist Church.
March 27 T h om aston —Town m eeting
March 27—Shakespeare Society m eets
w ith Mrs H. A Buffum .
March 28—U n ion —Stiver tea by W o
mans' Com m unity C lub, at M ethodist
vestry.
March 29 — B ien n ia l contests for
Young Artists and S tu d en t M usicians
In Portland
March 30—Inaugural Booster B an q u et
Camden Cham ber o f Commerce, Meguntlcook G range h a ll
April 2—Palm S u n d a y
April 3 D ram atic reading by M rs.
W illiam D. T a lb o t at U nlversallst
vestry.
April 3—Knox C o u n ty Christian E n 
deavor Union R ally a t Rockport B ap 
t is t Church.

Tlie Coast Guard Cutter Kickapoo
is a t Snow's Yard for dental work
to Its propeller.
Tlie Lawrence Portland Cement
Co. Is planning to sta rt up one of
its kilns, which has been hibernat
ing during the winter.

License The Dogs
AT THE
C om ’r W ashburn Makes
P lea In B eh alf o f the
S h eep Industry

STATE CAPITOL

Majority reports favoring Sunday
moving pictures and disapproving
a State lottery were submitted to
Funeral services for Miles iR. H as
the Maine House of Representatives
kell will be held Sunday at 2 o'clock
Thursday by the Legal Affairs Com
from the residence of his son, Don
mittee.
ald C. Haskell, 50 Grace street.
A majority of the same commit
tee
also reported unfavorably on a
Thelma (Russell) wife of Lewis
proposal
to increase from $10 to
Phillips died Thursday a t the Fair$100 the penalty for violation of
field sanitorlum. The deceased was
Maine's Sunday law restricting cer
a daughter of Chief Engineer and
tain business and recreational ac
Mrs. Van Russell. Services will be
tivities on the Sabbath.
lield
at
the
Burpee
Funeral
Home
April 6—Arm y D ay
The committee voted 8 to 2 for the
April 7—Good Friday
Sunday afternoon. Rev. J. Charles
April 7 (3 to 9.301—Educational Club
Sunday motion picture measure,
MacDonald
officiating.
m eets at Grand Army hall.
with the following signing the fa
April 8—Llmerock Valley Pom ona
Grange
m eets
w ith
M cguntlcook
vorable report:
Grange. Camden.
MEET OUR MR. SISSON
April 9—Eaater S u n d ay
Senators Clifford G. Chase of
April 13 — W aldoboro — M eeting of
Baring and Ralph I. Morse of Bel
Com m unity G arden Club.
April 13—C ansden—Illu strated le c 
A young man of pleasant per
fast. and Representatives Robert B.
ture by Lt.-Com. D onald B. MacMillan
sonality, Robert Newell Bisson,
at Opera House.
Dow of Norway, William P. Dona
April 19 (P atriots D ay)—Second a n 
will next week appear among
hue of Biddeford, Charles F. Dwinal
nual marathon race by Belfast Boys
Club.
citizens of Rockland and Knox
of Camden. Hodgdon C. Buzzell of
April 20 M onthly m eetin g of B ap 
County as representative of The
tist Men's League.
Belfast, Leo G. Shesong and W.
May 1—Child H ealth Day.
Courier-Gazette. Mr. Sisson will
Mayo Payson of Portland. Sena
May 1—Radio B a ll by Central Fire
seek new subscribers and will be
S tation at Ocean View Ballroom.
tor H. C Marden of Waterville,
May 13 Maine H and Engine League
authorized to issue receipts for
committee chairman, and Represen
m eets In Rockland
May 17-20—High S ch ool student* go
subscriptions paid. Any sugges
tative Bennett Pike of Bridgton
ou tour to W orld's Fair.
tions will be cheerfully received
signed the minority unfavorable re
in the interests of improved serv
port.
I THE WEATHER
ice by tills newspaper.
T he bill, carrying a local option j
The Lermonds Cove Seagull
provision, would permit Sunday
Choral Association was in fine form
"movies" between 3 p. m. and 11.30
Added to the list of spry old folks
this morning. I have no fluent
p m.
is the name of Mrs. Ada B. Mil's,
knowledge of their tongue, but it
Six committee members signed
who passed her 88th birthday. Yes
was gathered th a t the sea birds
the adverse report and four the fa 
terday she was the recipient of
were rejoicing because the tempera
vorable report on the lottery meas
many cards and numerous gifts and
ture reading was 30 above instead
ure which would allot funds derived
an attractive birthday cake in pink
of near aero as it too frequently has
from the sale of tickets as follows:
and white decorations.
She is
been this winter. The snowdrifts
50 percent for prizes. 40 percent for
spending the winter in South Bos
have become "shrinking violets,"
general funds, and 10 percent for
ton with her son and his wife.
but there is still plenty of snow and
administration purposes.
ice to last until haying time. To
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary, S.W.V.
The unfavorable report was
A 1500-ton barge Is due soon at
those of you who like to keep post met Wednesday night, the members Clark Island to load paving at the signed by Senators Morse and M ar
ed on anniversaries this in Annuc. being Joined by the Camp to cele Meehan plant for New York.
den, and Representatives Pike, Pay-1
brate the ninth anniversary of the
son. Shesong and Dow. Signers of
One arrival a t Feyler's wharf auxiliary's organization. A large
Austin Sherman of House-Sher the favorable report, were Senator
Thursday brought 4000 pounds of birthday cake, was presented by man. Inc., is having a fortnight's Chase and Representatives Buzzell
mixed fish.
Mrs. Horace Vose. w ith games and vacation. The Brook misses his Dwinal, and Donahue.
• • • •
beano contributing to a pleasant cheery voice.
Al’s beauty parlor was one of evening. Mr. and Mrs. George Hig
8igning the adverse majority re
the donors to the benefit beano gins and Mrs. Amos Stockwell of Legionnaires will meet at the port on the proposal to increase the
party held Monday night by Croc Camden were special guests. Re Legion hall this afternoon at 1.30. penalty for violation of the Sunday
kett's sales force.
freshments of ices and cake were to attend funeral services at Burpee law were eight committee members.
served.
Funeral home for Harold Brazier, Senators Chase and Morse, and
The Congregational circle supper
Buzzell,
Dow,
member of the B ath Post A. L„ who Representatives
planned for Wednesday night h a s
Men of the Universalist parish, died Wednesday night at Togus.
Dwinal. Shesong. Payson and Dona
been postponed until April, when a will wear the aprons at next Wed
hue. Senator Marden and Repre
special supper will be served.
nesday's supper. R. C. Perry is
“W hat Am I Like?" will be the sentative Pike signed the favorable
chairman, others of the committee subject under discussnon a t the minority report.
Mrs. James Bray corrects A. M.
• • • •
being T. C. Stone, Wilbur Benter, First Baptist Christian Endeavor
Watts' reierence to Revelations
John Black. L. E. MdRae, Frank meeting Bunday a t 6 o'clock Elea
The
Maine
Publicity Committee
12:18 in his article in Tuesdays
Tirrell, Dr. E. W. Peaslee, Everett nor Harper and Maynard Ames will favored a bill permitting county
paper. She says it should be Rev.
Munsey, John McLoon. Nilo Spear, be the leaders. Tlie girls chorus commissioners
to
appropriate
22: .18.
Dr. R. L. Stratton, Lloyd Daniels, will furnish special music All young money, not exceeding one-quarter
Christian Endeavorers of Knox Oscar Crockett, A rthur Lamb. people are invited to this hour of of one mill on a dollar, to be ex
pended for advertising “natural
County will have a very special Robert Russell, Dr. H. J. Weisman, fellowship.
resources, advantages and attrac
privilege of listening to Rev. H. E. Jackson. Donald Leach, AlMonday is not the regular meet tions" of the State and county.
James Mallis of Philadelphia, a t mon Cooper Jr., Arthur Jordan and
ing of R uth Mayhew Tent, but
Ought to pass:
the union rally held in the F irst Alfred Benner.
Legal Affalrs—Revising the safety
members of the Sewing Circle will
Baptist Church of Rockport April
Wilbur Clarkson Connon. son of assemble in the forenoon to tack. regulations affecting motion pic
3. Further Information with regards
Mr and Mrs. Harold A. Connon. Luncheon will be served with volun ture machines and operators: a l
to the rally will be published.
124 Union street, a junior a t Bates teer "goodies" and beans. Mrs. lowing reduction or suspension of
College,
was one of 53 athletes to Lizzie French, Mrs. Ada Payson and license fees for the conduct of any
Lincoln Academy won a two to
one decision over Rockland High receive awards for winter athletics Mrs. Eliza Plummer are the elected trade when sufficient money accu
here last night in the preliminary a t Bates, according to announce officers in the circle and all Daugh mulates in the State treasury to
debate in the Bates Debating ment today by Athletic Director E. ters who are not already members covered the expenses of supervising
League. The Rockland team in  Monte Moore. Seventeen students Will be cordially welcomed to sew board for that specific trade; pro
cluded Joseph and Harold Dondis from Maine were among the award during the afternoon.
viding a town manager form of
taking the affirmative on the ques winners in basketball, swimming,
government for Norway; allowing
tion. "Resolved, the United States track, and winter sports. Connon,
Wednesday night the Sons of towns to choose a t special town
and Great B ritain should form an who graduated from Rockland High Union Veterans had a supper at meetings new officers In cases of
School in 1932, was a member of the Grand Army hall, served by the resignation; repealing the Port of
alliance. *
varsity track team. In high school Auxiliary under the charimanshlo Northeast Haibor Authority, effec
Walter H. Spear experienced he was a letterman in track and of Mae Reed. A short business ses tive Sept. 1, 1939.
something of a thrill yesterday baseball. At Bates, where he is sion followed, with a large attend
Maine Publicity — Naming the
when he opened an envelope post pursiung an arts course and major ance; also an initiation. The vary Deer Isle and Sedgwick Bridge "Tlie
marked Moosehead Lake and found ing in history and government, he interesting program, arranged by Frank McGuire Memorial Bridge;
the annual prospectus of "T he Is a member of the varsity track H. R. Winchcnbaugh, follows: Solo. designating the Newport-Greenville
Capens." where Mrs. Spear and lie team, won his numerals for fresh “The Old Rugged Cross." Mrs. Jen portion of Route 7. “Mooschcad
have spent so many happy fishing man football, is a member of the nie Pietroski; R H S German Band, Trail," creating a recess commute*
seasons. Accompanying the folder varsity football squad, and was with Kendrick Dorman. Charles on the feasibility of acquiring prop
was a personal letter from Mrs. C a r named on the Dean's list for last
Libby. Edwin Jones, Carlton Woos erty for the establishment of pub
oline Capen Teall, wife of the p ro  semester.
ter and Jack Wood; Frank Mac lic bathing beaches.
prietor, telling of difficulties in
Ought not to pass:
Donald of Ingraham Hill dancing
B O RN
getting ready for the coming sea
Salaries and Fees—Increasing the
marionettes.
Adams—At K n ox H m pltal. March 24.
son on account of such awfully cold
salary of the judge of the Western
to Mr. and Mrs. George J. Adams
weather, and of the 100 ice fisher i Winifred C ou gh lin) o f W indsor. Conn
Hancock Municipal Court from $750
Rockland
and
Thomaston
were
son.
men who have been accommodated a Sherman—At
A ppleton. March 17. to invaded this week by the following to $1000.
there. Needless to say th a t th e Mr and Mrs Ivan Bberm an. a d au gh  men well known in granite manu
No opposition to a measure de
ter.
Spears are counting the days when
facturing circles: Joseph Meehan of signed to change Maine's drunken
Uiey can head for Greenville. P o st
D IE D
John Meehan & Son; James J. To driving law to conform with “pres
script: Mrs. Teall adds to h er le t
Phillips—At Fairfield. M arch 22. T h el bin. granite paving block manufac ent scientific discoveries" was reg
a (Russell), w ife of Lewis P hillips of
ter that “Dad caught 18 toguc yes m
Rockland, aged 20 years. Sen-Ices at turer; Leonard Leopold of J. Leo istered before the Legislative Judi
the Burpee funeral h om e S unday aft'
terday."
pold & Go.; and Louie Rogers of the ciary Committee Thursday.
rrnoon at 3 o'clook.
O'Brien—At Rockland. March 24. An
Tlie present law specifies that any
Rockport
(Mass.) Granite Co. With
nle J., widow o f S te p h en F. O'Brien,
Tree Surgery by Quinn. Tel. aged
67 years. 10 m on th s, 25 days.
them were the following superin person “a t all" under the influence
741-W. Pruning, feeding, cavity
Haskell — A t Rockland. March 23
of liquor is liable to conviction for
Miles R. Haskell, aged 75 years. 1 tendents: Charles Chiller end John
work Dangerous trees taken down m
onth. 7 days
F uneral S unday a t 2 Lowe. J. Leopold Si Co.; Edw. Mallt- drunken driving. The proposed leg
o'clock from 50 G race street.
Talk It over now. State license,
Hallett—At R ockland. March 23. G er son. Oak Hill; Jonathan Stewart. A. islation would remove the words “at
adv.
*
36 I t trude M. H allett, aged 57 years. 2
& H. Granite Co.. Hall Quarry: all” and provide th a t a man be sub
m onths. 23 days.
Greeley—At Liberty, March 24. W illis Manfred Humphrey, St. George ject to conviction If only “his ability
Tlie kind of people who become J. Greeley, aged 79 years, 4 m onth s. 24
days. Funeral S u n d ay a t 1 o'clock Granite Co.; Almon (Ha.ll. Booth to operate the motor vehicle in a
our criminals—Analyzing H arvard from residence. In term en t In Liberty
Bros Si Hurricane Isle Granite Co., proper manner has been lessened."
University's 10-Year Survey. Prof. cemetery.
Brasler—At T ogus. M arch 23. Harold and Alfred C. Hocking, John Mee A part ot Indiana’s blood test law
E. A. Hooton reveals the surprising Colby Brasler, a n a tiv e o f T hom aston,
would be Incorporated In the bill for
aged 49 .years. 7 m onth s. 14 days. Serv han & Son.
influences of eduoation in making ices at th e Burpee fun eral hom e this
use in determining whether or not
a t 2 o'clock.
bigger and better crooks—appear afternoon
Benner—At Springfield. Mass.. March
Beano a t GA.R. hall Monday the defendant was “under the influ
ing in the March 26
Boston 23. Dr. Richard S. B enner, a n ative of
night, March 27. Door prize, free ence. ”
Waldoboro, aged 02 years.
Sunday Advertiser.
36*It
Representative Weatheibee of
special.—adv.
IN M E M O R IA M
Lincoln, sponsor of the measure
In loving m em ory o f Raym ond A.
Holland has a public department
said “It would eliminate the dan
who passed away M arch 25. 1937.
whose business is the protection of Tinker
ger of convicting a man now tech
The depths o f sorrow w e ca n n o t tell.
Of the loss of one we loved so well.
the land from flooding.
nically guilty under the law."
And while he sleep s a peacefu l sleep,
His memory w e sh all alw ays keep.
“I do not think it fair,” he said,
Mrs. N e ttle T in k e r and fa m ily
“that
a man who had a cocktail be
Swans Island
fore lunch and then drove a car
IN M E M O R IA M
in the middle of the afternoon
In memory o f E dna L. S tan ly who
should
be treated as a criminal
died March 21. 1901.
Scientific trends in the last few
II all the w o rld belonged to us,
We give It. y e s an d m ore.
years have made our drunken drivTo see her lovin g sm ile again
A plea to all dog owners to ob
tain licenses and tags for their ca
nines before April 1st is made by
Commissioner of Agriculture Frank
P. Washburn. In a drive to eliminate
uncontrolled dogs which have
caused considerable damage to
Maine's sheep industry.
The oommissioner said he was
most pleased with the co-operation
shown by dog owners last year and
he was impressed by the popularity
which the dog licensing program
had attained. Continuation of this
attitude, the commissioner said,
would enable sheep raising to come
into its own in Maine.
Commissioner Washburn pointed
out that sheep raising can play an
Important part in the rehabilitation
of Maine farms. “If dog owners will
license their dogs and keep them
under control, especially a t this
time of year when the lambs arc
young, Malnc farmers will turn to
sheep raising as a profitable farm
activity," the commissioner said.
Many farms which arc situated
off the main trunk lines arc par
ticularly adapted to raising sheep
as this phase of farming presents
practically no transportation prob
lam.
"Maine is ideally situated."
Commissioner Washburn said, "with
plenty of land, good feed and cor
rect climate for sheep raising, an
industry' th at can be the means of
bringing many new farm dollars
Into the state.”

BURPEE’S
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MORTICIANS

And m eet h e a t th e door.
How often sh e com es before us,
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,"X
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Her dear face fo nd

Ambulance Service
T E LS . 890 AND 781-1
M I - M I M A IM ST, R O C K LA N D

110-tf
’•f

J

an d true.

For death ca n n ever ta k e away
Sweet m em ories, m oth er o f you
Peaeelullv sleeping, restin g at. la st
The worlds’ weary trouble a n d trials
are past.

In silence sh e suffered l a p atience ebe
bore.
Till God railed h er h o m e t o suffer n o
more.

Ambulance Service

Husband and Daughter

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
• C L A K E M O N T ST.
TEL. MB
B O C K L A N D .M E .

M-tf

Andrew Rekila’s
New Shoe Repairing Shop
is at 290 Main St.
Over Iamb's, Cleaners
13 S tf

P age T hree

(H I) RCH ES H
SERMONETTE

BILL CROSSES THEJQUATOR
C apt. W incapaw F lies H igh Over S om e Lofty
Cities Of South A m erica

Intermediate C. E. Society will meet
at 4 o'clock with Muriel Adams as
leader. The Endeavorer's Inspira
tion Hour will open at 6 o’clock with
Eleanor Harper leading. The peo
ple’s evening service will open at
7.15 with the prelude and big si;g.
assisted by the organ, piano and
choir. Mr. MacDonald's subject will
be: “The Other Side of the Ques
tion." The happy prayer and praise
meeting will be held Tuesday eve
ning at 7.15.
• * • *
At. St. Peter’s Church (Episco
pal) Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the
services for tomorrow will be ap
propriate for Passion Sunday:
Matins at 7.10; Holy Communion at
17.30; church school a t 930; Holy
Eucharist and sermon at 10.30;
j meeting of the C. F. a t 5 p. m. The
I Very Rev. Howard Perkins, dean of
i St. Luke's Cathedral, will be the
speaker.

I came down here to South below There is an average of ono
The Book of A Friend
America in the quest of gold in a truck a week that goes over some
Thoughtless wc are at times.
small way, at the same time to fly where along this 80 miles of very
Looking over the library of a
the company's plane between La Paz dangerous road. There are many
friend, I came across a little
and Slpiapo where tlie concessions miles of this road where they have
volume of sermons of the late
Fred M. Preble, D. D. These
are. This meant taking oil at an one way traffic certain days in the
week. They tell me the most acci
were preached while he was pas
altitude of 14,500 feet, crossing the
dents come from trying tx> back up
tor of the Court Street Baptist
Andes at 21000 feet or better and while trying to get out of one or
Church, Auburn.
then dropping over the great divide another's way. Most of the drivers
He was pastor at Camden for
to 800 feet above sea level in less are Indians of the better educated
several years. He was a dear
than 75 miles This is a great change class.
friend of my father and resem
This is no place for drunken driv
in temperature. In less than an
bled him, especially in the pulpit.
hour you go from zero or less to ers. I do not know yet how they
Later Dr. Preble became one of
90 degrees Fahr.. and the same get these 1*4 ton trucks around the
my good friends.
sharp corners. The grades are so
change going back.
When I saw the little volume.
On my arrival here I found that steep that they have a special gear
I said impulsively. "Oh I would
the former pilot had landed our ratio and very fine brakes. You can
like to have a volume of his ser
Sikorsky S38 in the K aka river at look down on the side any time a
mons." My friend said, “they
the mine and tore the bottom out. distance from 1500 to 3000 feet.
were my mothers.” A few nights
This meant that I had to transport There are times when you drive
later she brought the little book
men and materials over the trail aFong on a divide with many thou
down to the cottage and I could
into
the jungles to make repairs I sand feet drop on either side. I was
• a • •
not persuade her to take it back.
gathered
together what men me very glad when this truck tr lp ^ a s
“You and your father were
At Littlefield Memorial Church
Dr. Preble's friends and my Sunday morning at 10.30 the pulpit chanics and material I thought wc over.
We arrived at Coroico on all four
would need and got ready to start.
mother would want you to have
will be supplied by Rev. H. I. Holt
wheels
and no goods lost. We pulled
I
was
warned
to
go
armed
with
a
it."
of Rockport, due to sickness of the
45 pistol, machete, and a mosquito up at the best hotel El Norte.
Well! Certainly, Dr. Preble
pastor There will be a duet by Mr.
The town of Coroico stands on
net to sleep under in the lower levels
could not have found a more
and Mrs. Arthur Crockett. Church
the
side of a hill at an altitude of
Plus
food
for
ten
days.
Heavy
appreciative reader. As I read
school meets at 11.45 and Christian
clothes for crossing over the Andes 13.000 feet with a population of
these beautiful sermons it is as
Endeavor at 6. The young people
if he had become suddenly alive. [ will have charge of the evening and tropical clothing for the lower about 5000. Has field stone paved
He is speaking to me again of service at 7.15. Prayer meeting Tues region. Last of all to be sure to take streets, electric lights and water.
plenty or Atabrine for malaria cs it The streets slope towards the cen
the good things of life. He lived
day evening at 7.30.
ter where there is an open sewer.
is
bad in the Jungle.
•
•
•
•
in an era when people had con
We
got
everything
ready
and
The El Norte hotel is built in the
fidence in each other, when they
"Reality” Is the subject of the
shape of a U with a heavy pad
felt secure in their work and free , lesson sermon th a t will be read in hired a Dodge truck for the first
locked door for entrance into the
to live in peace with their loved ' all Churches of Christ Scientist, on part of our trip over part of the
Andes to a city or town by the name court yard. On either side of the
ones.
March 26. The Golden Text is,
of Coroico, 80 miles northeast of La court yard are two wings. One side
His first sermon “Flowers in
"Whatsoever things are true, whatPaz. I was asked If I w asn't afraid has kitchen, dining room, store room
Footsteps" was thoughtful. It i soever things are honest, whatso
was intended to help his congre ever things are just, whatsoever to start on this trip with what I and living room On the other side
are the so called bedrooms. These
gation. It helped me. "Being things are pure, whatsoever things had to put up with such as Alto
Plano
and
River
Indians
and
no
wings or houses are all built with
dead he yet speaketh.”
are lovely, whatsoever things are of
Spanish interpreter. I told them no native mud with grass to hold the
—William A. Holman
good report; If there be any virtue,
I wasn't afraid as long as my hands mud together. Dirt floors and walls
and if there be any praise, think on
with thatched roofs. In each bed
held out I would make signs.
Morning worship at the Univer these things" (Philipplans 4:8).
To make the trip still more dif room is a wooden platform with
•
•
•
•
salist Church comes at 10.45 when
ficult the company insisted I take straw mattress but with pure white
At the Congregational Church
Dr. Lowe will preach on the subject
along 1000 pounds of merchandise sheets and pillow cases for gringocs
"Some Things Jesus Did." The the service of public worship and for the mine.
A pitcher of water and wash bowl.
church school will meet in the ves church school is at 10.30 a. m„ with
We at last got started. The first You are supposed to use your shirttry at noon; Mrs. Glover's class at the children sharing the worship part of the trip was fine with a fair tall If you carry no towel. The 'est
her residence and Dr. Lowe's class service and attending classes during road for about 20 miles. As wc of your toilet is anywhere in the
at the church.
the sermon. The theme of the ser climbed to about 18.000 feet the road back yard.
• • • •
mon by Rev. Corwin H Olds will be became an old Inca, trail along the
It is natural to sleep with dours
The concluding sermon in the sc "Christ's Ministry' of Redemption."
sides of the Andes Just wide enough open, if you sleep. Daylight in the
ries on "What's In a Name?" being Comrades of the Way will meet in
for the wheels (of the truck; in morning I had for company chick
a series on the names of God, will the vestry at 6.30 p. m , and the dis some places wide enough for two ens, ducks and pigs looking around
be given at the First Baptist Church cussion forum on Christian life
trucks to pass If they didn't make a for what I had left over.
Sunday morning a t 10.30. The name topics will be led by Patricia Hall
For breakfast you only get black
mistake of getting too close to the
will be "Jehovah Tsidkenu." Theie and Harold Heal.
edge. If they did this, why they coffee and one roll.
will be special music by the choir.
• • • e
(To be concluded)
would wind up 2000 to 3000 feet
Tlie church school with classes tor
• The Watch At the Cross" will be
every age will meet at noon. The Dr. Guy Wilson's sermon at 10.30
late of Thomaston, deceased, pre
tomorrow a t the Methodist Churcn.
sented
by Watson T. Barter, admr.
ing law not only out of date but un The quartet will sing "God So Loved
Probate Court
the
World"
and
there
will
be
a
solo
Petition
to transfer real estate
just."
presented for notice: Estate Eliza
Rev. Frederick W. Smith of Wa "The Cross.” Friendly Men's Bible
Petitions
for
administration beth Wilson Fisher, late of Phila
terville, superintendent of the clsfs will meet a t 9.30, Ba-aca
Christian Civic League of Maine, class and Sunday school at noon. granted: Estates. Marcia D. Pack delphia. Pa , deceased, presented by
also favored the measure. Last Epworth League will convene at 6 30. ard late of Camden, deceased, Ethel E. McLain Watters, Laura Reeve,
week he appeared before the same At 7.30 the pastor's subject will be Harkness of Waban. Mass . admx. and Florence Sibley, exrs.
committee and favored "any kind “Unnecessary Worry" and music d.b.n.; Ada B Merriam, late of
Accounts presented for notice:
of a chemical" test in drunken driv will be provided by the Young Peo Union, deceased, Wilson L. Merriam Nancy E. Shibles, late of Thomaston.
ing cases: "Preferably a bood test." ple's Chorus. Tuesday night prayer of Union, admr.; Augustus D. Bird, deceased, first and final account
a a • a
service at 7.30.
late of Rockland, deceased Joseph presented by Watson T. Barter,
The House accepted the favorable
Emery of Rockland, admr.
admr.; Livingston A. Gray* late of*
EARLY INQUIRIES
Judiciary Committee report on a
Petition for license to sell real Rockport, deceased, first and final
new draft of emergency legislation
estate granted: Estate Frank E. Up account presented by Alida M Mer
simplifying benefit payments by the In dicate T hat R ecord Number o f ham, late of Ctmden, deceased pre
rifield. admx.; Emma S. Dunn, late
Sum m er P eop le H ave Maine In
Maine Unemployment Compensa
sented by Z. M. Dwinal of Camden, of Rockland, deceased, first and
View
tion Commission and increasing
admr.
final account presented by Anne L
benefit amounts, provided the com
Petition for guardian granted; Dunn admx.; Frank A. Bowers, late
A
steady
flow
of
early
inquiries
mission finds the fund ample.
from prospective vacationers In re Ethelyn Johnson of Vinal Haven, of Camden, deceased, first and final
a a. a a
Vaughn Johnson of Vinal Haven account presented by Lena E. B o w 
The Senate accepted the “ought sponse to its 1939 advertising cam  appointed guardian.
ers, exx ; Eirva A. Willis, late of
paign
convinced
Manic
Develop
to pass" majority report on a re
Petition for authority to pay bal Owl's Head, deceased, first and final
ment
Commission
officials
today
draft bill to promote the blueberry
ance in hands to treasurer of State
industry of the state. The divided tliat the State is to enjoy an “ex granted: Estate John Brannigan. account presented by Charles H
Willis of Owl's Head, exr ; Jennie
report of the joint Committee on ceptionally fine recreational busi late of St. George, deceased pre
S. Spear, late of Thomaston, de
ness"
this
year.
Agriculture and Maine Publicity
Inquiries received thus far. it was sented by Frank H. Ingraham of ceased. first and final account pre
contained signatures of 17 members
sented by Bessie Spear Sullivan,
said,
were in excess of those of last Rockland, public admr.
for the measure and two against. As
Accounts allowed: Carrie W exx.; Elizabeth Wilson Fisher, late
year
when
a
record
number
was
re

redrafted the measure provided that
Stackpole, of Thomaston, second of Philadelphia. Pa., deceased, first
any blueberry growers’ association ceived. Officials consider this early account presented by Walter T
and final account presented by E
interest
In
Maine
as
“an
excellent
or individuals could contribute to
Stackpole, cons.; William R Keith, McLain Watters, L aura Reeve and
barometer"
of
summer
business.
a state fund for conserving and pro
Tlie Commission's forecast tliat late of Thomaston, deceased, fifth Florence Sibley, exrs.; John Bran
moting the blueberry industry—25
Maine
would enjoy one of its best trust account presented by Edwin nigan, late of St. George, deceased,
percent of the money to be used
years
for
summer business was cor A. Anderson truatee; (Wilder W first and final account presented by
for research and the remainder for
roborated by several hotel and Perry, late of Camden, deceased, Frank H Ingraham, public admr.
advertising.
camp owners who reported tliat third trust account presented by
* • « •
Charles A. Perry and Harold S.
Correspondents and contributors
The House accepted the favorable reservations received thus far were Davis, trustees; Burton Skinner, late
are asked to write on Only One
highly
satisfactory
in
number.
report of the Agriculture Com
The Commission credited the of Camden, deceased, first and final side of tlie paper
mittee on a bill authorizing the
account presented by Alexander R.
spending up to $7,000 a year for great interest in Maine as a vaca Giilmor. admr.
salary and expenses of a Depart tion center to its long term pro
Petition for probate of will pre
ment of Agriculture “sheep special gram of advertising and publicity sented for notice: Nina W. Larrabee,
ELECTRICAL
ist" to promote the sheep industry pointing out th a t last year Maine late of Camden deceased. Caspar
within the state, to carry out pro made a better record than any sum O. Larrabee of Camden named ex
SERVICE
visions of the dog licensing laws mer recreational region in the ecutor.
country.
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets, J
and to adjust claims for damages
Petitions for administration pre
to sheep by dogs and wild animals
Lights and Sm all Appliances
sented
for
notice:
Estates,
J.
Morris
Read The Courier-Gazette
Another bill signed prohibited
Installed and serviced
Studlcy, late of Rockland, deceased
the taking of herring less than four
Promptly
Jane P. White of Rockland named
inches In length.
admx.;
Benjamin
F.
Plummer,
late
• • • •
W. W. STRONG
of Appleton, deceased. Affle Plum
Among the other measures signed
48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND]
mer of Appleton named admx.
included: G ranting the Liquor Com
TEL. 19-W
Petition
for
distribution
presented
mission discretionary powers to in
for notice: Estate Nancy E. Shibles.
vestigate the character and place
of business of any one applying fo:
a license.
• • * •
Legislation legalizing the play
ing of “beano" when operated by
any State-subsidized agricultural!
club or fair association was disap
proved yesterday by eight of the 10
members of the Legal Affairs com
mittee in a divided report submit
ted to the Maine House ot Repre
sentatives.
Signers of the majority unfavor
able report Included Charles F
Dwinal of Camden.
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P age Four

A Veteran “Ham”
B urney Jones Is A n “A m a
teur” Radio O perator Of
3 0 Years’ Standing

CUSHING CLAIMS HIM

HOPE
The Willing Workers 4-H Club
with Mrs. Marjorie Beverage as
leader met Friday at the home of
Mrs. Beverage. The girls prepared
supper in keeping with Saint P a t
rick's Day. Miss Lucinda Rich,
county club agent, the leader Mrs.
Marjorie Beverage and assistant
leader, Mrs Rabel Wright were
present.
School was in session last S at
urday to make up some time lost
last week during the storm.
The Sewing Circle met a t the
Grange hall recently. Supper was
enjoyed and a card party held in
the evening.
Mrs. Mabel Wright is recovering
from a slight concussion sustained
Sunday while skating.
James Wentworth and Philip
Wentworth are guests of their
grandparents. Mr and Mrs. G L
Wentworth in Denmark.
Mrs Evelyn Mank is confined to
the house with the measles.
High School students are having
a vacation of one week owing to
the prevailing epidemic of measles.
Iri connection with the work of
the Knox County Association for
Rural Religious Education, Miss
Margaret McKnight Ls conducting
a Leadership Training Class once a
week In this town The course is
| the first part cf the second series
j and the text, “How We Got Our
' Bible." Five members are enrolled.

Our
Book
Corner

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I am sorry to deprive my sister
town of Warren of any honors, but
Wiljo Maurice Lindell, who has been
reported as doing such commend
able work in chemical engineering,
is not a resident of that town, but
of this town, where his parents re
side and where he was educated 1
before entering Thomaston High
School, but I do acknowledge that '
"The World of Books is the most Warren is his post office address,
remarkable creation of man, noth as his family receives its mail
ing else that he builds ever lasts. through that office by RKD. serv
Monuments fall; nations perish; ice. Another honor of this town has
civilizations grow old and die out,
much forgotten about, among
and after an era of darkness new fdose who list the McKay Radio
races build others. But in the I Station as located in Rockland
World of Books are volumes thai That, too, is situated in this town,
have seen this happen again and at the former Burton farm, which
again, and yet live on, still young, its company bought a few years ago
C. A. Geyer
still as fresh as the day they were
Cushing,
March
24.
written, still telling men's hearts of
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z
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7
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Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
A few weeks ago there appeared
11
|O
14
II
in The Courier-Gazette an article
concerning interference on radio
16
1
8
17
15 Ito
sets in and around Rockland. The
radio salesman who explained about
11
2.3
It
14the different types of receivers that
w
ore used, protected the hams, as all
27
25
radio amateurs are called, telling
how the certain types of radios pick
zb
up signals, not Intended for broad
cast sets. Right here in Rockland
i
33 5 4
32
2^ 3 0 31
there is one of the oldest hams in
the Un,ted States, and the story of
MM 3b
&
37 i
35
this man's active part in radio would
fill a book.
MO
4i
3$
Ml
Burney Jones who operates ama
teur station W -l-GOF at 267'j Park
the hearts of men centuries dead."
4b
45
43 44 1
street, is the man. Away back in
C U SH IN G
—Clarence
Day.
1908. before any ships of the world's
M&
47
merchant fleet had heard of radio
Spring cleaning is the next great
There will be a limited, signed
transmitters, or any distress call had
problem, which confronts the local
|4^
1
edition of 500 copies of Katharine
lx en ever thought of. Mr. Jones was
housewives,. The cold weather has
Cornell's autobiography. “I Wanted
playing with a spark coll set. one of
been a great menace to such activi
to be an Actress," and a first regu
the earliest sending sets in the game
ties, the glass registering but ten
H O R IZ O N T A L (C o n t.)
V E R T IC A L (C o n t.)
H O R IZ O N T A L
lar edition of 10.000 copies. Ran. of radio communication.
,
above zero Thursday at 6.30
1 - F ltt e d fo r a p a rtic  4 0 -W o o l-b e a rin g a n im a l 13- P a ra d is e
dom House is the publisher, and
Mr
x
In Kingston, N Y., where he lived
Mr. and Mrs. H O. Morse of this
1 4 - E n d u re d
4 2 - G o lf mound
u la r p lace
4 3 - R em o ve by ru b b in g 1 6 -T h e sh elte re d side
a t the time, there was only one the date is March 29 The volume town are still sojourning in Florida,
( - M i n e r a l spring
1( - L a r g e b ird o f p re y
lig h tly
9 - G lr l’a na m e
other in the entire town that fooled will include 32 pages of photo visiting Zephyrhills. St. Augustine.
In the perpetual campaign to stam p out m an-caused Area th a t burn
2 0 -C o n s u m e
4 6 - R iv e r islands
11- Jo in
over 40.000.000 acres an nu ally, th e U n ite d States F o re st S ervice In co
with wireless which it was called at graphs-. a foreword by Guthrie Me- Orlando, and many other palces of
22-C lo th e s
12- P le rc e w ith a horn 4 7 - B u tt
operation w ith the state fo re stry agencies and o rg anization s interested In
the time. When this other fellow Clintic, and reviews of Miss Cor I Interest. They will return next
4 8 - C r a fty
2 4 -A s c e n d s
1S-A b e v e ra g e
conservation, w ill distrib u te In po ster fo rm nearly a m illio n reproduc
2 6 - C le a r o f
1 7 -C h ie f o f e v il ap irita 4 9 - H a te rs
who lived about a mile away man nell's performances by Woollcott, i month, calling enroute at Reading.
tions of th e above p a inting by the fa m ed illu strator, Jam ea M ontgom ery
2 7 - A le v e r, a t a bar
1 9 -R iv e r in Scotland
aged to pick up Burney s signals, Broun, Nathan Atkinson, Watts, , Mass., for Mr. Morse's mother. Mrs.
30- S h o rt-w in g td
2 1 - W it h e r
Flagg. Th e p a inting is the pro p erty o f the Am erican F o re s try Association.
and
other
eminent
critics.
Mi*s
O
R
F
F
’S
C
O
R
N
ER
V
E
R
T
IC
A
L
what a celebration they had upon
Mary Morse, who is spending the
s w im m in g bird
23- S m a ll strea m
School closed Friday for two j 24- E le v a te
3 1 - W a e c o g n izan t o f
meeting the next day. A mile in Cornell’s new play, "No Time for , winter with her daughters there
j
weeks'
vacation.
Comedy,"
will
also
be
published
by
2 - E m p lo y
33- D eed s
2 5 - A t it le (S p .)
NATIVE OF WALDOBORO
those days was like swimming the
i and who has recently had a severe
3 4 - F is h eggs
’ Mrs. Fannie Weaver has returned . 2 7 - A d ry m easure (p i.) 3 - lm ita te d
Atlantic Ocean All of this was be Random House this spring. Re , attack of erysipelas. Mrs Morse
4 - Tardier
36- 8ubject of diacouraa
28 - S p irltu o u s liquor
hearsals
have
Just
begun.
Miss
Dr
Richard
S
Benner.
62.
Springfrom
a
few
days’
visit
in
Massa-1
fore the Titanic disaster by four
5 - C h a ra c te r In O liv e r 37- ln g r e d ie n t in bread
| in about 90.
29- Nuda
A
A
A
A
chusetts.
A
A
A
A
field.
Mass.,
surgeon
and
obstetri
years, making it 31 years ago that Cornell says acting i» child's play
4 0 - S h o rt g a ite r
T w is t
3 2 - P t r io d o f tim e (p i.)
R. E Stevens has been delivering
cian, died unexpectedly Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Jackson were ' 35- F ir e a r m s
41- H e a p
( - Im a g e
M R S . L O U IS E M IL L E R
Burney was fooling with code and after signing 500 books!
'
from
the
Ferguson
place
for
Mr
• • • •
4 4 -A n g e r
7 -O r g a n of h e arin g
guests Sunday of their daughter, j 3 6 - A tte m p t
of
a
heart
attack
Correspondent
radio.
' and Mrs. L. B Ulmer, wood which
4 ( - T h e god of w a r
3 8 - N a tiv e o f Scotland 1 0 - T raveler
Mrs
Roy
Ludwig.
/* » ZN Z S ZN
Dashiell
Hammett
has
finished
He had practiced In Springfield
A
A
A
A
During the World War the gov
| was sawed by Carl Young and
( N o r a * M y th .)
1 1 - P urpose
39 - P le e e o u t
Albert Elwell and son Calvin at
fcr 35 years and had served as chief
ernment halted all the amateurs on his first novel since "The Thin . father.
Tel. 27
(A n s w e r T o P re vio u s P u zzle )
i of staff at Wesson Memorial and tended the meeting of poultrymen
the sending or transmitting and Man." It will be published in the
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Watts and Mr
.
Springfield
Hospitals
and
as
an
asJ
Saturday
at
Waldoboro
High
School.
wlUis Vinal of Warren
SO M E R V IL L E
GJ1O0H Ih Ie IMISI
Burney entered the war, serving in early fall, by Heinemann in E n s - ] ^
Mrs. B C. Reed, who has been ■sociate on the Mercy Hospital staff ! Mrs Maude Greenlaw of WaldoBraaisracPrance with the aircraft section, tu land, by Random House in this | passed Wednesday at their cottages
Miss Gertrude Hisler has returned
passing part of the winter at the of Springfield Mary' Lane Hospital boro had as recent guesLs Mrs
_QEint3B EBE
country.
"The
Thin
Man"
ap
an observer and photographer After
on Vinal Point
n a naa c
home of her father George Sim- ftt Ware u|ld Noble Hospital at ' Madeline Jackson of Theme.,ton to Union to attend High School
th e war he resumed his activities in peared exactly five years ago, since
P. O. Olson has been chosen to mons has returned to Portland.
after spending two weeks vacation
Mrs
Kathryn
Ludwig
and
daugh
Westfield.
when
Mr.
Hammett
has
been
labor
th e communication game and is still
serve on the jury at the May term
Robert Doherty who has been re
A native of Waldoboro, he was ters, Joyce, Dorothy and Ruth. Mrs at the home of her parents. Mr and
going strong right here in Rock ing in Hollywood.
of court in Rockland
siding at “Open Gates," during his educated at Phillips Academy at An Amber Childs, Mrs. Margaret ' Mrs F .an k Hisler
land, where he has been located
Mrs. Frank Duchette is to enter Dr Y
u ln the Helpful Club tonight at the employment in town, has returned I dover and at Harvard Medical Hutchins and Mrs. Ada Elwell and ' Mr. and Mrs. Avery Colby were
since 1926.
calls: 5 Sunday at the home of Mr
to Boston.
School. He leaves a wife, two sons daughter Elizabeth.
Burney has several hundred cards den of Gourds" and "Garden of home of Dr. Louis Benson.
I
a in M.s. Chester Colby at Coopers
Sumner Hancock, teacher in the and two daughters
from other amateurs in all parts of Pinks" with "The Garden of Lark
Halsey Flint was a St George
Mills.
High
School,
and
Philip
Hutchins
spurs"
in
which
he
describes
the
UNION
the world, showing he has estab
visitor Monday.
Kendr.ck Light has returned
have
returned
from
a
motor
trip
to
sors.
Both
Mr.
and
Mrs
Walter
are
uses
and
cultivation
of
all
varieties
Mrs.
Eva
Sayward
Is
confined
to
lished contact with them. These
Mrs Lizzie Maloney has returned
home from the Sister's Hospital in
members of Maple Orange.
Friendship? where she w n ' Washington. D C
- her home with grippe,
are called OS.L. cards and are ex ° f ?1' i“ PUr Uhlf.h haJ e , be en J ° U. nd I
Mr. and Mrs Charles Griffin of Waterville much improved in
Mrs Lawrence Weston enter
changed when two stations have adaptable in the United States. ; guest of her daughter Mrs. Burgess
Leading Surgeon Dirs
Appleton
called Monday on friends health.
"The
Garden
of
Larkspurs
]
stmmons
for
several
days,
tained
the
bridge
Club
Thursday
F R IE N D S H IP
been in communication with each
Dr
Richard
S
Benner.
62.
SpringVisitors Sunday at the home of 1
the last meeting of the season. I
rocnara o o e n n e r . « , o p r in g - , h e re
from the Macmillan press on
other, a sort of verification slip.
The Seavey brothers are making Mrs
William Flint. Mrs Nellle. ^ l d surgeon and obsteuician. died I Mrs u l , Burri„ suffered f l . Mr an:! Mrs Kendrick Light were ' The High School seniors gave a
Rockland has numerous hams and
28
I necessary preparations for rebuildBoggs.
Mrs Rena Crowell Marcia ^expectedly March 23 of a heart sprained ankle recently and was Omer B ann. Vaughan Peaslee. Mrs. | dinner Monday at the Methodist
those who know their stuff manage
, ing their weir at A. T Seavey’s
Blanev. Mrs. Bessie Kuhn, and M rs.’ attack He had Practiced there for I
t0 her home for ^ ^ 1 j H C. Brown and family. Edson Church, the proceeds to be used to
Johnnie,"
said
the
teacher
reprovj
shore
to drop into Burney’s place of busi
35 yearg. and had served as chief days.
Wellman. Elsie, Harriet, and Phyllis ward graduation expenses.
1
Ida
Stahl
were
present
£
lngly,
"you
misspelled
most
of
the
ness to discuss the latest develop
Dr. Louis Benson returned Friday
of staff at Wesson Memorial and
Wellman and Velma Whithee.
words
In
your
composition."
Miss Lucille Prior of Bremen
A
cooking
school
was
held
Wed
Mrs Helen Eldredge of Bath was
from Boston, where he has been a
ments in the radio game.
Springfield Hospitals, also the Mary nesday night at Odd Fellows' hall.
Mr and Mrs. James Brann of Long Island, is guest of Miss F rls"Yes'm,”
explained
Johnnie:
"I
m
guest
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
H.
According to the records Mr.
business visitor the past week
Lane Hospital a t Ware and Noble
Mrs. Carrie Cummings of Apple- Whitefield were recent callers at the cilla Wotton.
Crowell
Jones is the only colored boy in the going to be a dialect writer."
Hospital a t Westfield. Mass
• • • •
Mrs. Allison Wotton is visiting h e r
!
ton
who is well known here, fell on home ci Avery Colby
amateur game in New England and
Gilbert Crowell returned Sunday , He was born in this town, son of
• • • •
S O U T H CHINA
daughter,
Mrs. Nellie B ra z ie r ' l r .
Joseph
H.
Simonton
of
Camden
the
ice
last
week
and
sustained
a
possibly the United States. If all
from Marauja. Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. E R. Benner. He was broken leg.
Plantation M eetin g
D a n v e rs , M a ss
amateurs kept their sets within j » >n receipt of another charming
Mrs. Alice Esancy and grandson
James Young of Portland is visit- educated at Phillips Academy at
The Girl Scouts, with their leader;
S:m e:v lie held its plantation
The Woman's Community Club
bounds, or on frequency there would letter from Gwen Bristow, whose Ralph, spent Tuesday afternoon ing his aunt Mrs. Lawrence Weston. Andover Mass., where his brother
„
.
.
.
.
i
I
will
hold
a
silver
tea
Tuesday
at
Marjorie
Winclienpaw, attended
first
novel
"Deep
Summer."
won
a
meeting
Monday
at
the
Town
with Mrs. Hazel Fitzgerald
never be any trouble, or interfer
Mrs. Nora Burns has returned to Allen w « professor for many years. the Methodist ve#try
wnl;anl
KouG . P. Marr was chosen services Sunday morning .at the
ence. Burr.ey is called an amateur, devoted group of admirers for all
R. H Esancy and family were
after
spending
the
win
•i^nrishin a fte r sn end m e th e W in--errarin
n tp ri frnm
Collect __
. _
He graduated
from Harvard College
These officers were Methodist Church.
Ellingwood. Chalrmary of the canccr tr.. isrator.
but In knowledge he is an expert on her subsequent books. Miss Bris callers Sunday at Harry Merrill's ter at Mrs Melvina Comery-S.
and Harvard Medical School
Mr. and Mrs. Ouy Bessey were
control
committee
in
Knox
County
elected:
Clerk.
Marion E Brodn;
tow
writes
from
Beverly
Hills,
Calif
,
in Windsor.
building or tearing down any kind
Mrs. John H Miller is visiting in
He leaves his wife, two sons and will give an address on the subject
guests last Saturday of Mr. aixl Mrs.
'Thank
you
for
your
fine
letter.
assessors.
Arthur
J.
Dodge
G.
P.
State
Master
Richardson
and
of radios.
New York. Mr Miller and son
daughters.
All interested persons are invited. Marr, and Samuel B artlett; treas Allie Russell.
Just a few countries he has made You asked if I was preparing an State Flora Mrs. Richardson who Roger accompanied her as far as
Mrs Lettie Collamore is visiting
Mrs Edna McKinley is chairman of urer and tax collector, Arthur M.
other
novel.
Yes,
I
am;
this
one
to
are attending Legislature were Boston.
contact with are as follows: Ber
G
LEN
C
O
V
E
Mrs,
Jennie Simmons.
the
program
and
hostesses
are
Mrs.
Light;
road
commissioner
for
th;
be
a
story
of
modern
Louisiana,
tak
guests
of
the
Grange
at
its
latest
muda. Canada, Panama, Australia.
Dr. George H Coombs is in New
Llewellyn
Oliver, Kenneth Lewis,
Bessie
Stephenson.
Mrs.
Della
Mornorth
end,
Walter
Glidden;
south
ing
the
descendents
of
the
Larne
meeting, as were also Mr Deering of York.
Holland. Belgium Spain, France,
I A large flock o f wild geese have Wn and
and
Harold
Lash were Rockland
end
Samuel
Bartlett;
member
of
and
the
Upjohn
families
up
to
the
the Highway Department and Mrs.
England. Germany Russia. Brazil,
Charles C Lilly Post A L met ^ n seen in the cove and a male | Thp ..Qrandmothers.. met Thurs.
visiters
TMcsday.
the
school
committee
for
three
present
time.
I
hope
to
have
it
done
Deering.
Mr.
Richardson
gave
an
South Africa, Cuba, Chile, Venezu
Monday and made plans for organ- pheasant has been making calls on : day wUh
Edward Mflthews
Zenas Lawry was dinner guest
years, Mildred Crummett; constable
ela, Argentine New Zealand, Mexi some time this year but as writing interesting talk on his western j izing the Memorial Day program. Bernard Andrews who has been j Mrg
Ryan and
Richard
Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. O liv e r .
Lamont
Grotton.
is
an
uncertain
job,
I
cannot
fore
trip
and
Mr.
Deering
also
spoke.
co, China, Japan, and other smaller
.Most of the members are planning feeding ft goodies.
returned
Boston
Appropriations
were:
Roads.
$500
tell
exactly
the
date
when
I
shail
Other
numbers
on
the
program
were
•
(0
attend
lbe
reception
to
be
given
nations The only country net con, ,7
, T
,
7
to attend the reception to be given
Prank R ch u recovering from where thev have visited relatives
maintenance of third class roads.
n(,»tonai commandpr « . .
» ,, wnere
na' e vls>te<i relatives.
tacted is Egypt, and he hopes to be able to write 'finis' on the manu- violin solos by Philip Taber and an 1 . .. 17 ,
NORTH W ARREN
Trish s k it h v several m em bers
A
™
in
-rt
’
MrS Ah<* R°W>lnS Went
t0 $272; special resolve $10; cutting
script
Irish
skit
by
several
members.
A
Miss Athleen Robinson who has
add that one to his list soon.
Stephen Chadwick in Portland The has a bkdly sprained arm.
1
Hartford.
Conn
bushes, $150; 8tate aid mainten employment a t the Village is home
"Nothing would delight me more social with dancing, followed the Auxiliary met on the same date and
Ex-Operator S. A R
Thomas Farley has employment 1
-----------------ance. $460; snow removal. $500; for a time.
than a chance to visit Maine on a serving of a light repast.
'. planned a supper April 3 to which a t Hudson Barrows' cabins.
i The final electric cooking school salaries and supplies, (452; col
vacation some time. I have heard
Mrs L. F. Fitzgerald and son ap
members of the Post were
Edward Ross was a recent caller
W E S T W A S H IN G T O N
Miss
Adah
Hall
of
Boston
spent
1will be held next Wednesday eve- ’ lection of taxes. (215; Memorial
a great deal about the beauties of Carlton were guests Friday of Mr jnvited
at the home of C W. Mank.
last weekend with her mother, Mary I ning. March 29. in Union a t Odd Day. (IO; schools. {$1460; school
Roads in this part of the town are
Mrs. Sheldon Wright of Bath and that state, and the work of some of and Mrs. Herbert Esancy. In the
Miss Marie Burnheimer, Miss
Hall.
i Fellows hall Miss Ruth Cluff will ' house repairs, $70; debt and in in bad condition owing to plowing
the
distinguished
writers
such
as
afternoon
Mrs.
Esancy
and
Mrs.
p,orenw
Lupien
,
Alfred
Mrs. Mildred Johnston of Damari
Mt . and Mrs. Harry Bean and ' present special recipes and Interest terest $290; State aid road left to only a one-way road. It Is impos
scotta visited Tuesday with her Kenneth Roberts makes me more Fitzgerald called on Mrs. A rdelle, philjp Weston clinton Mank and
than ever eager to see it."
Bumps a t th e village.
Jvjj-gii Morse, were recent Portland . son Elwyn were callers Sunday at ing menus. All the delicious food assessors.
sible for two cars to pass.'
mother, Mrs. Lizzie Wellman.
* * • •
will be given away. Everybody in
The local Orange was recently in- ' visitors. attending the dance a t ! Mr and Mrs C E Ore8or>’'sMr. and Mrs. Ellis Dyer of R ockIn a list of new fiction received vited to a day session of Vassalboro Rjcker Oardens
Mr. and Mrs. Wesbra Wentworth vited. No admission charge.
land were guests Wednesday of Mr from The Old Corner Book Store
35-37
Orange, the visitors furnishing p a r t ' The ,LJons C]ub metWednesday 1of Uni°n were rec«nt «u«sts of Mr
and Mrs. Hibbert.
we note:
of the program. State Lecturer at Stah,.s Tavem and formulated and Mrs. William Clinton.
Miss Phyllis Light visited Mis.
Red Cross shoes, Polly Prestons
"The Patriot” by Pearl S. Buck, Hartley Stewart gave an address jp,ans for the ent^rtainment of the I J E Drinkwater of Brewer was
Mae Hibbert recently and spent the first novel with a Chinese set and solos which were greatly en- 20ne meeting to be held
a
visitor
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
•
and
hundreds of new spring novelApril 26 A
ELECTRIC COOKING SCHOOL
Tuesday with Miss Celia Wellman.
Mrs Frank Seavey.
ties are in at Blackington s.—adv
ting in four years, by the winner of Joyed.
chicken supper and evening pro
Penobscot View Grange held an ~
Misses Harriet Wellman and Phyl the Nobel Prize for Literature. "The
Mrs. Alice Esancy was a recent gram will be put on at the Odd FelAT
lis Wellman passed last weekend Patriot" covers the events of 12 caller a t the home of Mrs. Edmund ]0WS baj] on
date Guest clubs interesting session Thursday a t ' gave a stirring talk and a special
with their sister Mrs. Walter Withee. years. It begins with the revolu Dowes.
will include Rockland. Vinal Haven j wWch Master
Rice received j musical program was keenly enEast Kennebec Pomona meets and Camden Plans wero also made ! a Jewri presented by Past Master . Joyed Guests were present from
Mrs. Cora Deering called Sunday tions weeping down the Yangtze,
when young students, fired with a Tuesday a t Branch Mills.
cn Miss Katie Kennedy.
for the renovation of directional C. E. Gregory.
new
patriotism
went
singing
to
jatl
Misses
Ardis
Ladd
and
Erlene
IN O D D FELLOWS HALL
signs and for civic improvements.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wellman of
or
to
the
beheading
ground
It
ends
Crocker
spent
last
weekend
a
t
the
South China visited Alton Wellman
AT THE PARK MONDAY-TUESDAY
Wedded Half Century
and attended town meeting Monday in the mountains of inner China, home of the latter’s brother in Au
WEDNESDAY
where,
driven
back
again
and
agaip
gusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner B Walter
In Razorville.
celebrated their golden wedding
Mrs. Hazel Weaver and son visit by the invader students and peas
EVENING,
quietly Thursday at their home on
ed her mother, Mrs. Maud Hibbert, ants, old war lords and young guer
RO CK VILLE
rillas alike, stand in a united front
Friendship street. During the day
last weekend.
MARCH 29
It has 'been cold all the week with and evening relatives, friends, and
Mrs. Velma Withee and two chil and fight on
morning temperature readings hov fellow lodge members called, mak
"Seasoned
Timber,”
Dorothy
Can
dren were guests Sunday of Mrs.
7.15 P. M.
field's first novel in five years. Ver ering around 10 degrees. The only ing a surprise party. Due to the ill
Edson Wellman.
real
suggestion
of
spring
seems
to
1
health of Mr. Walter, they planned
Mrs. Mae Hibbert called Wednes mont is the setting
S P E C IA L RECIPES
"This Nettle, Danger," in which be the longer days.
for only a quiet day.
day on Miss Katie Kennedy.
Mr. and (Mrs. Mikko Lofman and
Philip Gibbs has built a timely novel
Refreshments were served in the
and
• •
Eddie Lofman who have been spend
evening. Mr. and Mrs. Walter re
Correspondents and contributors out of the exciting, desperate days
IN T ER E ST IN G
ing the winter in Florida, returned
ceived many beautiful gifts from
are asked to write on Only One before the Peace of Munich.
the
first
of
this
week.
M ENUS
"Wickford Point" by John P.
their relatives and friends, all wish
side of the paper
Miss M artha Sides went to Cam ing them many more happy years
E veryon e Cordially
den this week and from there will
together.
Invited
go to Boston for a short visit
Mr. and Mrs Walter have been
A
ll Food
Mrs. Emma Peterson has been
lifelong citizens of this town. Mr.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Florence
G
iv
e
n A w ay
Walter is a member of the 1.0 O F.
Bolduc
for
the
past
two
weeks.
Fare $ 2 .5 0 each w ay
and for over 30 years was a member
P resented b y
(Round Trip rate discontinued)
of the Waldoboro Board of AssesMarquand,
without
question
one
of
M
is
s R u th C lu ff
LEAVE DAILY
the best novels of the year—an
VINAL
HAVEN
NORTH
HAVEN
ROCKLAND
D O N ’T M ISS T H IS F IN A L SC H O O L
amusing ironical novel of a New MODERN W OM EN
8.15 A.M.
8.25 A.M.
8.00 A. M.
N«tdN otSufl«r m o nthly pain a n d d elay d u e to
3.15 P. M.
3.25 P. M.
England family.
3.00 P. M.
colda, n ervous htram , exposure or sim ilar causea.
"Beware of Pity,” by Stefan Chi-ches-ters D iam o n d B ran d Pills are effective,
A IR W A Y S , INC.
reliable an d give Q u ick Relief. Sold by
Zweig. the first full-length novel by >11 druggists for ov er 5 0 years. A sk for Z/Yn jJk
JNE
CENT
N E X T to P U B L IC L A N D IN G
the author of "Marie Antoinette.”
TEL ROCKLAND 338.
NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
P0W
1
CHICHESTERS
PILLS
JQ,
iiu .
B O C K L A N D , M A IN E
A moving story of the two kinds of
Tommy Jackson, Helen M a ck and Bruce Cabot in “ M yste ry of the
3Stf
"TNI 9IAMONO '
W h ite Room.” —adv.
pity th at movitate humanity.
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Margaret Borgerson and Carl
Franz Mills Is the first to report
Owls Head, March 24
Reed Jr., who are spending two
A bout F ive R espectable Editor of The Courier-Oazette;— weeks’ vacation with their parents seeing a robin Spring ls in the
ft ft ft ft
almanac but winter ls still in the
MRS O8CAR C. LANE
AND THE
G anders W ho Fell Into This is to correct the misleading W ilf return Monday to Lee Acad
air.
emy.
Correspondent
| statements published regarding Owls
Evil W ays
The senior class of the high
Mrs. Edith Young who was in
i Head Town Meeting.
School put on a neat play re
Massachusetts
the
past
winter,
has
The Bridge Eight met Wednesday
Once upon a time there was a ( Tlie report of Town meeting pubcently entitled -Simple Simon
returned home
with Mrs. Christina Christie. Supper
wise old Goose who mothered a lished in The Courier-Gazette of
Mrs. Anna Donohue and Mrs. Simple.” Those taking the leading
featured a large decorated cake in
honor of the birthday anniversary family of four little Ganders who March 21st was correct as voted in Ethel Farrow have opened their parts with credit were Sherman
had lost their papa, and who had annual town meeting of March 20. home for the summer, Mrs Farrow Cooper and Ida Wooster. Lawrence
of Mrs. Beulah Drew.
Mrs. Louise Chilles who was a p a lost themselves in a forest called the The $800 appropriated for the speci will soon return to her business in Beverage, Virginia Joyce, Francis
colors in dresses or in accessories of and accordian by the club members
A griculture
Brcwn. Arthur Beverage Jr., Bea
tient
at Knox Hospital for two Cascade Bowling Alleys, They had fied road at Owls Head, was in Dover Point, N H
County Agricultural Conservation the less permanent type such as at the Baptist Church in Thorntrice Mills. Others whose talent
Tlie
fishing
boat
Helen
May.
Capt.
chairman, Wallace Spear of North belts and handkerchiefs. C oats' aston, Wednesday, March 15. and weeks returned home last Saturday. also lost their shirts and such small cluded in article pertaining to Roads Ross, arrived Sunday with 20,000 made the play a success were Elaine
and
Bridges,
and
therefore
the
sum
Ncbleboro, reports that more farm and shoes and handbags of black again at the Good Will Orange in She was accompanied from Rock change as they had in their pockets
in betting on their skill a t a game of $1400 as shown in previous is pounds of ground fish, leaving again Smith and IewLs Haskell. In sub
ers are taking advantage of the are as good with gold as they are North Warren, Thursday, March 16. land by Mr. Chilles.
stituting for Grace Beverage, un
Monday for the fishing grounds.
Charles Chiles and John Lowe, wherein the contestants throw a sue is correct.
lime and super-phosphate grants with fuchsia; they take to tur- The Jolly Tollers have 11 club memTown Meeting Ls now a matter able to take tier part on account o',
I
realize
you
have
a
great
many
round
ball
down
a
long
smooth
have been in Thomaston this week
this year. This will mean more quoise or lime green equally well, i bers this year,
wooden sidewalk at some sticks set problems of thLs nature to contend ,of history and although the weather illness, Mrs Walker on short notice
land will be limed and phosphates j Plain colors are good sp rin g ,
. • • •
on a business trip.
with, but it would be greatly ap was not so pleasant, a large num- rendered her part to perfection
up on end.
added than ever before Soil te sts' choices but equally good for dresses
The Mountain Top Maids of
Mrs. Earl Calder was in Rock
These
little
Ganders
were
once
predated
if you would publish this ber were on hand to discuss all the Between the acts Bonnie Quinn
made in Lincoln county as well as j are the small closely spaced prints Razorville, a new club, met at the land Wednesday to meet Mr. Calder
all very nice little boys and had a correction in your paper.
Pros antl cons of the 42 wtlcles in played selections upon guitar and
Knox indicate a sour condition as ! and stripes, now in the headlines, home of their leader, Miss Maud on his return from a business trip
good name in their town as thev
Ellena E. Predette
the 'warrant School affairs re- harmonica, sometimes accompanied
well as a deficiency of calc.um. J Plaid ginghams are still in the pic- Turner, for the second time. The to Boston
They returned home
all came of respectable families,
Town Clerk reived considerable attention as to by original songs. Bonnie's con
magnesium and phosphates, all o f ! ture. Surah is an old new name correct methods of “measuring in- Thursday.
but they took up with a gang of 1
......... .........
building a new central .school house. tributions on these occasions are
which are needed for good crop pro- ; that is Important — a diagonal gredients" were demonstrated by the
Ned Kittredge and Kenneth roughnecks called the Skipper.-,' finally their fears were overcome ,ransPortal*°n ' and grouping the greatly appreciated. The play net
leader. Following the meeting there Amiro, have returned from a busi
auction. Farmers who have not j weave in rayon
who coaxed and egged them along and they agreed to play once more, Bradesdecision was to con- ted $25 for the travel fund. A
already put in their application for
Skirt lengths are notable for was a social hour of games. Thir- ness visit in Thomaston.
for
a
time
by
letting
them
win
a
t
I
If
the
Skippers
would
not
play
too
tinue
lhe
present
school system dance followed.
materials in connection with Agri lack of length. This year's skirts teen members are taking cooking, Schools closed Friday for two the game of ball and sticks, and rough.
[The appropriations amounted to
Tlie attendance at the Church
cultural Conservation should see belong to the long slim “stocking ; housekeeping, room improvement, weeks vacation.
School Sunday was the largest in
the
turned
on
them
like
the
big
i
Skipper
Dyer
told
the
nice
little
,
more
than
last
year
their community committeeman or ad’’ legs. The rest of the women ; and sewing.
• • • •
many years, with ?6 In Mrs. Crock
certain sea-food |
bad wolves that they were and beat Ganders of
• • • •
call at the Extension office in the must concern themselves with the I
Union Church Notice*
e tt’s class and 5 in the Friendly
known
as
the
lobster,
which
L
s
I
M
O
N
H
E
G
A
N
them up again and again.
| subtle point where it is suggested | Mrs. Ruth French, local leader,
Federal Building, Rockland
Bible Class. Several years ago with
known
far
and
wide
as
a
dish
f
i
t
'
Ira
Achorn
ts
on
vacation,
liuvSunday
School
tomorrow
will
be
These
Skippers,
although
they
that the rest of the way is as nice | conducted a meeting in First Aid
Alton Calderwood superintendent, a
for
the
gods,
and
the
hungry
little
ing
left
tlie
Island
on
Tuesday's
at
10.
Mens
Bible
Class
will
meet
lived
in
the
same
village
with
the
as what shows.
i bandaging for the Sunshiny Seven
Red and Blue contest brought the
with
Rev.
Kenneth
Cook
Worship
little
Ganders,
had
traveled
far
and
.
Ganders
could
not
resist
the
tempmail
boat.
A. E Burns, community chair
There is a great deal of flare in 4-H of Nobleboro of which she Is
at 11, sermon by the pastor, sub wide, and picked up in their travel Itation to eat thereof, although they! Mr. and Mrs Maynard Orne re- attendance up to 192 Tlie meeting
man for Union, in connection with the skirts which may come through leader
ject, "Seeking God.'' The choir ome of the wicked ways of th e )knew that the Skippers had th-1 turned la t Saturday from East Sunday night was led by Virginia
the Agricultural Conservation pro pleats stitched down over the hips
• • • •
Beverage assisted by Richard
gram reports a great deal of interest or through more or less circular
The Jolly Highlanders' Club of will sing the anthem. “O worship big wide world. They often dis- [appetites of wolves, and after eating Friendship.
Muss Elva B r a c k e tt h a s been visit - Bloom. Others to take part were
in lime this year. He has sent in cutting. The most notable example Rockland were guests of one of the the King.''
guised themselves in red and white jail the lobster up. might turn and
many requests for this material.
At 2.30 there will be a rehearsal coats and would then call them- make unother meal off the poor ing in Cape Cottuge and Thomaston Blanche Crockett. Shirley OUlls.
of the latter is the so-called monas- members. Margaret Huntley, on
: Mrs. Jay Cdnnaway entertained Richard Bloom. Mrs Julia Beverage,
of
the "Challenge of the Cross, selves Little Red Riding Hoods, but little Ganders.
• • • •
lic or angel frock which is often I Wednesday, March 15. Miss Annie
the
only
riding
they
did
was
to
ride
j
Mother
Ooo
e
is
taking
her
flock
at
contract bridge Tuesday night, Dr. Bousfield and the pastor.
in
the
church
auditorium.
Junior
Rhodes,
leader,
demonstrated
dif
Dairymen will be Interested in bias from shoulder to hem.
the
poor
little
Ganders
most
un-(down
into
the
forest
called
the
Casguests
being Mrs. Pearl Davis and
Arthur Hopkins is confined to his
ferent kinds of toasts—melba, plain, Epworth League will meet a t 4;
• • • •
information taken from the U S D.A
room
by illness
so
n
M
aurice
a
n
d
E
a
rl
Field.
J
r.
Christian
Endeavor
at
6.
with
Nor
mercifully.
One
of
the
most
wicked
cade
Bowling
Alleys
and
is
giving
egg on toast, cream, cinnamon, and
Dairy Herd Improvement Associa
• • • •
Natalie Orne went last Saturday
4-H Club Note*
French. The girls taking sewing man Johnson as leader; evening of these villainous Skippers was a them a severe scolding and getting
tion report for February. There are
School N o tes
The Willing Workers of Hope learned the names of the different service of praise and song a t 7. kindly faced old rascal known as j them to drill themselves on how to Rockland for an eye examination
at the present time, 1528 associa prepared and served a super recent
Henley Day. first assistant keeper
At the Thoroughfare Grammar
parts of the sewing machine Eliza The choir will sing the anthem Skipper Hall, who although he had to escape the clutches of the big
tions in the United States having ly at the home of their leader. Mrs.
•'Nearer to Jesus.” Blanche K it the face of a Santa Claus, when bad Skippers. She has threatened of Manana returned home Tuesday. School, pupils on the honor roll are
beth
Sawyer.
Margaret
Huntley,
ars Marjorie Beverage The menu con
625,284 cows on test. This appears
he met a playmate at the game o f , to make little Tommy Tucker He is recovering from a broken Marion Carver, JV7; Dorothy Thayer.
and Gwendolyn Dean were in tredge will be soloist.
to be a large number, but only 6% sisted of meat loaf, mashed potato,
Sunday
school
officers
and
teach
ball and sticks, was absolutely with- L.ttlefleld go without his supper, ankle.
946; Lillian Gregory. 93.1; William
charge of the social hour. The
of the herds of 11 cows or more in spinach, Harvard beets, carrot
Chris Nicholson arrived Wednes Hopkins. 902; Betty Haskell. 90.
next meeting will be at Mary Far- ers will meet in the vestry at 6 out mercy, and punished his oppon- and make the song "Old Grimes is
the United States are on te-t Utah sticks, dark bread, jello, molasses
rin's home on Talbot avenue, o'clock Monday for a fellowship ent in the most horrible manner, Dead” become a reality, if Tommy day from Boston for a short visit. Ellen Wooster, 89; Burtis Brown.
leads all states with 23 6 'i . Maine
J a y C o n n a w a y h a s been in New 188; Thelma Parsons 86; Oeorge
cookies and milk. The color scheme March 29. when the club agent will supper The last session of the meanwhile making jokes and c a s t- ' and Gander Grimes do not pay
has 12%.
Y ork th is w eek, as lie lias a n e x  Young. 85.2; John Beverage. 85;
Leadership
Training
Course
will
be
ing
Jibes
know
as
the
wisecrack
more
attention
to
their
lesions,
was
In
keeping
with
St.
Patrick's
demonstrate
making
whole
wheat
e a se
I Day. The assistant local leader. muffins
held after supper. Prayer service that made the ears of the little I She says there is absotively and h ib itio n a n d s a le of m arin e s a t Carolyn Greenlaw. 833; A lb e rt
Women Study Newest Styles
Mrs. Mabel Wright, and the club
Iposolutely no excuse for little boys M aeB eth O a lle ry u n til April 3
• • e e
will be Tuesday in the vestry fol Ganders get very, very red.
Gillis. 80; H a rrie t S to n e 80; PliviliThe Stamp Club met last S a t Waterman. 80; Barbara Dyer 80;
What -will be the new styles in agent, Lucinda Rich, were guests,
Prof. A H Tepper. of the Uni lowed by annual meeting
At one time Mother Goose had Jto get such low marks When that
women's clothing this spring? What I
. . . .
versity of New Hampshire, will The training class, for prospective four whole games stowed away 'n 1naughty old Skipper Hall heard urday at the home of Maurice Davis John Waterman 80; Wilfred Mills.
new colors will be most popular?
judge the exhibits at the egg show church members will meet a t the her cupboard for a rainy day. but about this he said he didn't know The next meeting will be at Light 80; Donald Stone. 80
What is new for the woman who ; Edwin Tyler was the champion to be held a t the University of Jparsonage Wednesday at 7 o'clock. one day this week she went to the j how low the marks were but he did house Hill with Jeanette Foss and
Those not absent during the term
does her own sewing?
1of a Judging contest on record Maine during Farm and Home i
-----------------cupboard to get Gander Grimes a : know they were easy. Following Vinal Foss.
were Dorothy Thayer. William Hop
Briefly, here are the answers t o ' sh*ets whlch the club a«ent held Week. March 27 to 30.
j
W A S H IN G T O N
L. A. Davis, the new road com kins Harriet Stone, Carolyn Green
bone, and lo, and behold! not only j are the marks that so stirred the
the questions about color and style, i recent'y w' th the Weskeag Fanners
A special class at the show is open
W
was the cupboard bare but she j wrath of Mother Goose, as for the missioner. has several men em law and Victor Beverage. William
according to Helen C. Spaulding,' South Thomaston when they met to 4-H club members only. Ten! The final electric cooking school found she owed the grocery m a n , wicked Skipper?, they grinned a ployed in the gravel pit and on Hopkins and Dorothy Thayer have
Extension
clothing
specialist. at JosePh Baums home. Edwin
not missed a day since s'-hool began
received a judging champion ribbon ^ e m iu m s are offered to club mem- wUl be held next Wednesday eve- and the owner of the forest called j wolfish smile and said they could road work
Among the popular colors will be The fcys also participated in anthe Cascade Bowling Alleys, fo r! have gotten more if they had had
in September.
“
A
S
strong pastels, lots of fuchsia, ma
six whole games besides. This!to.
The report of the Thoroughfare
Fellows
hall.
Miss
Ruth
Cluff
will
E
A
G
L
E
genta, grey violet, and a whole swering some true and false ques contain one dozen eggs and be- present special recipes and interest threw the dear old Goose into a!
Big Bad Skppers
Ernest Nickerson passed a day Iri Primary School shows that Eleanor
the
of th<> show
range of blues—royal blue, as a tions on Everyday Manners which
79 85 84—248 1
Stone Ls the only one who has not
ing menus. All the delicious food near panic, and after calling her | Drew ............
the
club
agent
presented.
RefreshKenneth
c
Lovejoy
sUte c]ub
background for some of the plum j
77 71 86-234
.little
Ganders
to
her
with
her
danHall
..............
The Sewing Circle met this week been either lardy or absent during
will be given away. Everybody In
family, and on the green blue side, ments of cookies and punch were leader expects a large exhibit, vited. No admission charge.
92 78 81—251 at the home of Mrs. Clifford Quinn. the term. Pupils who were absent
peacock and turquoise
Com served following the meeting and a club members fr<xn
90 79 105—274
Earl Brown lias been visiting Mr. only one day are Elaine Gillis.
35-37
was enjoyed.
.
.
lh.,.
panions of these colors in discreet social hour of singing
90 93 79—262 and Mrs. Rupert Howard in G reat Rose M Baird. Wilbur Baird and
and decided not to play with those Dyer
*
J '
county who are planning to exhibit
telations are gold and mustard and
428 406 435-1269 Spruce Head.
* * * *
are; prank Fiagg. Cecil Hallowell,
! Eldie MacDonald. Those not tardy
terrible Skippers any more But
W E ST RO CK PO RT
lime green. There is another side
Ganders
The Jolly Tollers of Oeorges Jr., and Ralph Bond of Jefferson
the wily old wolf known as Skipper 1 *
M r. and M rs. C h e ste r P aoley a n d J during the term are Wilbur Baird
I
of the red picture in the nastur River road, under the leadership of [ and members of the Medomak
85 BG 82—253
M e rv y n L . Snow, Jr , Corinne Mills,
Services Sunday at the church 1Dyer, told them such a marvelous! I Sanborn
tium that makes a nice accent for Miss Ida Harjula. presented an en- Maine-iax Club of North Waldoboro here will be held in the morning i tale of the wonderful b g feed that Littlefield
71—225| Mrs. Eugene St.Clair of Camden arc Eldie MacDonald, Stewart Baird,
78 76
76 71—225
78
olive green
80 79 72—231
tertainment including a 4-H demon- who are: Conrad Miller, Donald starting tomorrow The preaching was going to be put on for the poor Grimes
tests of the Clifford Quinns.
Curtis Dickey, Almon Ames. Leona
Of course, with or back of all stration on Etiquette and Courtesy Heyer, Raymond Hills, George1service is at 950, Rev. J W. Hys-j little Gander-, at the place called'Goose Arey
97 92 93—282
Mrs. Crawford Allen and child , Stone and Stanley Waterman.
tii.s color is black to keep the peace by Helen John'on and Gertrude Teague. David Achorn, Richard song pastor At 10.30 the Sunday The Shoe, where the old woman | Shields
86 88 9 0 - 264
between too riotous newcomers Suomela, and musical selections on Luce, Elmer Achorn. and Robert i School, and Young People s a t 6. j with so many children lived, that |
426 421 408-1255
Read The Courier-Oazette
Budget buyers can have the bright J the guitar, banjo, harmonica, piano, Heyer.

With Extension Agents

V IN A L HAVEN

K N O X -L IN C O L N
FA R M BUREAU
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dio is not a one-day-a-week Job. ,
Charles Boyer, star of NBC's "Hoi- I
lywood Playhouse" reveals that he )
works four hours each day. reading
scripts, studying his interpretation '
of his lines and practicing h i s 1
microphone technique. Radio, Boyer j
tells me, is the medium closest to '
the stage, and he applies the stage
custom of incessant rehearsal for
every drama presented on his Bun
day evening half-hour.
• • • •
For your questions about Holly
wood call or write your Hollywood
Radio Rounder a t Post Office Box
551, Hollywood. California.

The National Broadcasting Com- ■new No. 1 song sensation as a theme
pany is reported to have made one for the past 18 months but always
of its most important developments hummed the melody without sing
in the advancement of television. ing the words . . . Best new song of
The advance concerns a new way to the week is "In a Moment of Weak
relay telecasts from city to city via ness."
• • • •
an ultar-short-wave system, with
stations 20 miles apart. The broad
T hat Sunday night NBC program
casting company all ready is plan "The Circle'' is being revamped
ning to establish links using this completely—a complete new set of
system connecting New York. Phila writers Joining the program And a
delphia. Washington and Baltimore very good move on the sponsor's
T E N A N T ’S H A R B O R
This new system will prove one of part . . . More and more programs
the largest advancements in the are heading westward until it has
Church Notes
history of television if it works out gotten to the point that there isn’t
The fourth chapter of Phllippians
successfully.
any room left to stage the various
will be the theme of the Pastor's
• • *•
broadcasts from in this city.
sermon at the Church on the Hill
Proof th a t Jesse L. Lasky's title, A1 Pearce begins April 3. Kay Kyser
Sunday a t 10.30. All are urged to
“Gateway to Hollywood," Is far next May, Voice of Firestone sta rt read this passage before attending
more than a phrase can be gleaned ing April 3. Kyser will play the
the service. Bible School will meet
from the fact that all entrants to summer engagement at Catalina with classes for all ages. This will
the series thus far have been made Island Casino Renewal of the Fib be Decision Sunday.
subjects of exhaustive film tests by ber McGee series for 52 weeks more,
The Happy Hour of Music and
RKO executives. John Laird, en too, cinches this show for a steady Message service will be conducted
trant from Waukegan, Illinois, is release from this city.
by the Christian Endeavor society
• • • •
all ready playing under contract in
in charge of Jennie Hooper, assisted
Dizzy as they may sound, each of by Doris Paterson, Virginia White,
RKO’s "Sorority House"
Four
other entrants are being considered the murder mysteries and travel Ella Bald. Olaf Johnson, and Doug
by three major studios, and the most sketches pesented by Fred Allen on las Auld The speakers will be Ar
recent broadcast had casting rep "Town Hall Tonight" has a basis lene Falla, Arlene Coolbroth and
resentatives from five studios in the in fact. Allen uses a healthy col Agnes Sivewright. The young peo
lection of authentic case books for ple’s choir will also sing,
theatre audience.
• * • •
reference in writing his scripts. j This will be the last Sunday with
• » • •
It took months and months and
the 15-minute preliminary piano
Sponsors
of
"We, the People” on duets by Mrs. Wilson and Mrs.
even years for the song “Deep
Purple," which is the number one CBS are considering continuing the Smith. This has been an outstand
tune in America today to be recog show throughout the summer and ing feature and many have ex
nized. Doris Rhodes sang the having it originate at the New pressed their appreciation.
lyrics to “Deep Purple" for the first York World's Fair . . . The biggest
time on one of her CBS shows last hit of the month seems to be Lucille
PORT CLYDE
week. Doris had been using the Ball's new character—th at of
At the Baptist chapel meetings
Haley’s ubiquitous little niece
have been held the past nine days
Gwendolyn, the "Dead End Grl.”
• ♦ * *
under the leadership of Rev. J. W.
V in al H aven & R ockland
Ten years ago this week—Ray Hyssong All those who have not a
Steam boat Com pany
mond Paige played a violin in a church-home are invited to the
ROCKLAND
California movie house. Five years service Sunday at 2 o'clock. The
ago this week—Raymond Paige di message topic will be "Love That
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
recting and presenting the first ma Gives;’’ the choir will sing the
Read Down
jor show from Hollywood “Califor hymn “But This I Know;" Miss
A. M.
nia Melodies.” And this week— Thelma Miller soloist. The Bible
Ar.
6.00
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Raymond Paige leading his “99 Men School will convene at 3; Christian
Ar.
4.40
650 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 350
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
and a Girl" through the second pro Endeavor at 6. The evening serv
Ar. 2.45
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven,
ice will be in the Church in the
gram of his new series.
950 Ar. Rockland,
Lv.
• • » ♦
Ridge
at Martinsville. The prayer
132-tf
Few persons ever realize that ra service will be Thursday at 7 o’clock.
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CHEVROLET

The only
low -priced car combininq

All That’s Best at Lowe
W)

You can p a y m ore— but
you c a n ’t g e t
m ore q u a lity !

Chevrolet bring* you the outstanding quality features
o f the d a y —including Exclusive Vacuum G earshift, Body by
Fisher, Perfected Knee-Action Riding System*—a t the lowest cost for
purchase price, gas, oil and upkeep!

Drive this car — be more comfortable

p hysically— and be more com fortable m en tally , too — because o f the big savings!

Don’t bo satisfied with anything but the best—BUY
AM

M VRAA.

A

CHEVROLET!

MOTORS V A LU I

SEE YO UR LOCAL CHEVROLET DEALER

S E A

V IE W
689 M A IN ST.

P easlee & R o s v V im d b a v e n

.„

G A R A G E , IN C .
ROCKLAND

Barker’s G arage, U n ion

TE L 1250
Carroll’s G arage, Thom aston

Every-O ther-D ay
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SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 190

secretary of the Missions Council
Signe Swanholm, Katherine and
of the Congregational Churches of
Beatrice Lewis, Constance Knights,
CAMDEN
the United States, will occupy the
Ralph Pierpont, James Bell and
ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft ft
pulpit Sunday at the Congregational
Robert Davis. The program: Call
GILBERT HARMON
Church. Sessions of the Church
ALENA L. STARRETT
to worship, "The Great Commis
Correspondent
school and the Junior Choir will
Correspondent
sion," by the leader: response. "Fling
o oXX oXX
be omitted again this week because
ft ft ft ft
✓ X XX
Out the Banner;” prayer "Father
of
the prevailing measles epidemic.
of Love;" allegory. “Color Blind."
Tel. 49
Telephone 713
There will be an illustrated lec
Mrs. Leach; song, "In Christ There
ture by Lt.-Commander Donald B.
Is No East or West;" playette, S tuart C. Burgess of Rockland
The Rockland-Camden Scribbler
MacMillan at the Opera House,
‘ When the Sun Shines,” Lorraine accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Sid
Butler. Robert Beattie. Joseph Rich ney Wfi Vinal of this town motored the home ol Mrs. Donald Karl in April 13. at 8 oclock under the
; auspices of the Camden-Rockport
ards, Edwin Leach, Roy Swanholm. last Saturday to North Wevmouth,
Rockland.
Lions Club.
Nancy Libby, Gay Stetson. Two Mass., for a short visit with Mr
George E Nichols was a recent
Archie Logan of Winterport was
songs by all the members followed. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess. Mr. Vir.al business visitor in Portland.
jin town Thursday.
"Friendship Keys," the "keys," attended the flower show Monday.
Miss Helen Rich will entertain
Members of the Bar Harbor bowlJoy, Peace. Gentleness. Goodness. On return the Vinals were accom
the C.C.H. Club fit her home on | ing and volley ball teams are taking
Faith. Love and Patience being held panied by their granddaughter
Elm street Tuesday.
ion the Camden teams in a return
by seven members in the front row. Janc Vinal Qf Arhngton Mass who
Miss Martha Sides of West Rock Imatch at the "Y" this afternoon
Pathfinder achievement song, "Count will visit here.
port has been visiting her brother
[ and evening. The Men's Bowling
Your Poppy Petals.' Then every
"F aith” will be the sermon topic Mark Sides.
Team will bowl at 2.30 and the ladies
body rang "We've A Story To Tell
The sixth and final sermon on match is scheduled for 6.30. The
Sunday at the Congregational
To The Nations." which was fol
Church at 10.30 and at the service the general topic. "Real Salvation," volley ball match will take place
lowed by the benediction. Other
at 7. "Our Personal Christianity." will be preached by Rev. Weston P. at 7.30 in the gymnasium.
Pathfinders taking part besides
Church school will meet at 9.30 and Holman, at the Methodist Church
Virgil Jackson is a patient at
those already mentioned were
the newly formed Pilgrim Club Sunday at 10.30. subject "How Other CommunRv Hospltal.
David Wctton. Harold Cushman.
People May Knew T h a t I Am A' Mr. and Mrs. George P. Carleton
at 6 15.
Gladys Cushman and Malcolm
Christian." Music under the di of Springfield arrived last night
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
A.
Emmons
Libby.
are in Boston for a few days, and rection of A. F Sherman. Church to enjoy a week's vacation from
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
on return will be accompanied by School and Bible Classes at 11.45, their teaching duties at Eastern
meet Wednesday at 2 at the vestry
their daughter Elizabeth Emmons, classes for all ages. Mrs. Stella Mac- Maine Institute. They will be guests
for work, followed by a business
a student at the Tufts College who Rae. superintendent. Happy Hour of Mrs. Carleton's parents. Mr. and
meeting at 5 and at 6 o'clock sup
Service at 7 o'clock, song service Mrs Finlay Calder.
will pass a weeks vacation here
per will be served under the dueewith message by the pastor, sub
Mr and Mrs Herbert Achorn were
George I. Shaw of the State High- j
tion of Rev. Mr Perron, John B
ject. T h e Model Church. " vocal
Paulsen, William White. Alfred way Division was in town Tuesday duet by Mrs. Payson and Mrs. Dyer. recent guests of Mrs. Ella Achorn
Strout. Philip Newbert and Robert to organize a school boy patrol in Lenten service in tire vestry Thurs of Waldoboro.
William H. Broad head and son,
Walsh. The men promise an especial the intermediate and grammar day night at 7 o'clock.
Walter, of Central village, Conn,
ly tasty supper. The speaker for the schools. Edward Barrett is captain
At the Baptist Church activities
evenings entertainment is to be of the grammar patrol, and other for the coming week are: Sunday at were in town Wednesday.
Frank V Winslow who will desciibe members are Howard Maxey, Rus 11. worship with two anthems by Miss Marilyn Davis and Elisha
hi.-: n si. to the Quintuplets and ins sell Fates, and Robert Martin. Mer the double quartet, sermon theme, Richards were among the enter
reception by Dr Allan Roy Dalce 1rill Fiske is captain cf the In  "Adam and the Apple." Vespers at tainers at the Knights of Pythias
Diamond Jubilee and Ball held FriFriends of Mr. and Mrs William' termediate group, his subordinates
serm on on the sub- day at the Belfast Opera House,
Harold Pease and Vaughan PhiiB. Foster formerly of this town.'
ject. The Fires of Hell. Youn„ MUs
WaU of ,Rockport and
now located at Plymouth. N. H.J brook. Each member wears a badge People s Cho,r will sing
T te
of
and a wide white belt.
remember Mr. Fo-ter as proprietor J
Church School convenes at 9.4o.
.
,
, Heald School of Dancing in BeiMr. and Mrs. George Gray were _The Young People s Forum meets
of a former local paper the Thom
, .
.
..
_
,
.
X.
,
.
i
' fast appeared on the program. Miss
aston Herald, and Mrs. Foster. (Miss among th0£e from this town t0 a t‘ at
. 6;. Lenten Quiet Hour service1
Aggie Fales) as a prominent singer j tend tlle iuneral services held
I Thursday at 7 30; Young People’s June Cote acted as accompanist.
in this section, and may be in ter-1Augusta Thursday for E'.mer New- choir rehearsal Friday at 6 o'clock. Mrs Frank J. Wiley will entertain
1the Monday Club next week a t her
ested to learn that their daughter. bert'
Rev. James M. Walker, associate
______________________________ home on Union street.
Ethel, is linotype operator for the
A diphtheria toxoid clinic will be
.
“
Robert Sherwood's Pulitzer prizePlymouth Record, and soprano solo- held Wednesday in the schools,
boys Olee Clubs of Rockland Hign w
-Idiots
,n ..
ist at the Plymouth Congregational1 Douglas Starrett, student at the will be heard and members of
comes t0 lhe Kreen at the Cotnique
Church, where she Is now directing Bentley School of Accounting in Rubinstein Clifb are to sing solos
gunday and Monday sU r.
the choir in the Crucifixion to be Boston. Is passing a few days' vaca- Charles Wilson of this town is to nng Norma ghfarcr gnd clar(.
given Good Friday. She assisted re- tion a t his home,
be one of the soloists. A ten-piece Gab]c
cently at the farewell reception giv- j Students home from the Uni- orchestra directed by Arthur Autio
Opfy ,eft
fof
en to Mr. and Mrs. Ford at the verslty of Maine for the spring re- of North Waldoboro will be heard .
CaroUna ghc
Baptist Church at Ashland. N. H cess are J ^ p e r Spear. Harlan and a dance will follow the concert.
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Al
where she appeared on the pro- Spear. Douglas Orav. and Miss the music by Mr Autios orchestra
bert Grey.
gram in solos and duets. T heir! Winona Robinson. Fred Bucklin
• • • •
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L egal N otice

In E verybody’s Colum n

A dvertisem ents In this colu m n not
STATE OF MAINE
-5*7 lo rn ’ to exceed three lines Inserted once for
February 27, 1939 25 cents three tim es lor 50 cents. Ad
County o f K nox, ss.
ditional lin es five cents each for one
Taken th is tw en ty seventh day of tim e 10 cen ts for three tim es. Six
February, 1939 on execution dated sm all words to a line.
February 27, 1939 issued on a Judg
This week having been designated m ent rendered by th e Superior Court
for said C ounty, a t the term thereof
It
National Wild Life begun and held on th e second Tuesof February-. 1939 to wit. on the ♦ ■ zxtxew s a WfVX T x /N IT W IIX *
Restoration Week by day
twenty sev en th dr.y of February, 1939 4 I I IX I A | \ l l | i ( l l l | \ l l | A
the President of the in favor o f In h ab itants of Friendship.
body p olitic located in said County.
United States and aagainst
Zenas Lawry of said Friendfor Three Hundred Forty Eight
SMALL gray and black striped tiger
endorsed by Gover- ship
and 95 / 100 Dollars, debt or damage I cat lost Monday; four white feet, w hite
Inor Barrows, it has and Ten Dollars ninety cents, costs of j throat and stom ach, yellow o n face;
and w ill be sold at public au ction, ] m arkings on two sides of body and
b e e n observed i n suit
a: the Sheriff s Office In the County front legs m atch. CALL 277-W. 197
36-38
Maine for the pur Buildtng In Rockland In said County Broadway.
of Knox on the fifteen th day of April. —
—
— —
pose of uniting the 1939 at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
e ffo r ts o f a ll f r i e n d s ' the follow in g described lots of real
cnorts
oi ail irienas wtote together w ith buildings there
of out door life, for on. and all th e right, title and Inter
cat which th e said Zenas Lawry has
the protection and restoration of and had in an d to ithe sam e on the
day of December. 1938 at
birds, mammals, fish, native trees fourteenth
2 15 o'clock ln the afternoon, tin
REMOVE wallpaper the modern way
time when th e sam e was attached on
and wild flowers.
—rent our wallpaper steam er. 82 day.
the writ in the sam e sukt. to w it;—
Service and civic clubs, churches, (1) Premises In said Friendship, be H H CR1E & CO . 328 Main S t. 34 38
gin n in g on the northerly line of
LOVELY, heated modern fron t room
the Grange and other organizations
land form erly o f Geyer o n the west to let. central; gentlem an preferred.
side o f th e road, th en ce north 28 or 30 Masonic St , TEL 1177-J, 34‘36
in Camden co-operated by having
80 deg westerly by said Geyer’s
five-minute speeches. Because of
HEATED furnished apartm ents and
land 86 3, t h s rods to a spruce
tree marked: thence north 25 deg rooms to let. FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park S t.
the epidemic of measles and the
» -«
east 32 3,t h s tods by land for Tel 330
o f .Delano: thence south I FFVE-room apartm ent to let at 56
schools being closed, the Wildlife
-merly
- j
66 deg. east 61 3,t h s rods to the Talbot Ave
Inquire R. H. BRITT,
Restoration - Conservation program
road, aforesaid; thence southerly c k y B uilding
36-38
by said road tc the place of be- —— --- --------------- -----------------------will be carried out next week among
fin n in g ; con tain in g 15 acres, more
TENEMENT to let five room s with
or less
! toilet and garage; newly decorated.
the students.
(2) B egin n in g nt Goose River Bay, *12 50 m onth
Near the new factory,
A widespread plea is phrased,
thence E S .E to stake and sto n e s .! Inquire MIKE ARMATA The Men's
on th e S end of G oose River Shop. Cor Park and Main S ts
:i6 tl
"Help protect and restore the na
Cove; thence bounded on the]
r o o m s to let at 15 Grove S t.
rel.
tural resources of the State and
easterly sid e by Goose River Cove; 519-w MRS FLORA COLLINS
26-tf
on th e northerly side by Goose
;— — --------- --------—-— —
‘stamp the way to restoration by
River; on the westerly sid e bv \ SIX-room . heated apartm ent to let
G oose River Bay. to the first men I »•> T hom aston, garage. Inquire 13 D unn
using wildlife stamps affixed io
tloned bound; the same betng 8t.. T hom aston, TEL 153 or 477 Main
letter heads and envelopes and for
known as Boot Neck, c o n ta in in g ' 81 Rockland______________________ 35-37
i SMALL furnished house to le t at
a permanent collcctAii. obtain a . “ »cres ,Ill>rc or >ess
(3) T hirty acres bounded northerly 1 Spruce Head near salt w ater; new
wildlife poster stamp album." These
by land of E A Burns. Ervin D garage. Ideal for year-around home;
S im m on s and other land of said ) rent reasonable CALL 793-W
106-tl
stamps are to be used annually.
Lawry; easterly by the highway
--------------------------------------— ----- s
and
land
of
said
Burns;
s
o
u
th
e
r
-1
FOUR
room
apartm
ent
to
let.
all
To finance Itself, the Wildlife
ly by land of Charles E Ellsworth modern.
Apply at CAMDEN and
and westerly by land of William ROCKLAND WtATER CO., T el. 834.
Federation adopted last year the
Sim m ons.
26-tf
distribution and sale of stamps
ARTHUR D. FISH —
—
D
eputy
Sheriff
1
which were designed and donated

Camden Garden Club Will Present
Wildlife Features At Its Meeting
Tuesday—Other Clubs Invited

’ LUU 1

1

The Baptist Mission Circle met
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Ernest
Montgomery. White Ctoss work oc
cupied the afternoon, following
w’hich the hostess served refresh
ments. Those attending were Mrs.
Donald F Perron. Mrs. William Newbert. MTs. Truman Sawyer. Mrs.
Robert Walsh, Mrs. Albert Davis.
Mrs. N. F. Andrews. Mrs. Henry
Shaw. Mrs. E. P. Starrett Mrs. Ar
thur Kalloch. Mrs. Lucy Sillery.
Mrs. Edgar Wilson. Mrs. Herbert
Newbert, Mrs. Francis Tillson. Mrs.
Etta Richards and Mrs Willard
Wade. Mrs. Montgomery s sister, who
is passing the winter with her. The
next meeting will be held a t the
home of Mrs. John B. Paulsen.
The Boys’ Club met Thursday
night in the new club rooms. Leland
Overlock. Norman Over lock and
Kendall Orff were initiated. Ice
cream and cake were served and a
social evening followed the business
meeting.
Mrs. Loring Orlf was hostess Wed
nesday afternoon to the C. & S.
Club. A lunch was served, and a
pleasant afternoon was passed chat
ting and sewing. Those present
were Mrs. Raymond McLeod. Mrs.
Gleason Cogan. Mrs. Mertland
-I!* '
by Jay .(Ding) Darling, cartoohist
Jackson. Mrs. Frank G rant. Mrs.
BERKSHIRE MUTUAL FIRE
and first president of the Federa
Benjamin Smalley. Mrs. Albert
INSURANCE COMPANY
*
P ittsfield . M assachusetts
tion. This year's stamps have been
Welch and Mrs Vernon Achorn.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1938
painted by seven of America’s fore Real Estate.
$55,009 00
FULL-hlooded German po'icc puppies
The 75th anniversary of the
Loans.
18.970 09 or sale. OLIVER B. LIBBY, Tel. 3 5,
most artists. The name of each j Mortgage
Collateral Loans.
Knights of Pythias will be observed
18 000 00 Varren R D 2.
35-37
species of wildlife is printed upon Stocks and Bonds.
693.814 53
in April by the Knox County lodges
SIX to n s early cu t hay. lo r sale.
Cash In Office and Bank.
228.677 99
the
individual
stamp
to
act
as
an
Agents Balances.
90.357 25 RICHARD MAKIE. West Meadow Rd .
at a meeting in Thomaston, with
Interest and R ents.
6.770 26 c it y _______________________________ 36-38
educational medium.
Arcana Lodge the host. The exact
All other Assets.
9.424 80
USED electric ranges, refrigerators,
The stamps have been on display
i washers, and lroners for sale; also one
date, to be set by the Grand Lodge,
$1,121,014
83 1
Gross Assets.
at the post office and are on sale Deduct
Item s n o t adm itted,
69.886 04 boxes, on e trailer.
Bargain prices.
will be announced.
HAROLD COOMBS 64 M asonic S t ,
a t Morrow's jewelry store, also by
Mrs. Winfield E. Davis returned
Adm itted,
$1,051,128 79
35-37
Mrs Pearl G. Willey, chairman for
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1938
Friday to the home of her daughter,
CAMP and garage at Riverside Park
: Net Unpaid Losses.
<35 667 91 for sale LILLIAN LINCOLN, 10 Union
the
Restoratloh-Conservation
week
Mrs. Vernon Achcrn. after spend
j Unearned Premium s.
677.357 01 S t , Camden_____________________33-S-39
in Camden. Mrs. E. A. Robbins, ! All other Liabilities.
22 692 33
ing the past week in Union as guest
HAY lo r sale early cu t. bright
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities,
315.411 54
president of the Garden Club, and
pressed. $14 ton delivered. S. E NORof her nephew, Ralph Wallace.
WOOD
city. Tel 414______________35-37
Total
L
iab
ilities
and
Miss Bessie Bowers, treasurer.
Kervin C. Ellis, Colby Wood. Ken
Surplus.
41.051 128 79
CHESTER pigs for sale, six weeks
The
Garden
Club
meets
Tuesday
H O Gurdy, Agent
o ’.d
Tel 4-5, RAYMOND A RHODES.
dall Orff. Leland Overlock. Douglas
36-S-42 U nion.
35-37
at 230 at the home of Mrs. Robbins.
Young and Richard Woodcock went
LIVE Easter rabbits for sa le. H H.
A wildlife-conservation program has COMMERCE INSURANCE COMPANY
to Bangor Wednesday to attend a
CRIE & CO 328 Main S t . Rockland
G lens Falls. New York
been arranged by the conservation
___________________ _______________ 34-36
ASSETS DEC 31 1938
basketball game between the Red
Real Estate.
$45,600 no
FIVE room house with bath for sale.
High School N otes
skins of Old Town and Tom's Lunch son William, now residing in SomerMortgage Loans,
employed in Orono for the re66.225 00
I Stocks and Bonds.
3.170.876 52
(By
Madeleine
Haskell)
I
Rod
Cross
shoes.
Polly
Prestons
furnishings for sale.
of Portland.
ville. Mass., is Assistant Superin-I cessCash In Office and Bank.
310.840 72 243HOUSEHOLD
CAMDEN S T __________________34-38
Agents' Balances.
The Thimble Club completed a and hundreds of new spring novel726.751 01
Mrs. Enoch Clark was hostess to tendent of the Credit Department1 Eighteen members of the Happy ' Bills Receivable.
NATIONAL cash register for sale.
2t.l91 85
the Thursday Club this week. Prizes at Sears. Roebuck & Company. Bos- go-luckies 4-H Club were present quilt and the girls are selling ties are in at Blackington s.—adv.
1Interest and R ents,
13.457 61
'
All
other
Assets.
333.738
09
a t the meeting Tuesday at the clothespins on it- The proceeds
-----------------were awarded Mrs. W B. D. Gray. to n ..
34-38
A wild flower lecture with colored
Gross Assets
$4.187 680 80
HIT AND R l’N DRIVER
Mrs. Edwin F Lynch and Mrs. Star.USED Cars 1938 Chrysler Imperial
Mrs. William Vinal was hostess home of the leader Mrs. Bertha will be used for the boys’ athletic
Deduct item s not adm itted.
17,713 29
ley Macgowan. Mrs. E. T. Dornan t0
bridge c,ub Wednesday night Drewett. at which Miss Lucinda equipment.
De
program. A large attendance ol
A dm itted.
$4,169,967 51
Each class netted $7 and the Stu A hit-and-run accident occurred
wiU entertain the club next week. , thcse present bcing Mrs Dara Rich, county club agent gave a
1907
LIABILITIES
DEC
31,
1938
Chrysler Royal tour-sedan. $595: 1937
is anticipated as several
IInn.,rt T
Mrs. Alida Simmons, Mrs. Hannah 3 tone jgrs
y Oung. Mrs How- muffln demonstration. It was voted dent Council $9 from the recent Thursday night about 10 o'clock on members
$172 151 00 Plym outh De Luxe 4-door tour-sedan,
Elm street, Camden. Adeibert Rol garden clubs are to Join the Cam- u n e ^ e d P re ^ m s,
1,434 567 64 $525 1936 Plym outh De Luxe tourHastings. Mrs. Oliver Hahn and Mr ard g u ttle . Mrs. Clement Moodr t0 conlinue the attendance contest minstrel show.
AH other Liabilities.
95.032 60 j sedan. $425; 1935 Plym outh sedan. $375;
den Club for this meeting.
Cash Capital.
Rehearsals are in progress for lins of Wood street, who was the
1.000.000 00 1935 Chevrolet sedan $375 and m any
Norman Simmons motored Tuesdav Mrs
Vinal. Mrs. Georg. which had ended ln a tle 11 was
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities,
1.493,216 27 , more priced from $25 .to $300
E O.
to Hebron where they called on Mis.; Davis and Mi&s Eslher Young Friz- als0 voted 10 hold the Parents'
’ the Senior Class play "Aunt Susie victim was knocked unconscious and
---------------- ; PHILBROOK & SON. R ockland
30-tf
Total L iab ilities and
Priscilla Hastings who is a patient for hlgh fcore was awardcd Mr? per' ApriI 19 the place t0 ** a’ ’ Shoots the Works." In the cast taken to the Community Hospital,
Surplus.
$4,168,967 51 j BOSTON terrier puppy for sale, very
ASSESSORS' NOTICE
j pretty
MRS ROSE HUPPER, Tel.
H O. Gurdy, Agent
at the Western Maine Sanitarium. >DaVls and the consolation to Mrs nounccd Committees are: Supper are Constance Jenkins. Phyllis where accordling to this morning's
Town OI Owl's Head
34-36
38-S-42 T enants Harbor 4-3
report,
he
is
resting
comfortably.
Perry
and
Eugene
Ccgan.
Mildred
I
Beta Alpha met Monday a t the 1Douglas Vinal. Mrs. Young will Mrs Ruth P€rr>' assistant leader.
The subscribers, Assessors o f Taxes.
of
the
Town
of
Owls
Head,
hereby
HOME
FIRE
A
MARINE
INSURANCE
Sawed
$
1
H
’to
S
P
$Vo5°<
>
V
b * * C o’
Baptist vestry and made plans for entertain the club at the next meet Phyllis Perry. Annette Haskell. Jackson, Virginia Wyllie, Sisko! He was ver>' badly injured about th e give
e le n
rttle e
f z , tthe
h e
!In
n h
h a. b
h ita
l,.n
„
.IH I
COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
l°n«. $105. U . B. <B C. O.
notice
to
n ts
of .said
PERRY Tel 487.
26-tf
Gertrude Lampinen, and Evelyn Lehto. Annette Haskell, Llewellyn head. Dr Saul Polisner is the a t Town and other persons h avin g TAXASSETS DEC. 31. 1938
the next meeting at which time the ing.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at RockMortgage Loans.
$144,921 56 j and
tending
physician.
Smith;
entertainment.
Ann
Nor
Payson;
Carl
Perry,
Charlotte
Moore
Hair Store. 24 Elm 8 t. Mall order*
semi-annual election of officers will
Stocks and Bonds.
The Beano Club met Thursday
6030.835 56 ' Ollclted.
H. C. RHODES, T el. 519-J.
The State Police investigated the true and perfect lists of th e ir poll-, Cash In Office and Bank.
463.975 22 i
take place. Mrs. Anne Condon and night at the home of Miss Ethel wood. Elizabeth Kenniston. Mary and Alfred Wyllie. The play is a
26-tf
Agents’
Balances,
381.945 94
accident
and
have
summoned
to
Bills Receivable.
Mrs. Dorothy Libby were appcintfi Upham Mrs. Chester Sladcr was Ludwig, and Madeleine Haskell, mystery-drama in three acts. Er
1.788 33 1
OR AT INTEREST, and d eb ts d u e more Interest and R ents.
45.885 49
nominating committee, and for the high scorer, and Mrs William Graf Lois Norwood and Phyllis Smith nest Erkkila is business manager, court this morning an alleged of than owing, and all property held In All oth er Assets,
48 494 M
trust as Ouardlan. Executor. Adm inis
aston. Tel. 62
supper committee Mrs. Ruble Had ton low. Others in the party were were admitted which makes the Russell Smith and Howard Bornc- fender whose name was not trator, Trustee or otherw ise (except
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® so c i ETY
Maurice McKusic has returned to
the Philadelphia Bible School after
spending a vacation at his home on
Spruce street.
Due to illness, the meeting
of Scribblers' Club has
changed to the home of Mrs.
ald Karl Monday night at 7.30.
Ethel Fisher will be leader.

place
been
Don
Mrs

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Clements
of Lowell, Mass, were weekend
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth H. Casguests of Mr. and Mrs. Donald sens of Parkman have been visiting
Karl. On their return home, Mrs.)
Mr. Cassens' former Rockland home
Clements' father Arthur Wardwell
this week.
went with them for a short visit.
A silver link social, sponsored by
members of Miriam Rebekah Lodge,
will be held next Wednesday night
a t the home of Mrs. J. C. Cunning
ham. Granite street. This will be
a benefit paity for a member v.ho
is ill, and ali members of the lodge
are asked to give their support.
Mrs. William Thomas, has re
Assisting the hostess are Mrs. Flora
turned to Massachusetts after a
Post, Mrs. Lina Carroll, Miss Mnbei
visit with her sister, who has been
Harding. Mrs. Jennie Feyler, and
a patient at Rest Haven.
Mrs. Vivian Kimball.

Arts and Crafts Society will have
a board meeting at the What-Not
Shop Monday night at 7.30. One
of the important matters for con
sideration is the support of the
newly organized Maine Craft Guild.

Melvin Pcndexter, was in Port
land Thursday on business. His
granddaughter. Miss Barbara New
bert, went with him, to spend the
remainder of the week with her
aunt. Mrs. Linwood Bussell.
Mrs Burton E. Flanders enter
tained Chapin Class this week. 15
members participating in relief
sewing and a social hour. The hos
tess served refreshments. The class
will meet next Tuesday night at the
Universalist vestry, for work and
a social.
Oeorge (J Adams of Windsor,
Conn., came Thursday to spend a
few days at his home on Berkeley
street, and to see his new son, and
heir, who arrived that day at Knox
Hospital.
Wawenock Club, was delightfully
entertained Wednesday at the home
of the president. Mrs. Evelyn Snow,
in Thomaston. In answer to the
roll call, quotations were given from
Phillips Brooks. Interesting cur
rent events were read and the re
port of three previous meetings was
given by the secretary. Mrs. Lelia
Benner. Mrs. Snow gave a splendid
paper on "The Return to New York”
and exhibited some fine pictures of
that city. An attractive luncheon
was served at the conclusion of
questions and answers. As this was
the last regular meeting of the
season, plans were made for a ban
quet to be Held next Wednesday at
the Copper Kettle, which will be
followed by the annual election of
officers, at the home of Mrs. Cora
Snow. Mechanic street.
Needlework and luncheon were
enjoyed by members of X.CB. Club
Thursday night when they met with
Mrs. Myron Mank on Broadway.
The meeting next week yill be
Thursday night with Mrs. Mar
guerite Harris.
Wednesday Eve Club member.,
met this week for cards with Mrs.
W. C. Ladd. Mrs. Grace Veazie,
Mrs. Marion Cook, and Mrs. K ath
erine Haines won honors with Mrs.
D L. McCarty winning the travel
prize. Light refreshments were
served.
Mrs. Fritz Jansson. Mrs. Jack
Passon and Mrs. Alfred Phalen left
Thursday for Baltimore; thence to
Norfolk, Va., where they will Join
their husbands who arc stationed
there for temporary duty in U. 8.
Coast Guard service.

M onday and Tuesday

TODAY
ROY ROGERS in
•ROUGH RIDERS' ROUNDUP’

American Legion Auxiliary meets
Monday night at 7.30. The sewing
circle will meet in the afternoon,
picnic supper to be served a t 6
o'clock.
Edward Ladd comes from the
University of Maine today, to spend
the Easter vacation at his home
on Walker Place.
Elmer Bird of the Noble Greenough School is spending the Easter
recess with his mother Mrs. Ella
Bird.
Ernest Harrington celebrated his
17th birthday Sunday at his home
on Thomaston street. Those pres
ent were Mr. and Mrs. William
Moore. Mr. and Mrs. William
Young. Mrs. Madelyn Cokemis, Miss
Aneta Cokemis and Nicky Cokcnis.
Refreshments were served by Miss
Ruth Harrington and Mrs. William
Moore. Ernest received many fine
gifts.
Judge Nelson P. Brown of the
Massachusetts Superior Court. Al
ton H. Blackington of Boston and
Dr. A. H. St. Clair Chase of Newton,
Mass., and Warren are sailing to
day for a trip to Cuba and the
West Indies.

Californian Chosen
Dr. R andall T h om p son Is
N am ed A s H ead o f Curtis
Institute
Dr. Randall Thompson will be
released from a professorship ln the
Music Department of the Univer
sity of California at the close of
the present term to accept the ap
pointment made by President Mary
Louise Curtis Bok to the director's
desk of the Curtis Institute nl
Music in Philadelphia. This an
nouncement was made simultane
ously a t concerts given at the Uni
versity cf California and the Curtis
Institute Tuesday night.
Dr. Thompson obtained AB. and
M. A. degrees at Harvard in 1920
and 1922. He was Walter Damrosch
Fellow in Music Composition at the
American Academy ln Rome from
1922 to 1925 and had the Guggen
heim Fellowship in 1929 with a re
newal in 1930, spending three years
ln Switzerland wt^re he composed
his second Symphony. In June 1933
the University of Rochester con
ferred on him the honorary degree
of doctor of music. From 1933 to
1935 he was engaged in an investi
gation of music study in American
colleges for the Association of
American Colleges, under a grant
from the Carnegie Corporation. Dr.
Thompson has been associated with
the Music Department of Wellesley,
Harvard, and the University of Cali
fornia.
He is the composer of two sym
phonies and several shorter orches
tral works, numerous choral works
and chamber music. The sym
phonies have been performed in the
United States, Italy, and Germany,
by the Boston Symphony. New York
Philharmonic. Rochester Philhar
monic, the Augusteo, and other or
chestras. All his orchestral music
has been on the air. Symphony No.
2 having been broadcast by NBC in
an international hook-up from
Cambridge. His chamber music has
been performed ln Europe as well
as in the United States, his string
quartet. "The Wind in the Willows'
having been broadcast over NBC in
connection with the Harvard Terccntary. His choral music has been
performed in iNew (Ybrk. Boston,
Chicago. Los Angeles, and San
Francisco, and at the Worcester
Festival.
Dr. Thompson married Margaret
Quavie Whitney of Montclair, N. J.,
in 1927. The couple have four
children.

A.^H. Young of Augusta was a
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smalley guest Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Ern
have returned from their winter va est Buswell.
cation tour which this season found
them visiting various Florida re
The Methebesec Club m et in the
sorts.
Tower Room of the Community
Building yesterday afternoon, this
Mr. and Mrs. Nestor Brown and being one of the mos; interesting
Richard went this morning to Arl of the season. After the business
ington. M ass. where they will spend meeting, current events of timely
the weekend with Mr. Brown's sister Interest were given by Mrs. Ida
and mother. Mrs. C. W. Staples, and Dondis. The meeting was then
Mrs. Anna Brown.
turned over to the leader, Mrs Al.ce
Karl, who, in a clever skit, intro
Miss Ernestine Nodcin. R. N.. is duced groups of articles which
in Augusta caring for her grand members had created. A truly won
father, Edwin J. Clark, who is ill. derful display of handiwork, in
cluding crocheted bed spreads,
Mrs. Doris Ames, president of
crocheted table cloths, woven rugs,
Anderson Camp Auxiliary has called
needlepoint,
pictures.
murals,
a special meeting for next Tuesday
dresses, afghans. pressed flower
night a t 7.30 for the purpose of
specimens, bags and other examples
initiating a class of candidates. All
of work was spread out upon tables.
officers and members are asked to
Some fine poetry was read, com
be present. Officers need not wear
posed by various members. Still
white.
Refreshments will be
others provided us with refresh
served.
ments “created'’ for the occasion.
An open meeting of the Rockland It was apparent that the club mem
League of Women Voters will be bers possess much talent in the
held Monday a t 230, a t the home artistic line. Tlie next meeting will
of Mrs. Lawrence Miller, 26 Rankin be the annual banquet, to be held
street, when a report will be made at the Rockland Hotel Friday, April
on the March Study Group meet 7 a t 6.30 p. m.
ings Clifford A. Somerville of Au
gusta. chairman of the Maine Un
employment Compensation Com
mission. will be the guest speaker.
Mr. Somerville, who will speak on
“Social Security,” has been chair
man of this Commission since its
establishment in 1935, prior to
which he was City Editor of tlie
Portland Evening Express. Coffee
will be served under the chairman
ship of Mrs. John M Pomeroy, with
Mrs. Cleveland Sleepr. Jr., and Mrs.
Earle Gowell pouring, to be assisted
by Mrs. Rupert Stratton. Mrs.
Thctna Stone, Mrs. Donald Cough
lin and Mrs. Harold Leach. The
Board will meet at 1.30.

At the meeting of the Rotary Club
Friday, sound pictures were shown,
through the kindness of Thomas
Stone, of the work done in the re
search laboratories of the Am Tel.
& Tel. Co. as well as graphic pic
tures of the recent devestating wind
storm th at swept parts of New Eng
land. Some time was given to the
subject of the ‘^Conservation of
Wild Life” pictures stimulating
such conversation being under the
direction of Dr. W alter Conley for
this county. There were 54 present
at the meeting. 53 of whom were
Rotarians. one of whom was Charles
Doyle of Bath There was one guest
Don Leach of Rockland.

Think of it! Super value 1939 mod
Some perfumes have a harmful
el Frigidairc for only $14950. Pay effect on cetraln individuals. When
ments. $5; $5 monthly. Parker E. breathed in large quantities, says
Worrey.—adv.
36-37 Collier's Weekly many innocent
odors such as tuberose, magnolia
and narcissus, produce headache,
dizziness, convulsions and even cpleptic seizures.

ECONOMY SPECIAL!

COMIQUE

Until April 1st

CAMDEN

Reg. $ 3 D uart Nu-pad P erm . W ave, only $ 1 .7 5
Reg. $ 5 Superior Oil Perm anent W ave, only $ 3 .0 0

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR
Miss Alice Flanagan, Mgr.

R ockland

MARCH 16-27

“ Idiot’s Delight”

Please ask for waves by name

O ver V . A . Leach Store

SUNDAY AND M ONDAY

T el. 122
36*lt

ROCKPORT

P age S ev en

This And That

LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
« « « «
Tel. 2229

R

EALM
M

OF

U S IC

-Maine 4-H Clubs showed a total
enrollment of 6203 boys and girls on
i y G la d y s S t. C la ir H e is ta d
A successful bridge and beano March 15. This is an increase of 281
party was held Wednesday night at
over enrollment last year at this
Masonic hall under auspices of the
The appointment of Dr. Randall I Public Library tficrc has been on
By K. S. F.
Harbor Light Club. W alter C&rroil time. Counties with the largest en
Thompson to succeed Dr. Josef Hof-1 exhibit an irreplaceable treasure
rollment
arc
Kennebec.
Waldo,
Pe
was winner of high score in bridge,
mann as Director of The Curtis from the Allen A Brown music col
with Fred Holbrook receiving sec nobscot. Somerset and Oxford, each
Institute of Music in Philadelphia lection—an autograph book that
Yes,
I
fear
this
old
world
would
ond prize, and Roland Richards con of which has more than 500 mem disintegrate but for the fidelity, in is interesting news. Other items has been signed for 83 years by the
solation. Winners in beano were bers. York shows the largest in tegrity and the simple goodness of from the Institute tell us that Ru world’s great musicians. In 1855
Russell Staples. Mrs. Susie Auspland, crease over membership a year ago. the average man. Rotary is really dolf Serkin. pianist, has been en  Mr. Brown began collecting the
• • • •
Mrs. Marion Ingraham. Mrs. Russell
teaching and preaching the great gaged to teach piano next season. signatures of composers, players,
Staples, Mbs Ruth Miller Mrs.
The damage caused to all growing doctrine of "goodness'' as arc the Mr. Serkin has toured extensively and singers-in a little leather bound
George Cunn,ngham and Louis crops by insects in the United States other great organizations man has from coast to coast in tlie five years book. In 1914 the book, well filled
Cash. Tlie committee in charge is estimated at three billion dollars brought together in recent years.
he has been conccrtlzing in this with famous names, was left to the
was Mrs. Elsie Hawkins, Mrs. Nina a year. The loss due to fungi is
country and is well known in Europe Boston Public Library. Richard G.
Carroll and Mrs. Orra Burns.
about a billion dollars. That makes
Revival of the Castle Walk and A recent arrival at the Institute is Appel, who is in charge of the mu
Mrs. Albert Larson is confined to a total loss every year in the United the Castle polka, dances popularized Dr. Richard Stohr, formerly of Vi sic room there, has continued Mr.
States from insects and fungi a t by Vernon and Irene Castle in the enna, who will teach in the theory Brown's hobby.
her home by illness.
The first name to attract is Jean
The Carnival-Regatta Association tacks of four billion dollars. Th? days just before the World War. department. Of especial interest in
board of directors met at the select estimate is by Dr. L. A. Strong, has been undertaken by the Rockland. Rockport, and Camden, Sibelius. He writes a large and
men's office Thursday night to dis chief of the U. S. Bureau of Ento New York "Society of Teachers of is the news th a t Samuel Barber angular hand, and, Just above the
now conducts a mixed chorus in signature, were a few notes from
Dancing. ’
cuss plans for the coming carnival. mology and Plant Quarantine.
• * * *
• • • •
'Finlandia.” Adelina Patti signed
Madrigals at the Institute.
At the Methodist Church Sunday,
• • ♦ •
the
book in 1855 with a small, pre
Rev. N. F. Atwood minister: Church
Don't
forget
that
lemon
juice
ami
T he farm mortgage debt has de
Tlie 1938-39 catalogue of The C ur cise script, still dark after 80 years.
school at 10 a. m.. morning worship clined steadily for more than a water make a very refreshing moutn
at 11 with sermcn subject “Those decade and ls smaller now than the wash and it counteracts acid mouth. tis Institute of Music is in my hands Fritzi Scheff. temperamental prhna
• a • •
gotten up in its usual dignified and donna of "Mile. Modiste” who
Who Are Without'' I Cor. 5-13. Ep long-term debt of any of the five
worth League at 6 with the young principal groups of private debtors,
What jitters come from reading noteworthy manner. A foreword created a furore when she hit the
people continuing the study of the according to Governor Hill of the the foreign dispatches, and are states that the Institute, founded top notes in "Kiss Me Again,” took
Ten Commandments; 7 p. m. eve Farm Credit Administration. Ac Americans not thankful that this in *1924 by Mary Louise Curtis Bok, a whole page to write “In remem
welcomes students of all national brance of Fritzi Scheff.” Among
ning service of worship, the pastor cording to a recent publication of country is not Europe?
• • • •
ities, that it receives its support other celebrities arc Serge Koussccontinuing talks on New Testament the Department of Commerce, the
“Chart your course right, lad, and from The Mary Louise Curtis Bok fitzky, Ottorino Respighi, Darius
questions, “The Question of the total long-term private debt ls
Jailer." Acts 16-30.
about 70 billion dollars, of which you arc sure to make port." Sea Foundation, is operated under a Milhaud and Schoenberg. An in
The Queens of Avalon will meet farm mortgages account for about language and redolent with staunch Charter of the Commonwealth of teresting bit Is the scrap from a
Monday night at the home cf Miss one-tenth, or slightly more than council fcr old and young, men and Pennsylvania, and is fully accredited Prelude written in memory of
for the conferring of Degrees. Also Rimsky-Korsakov by Tcherepln.
Marion Weidman.
seven billion dollars. This com women
• • • •
Mrs. J. W. Hyssong will entertain pared with a 7.8 billion dollar long
that the Institute is approved by Among the older names appear
Yes. one can see th at peace in Eu the United States Government as Vladimir Pachman and Adamowski
the Trytohelp Club Monday night term debt of industrial enterprises;
rope may be far worse than war. an institution of learning for the and one of the newest signatures
at the Baptist parsonage.
railroads. 13.1 billion; public utili
Mrs. Annie Johnson who has ties. 13.9. and urban properties 28.5 The real sorrow of Europe is the | training of non-quota foreign stu- is that of the Mexican conductor,
continuation cf the kind of thing 1dents in accordance with the Im- Carlos Chavez, organiser of the
been visiting her sister. Mrs. Phoebe billion.
that is called peace.
j migration Act of 1934.
Mexican Symphony Orchestra. One
Harmon at the home of Mrs.
Approximately 33 percent cf all
I The purpose of the Institute: To wonders if there may be a story back
Charles Wooster, has returned to larm s in the United States carried
A Missionary nas speaking ’- ojjumd down through contemporary of the two signatures, Teresa CarThorndike.
mortgages at the beginning of 1938.
Baptist Church J. W. Hyssong. The debt amounted to $7,082,669,000. school children: “In Africa there masters the great traditions of the reno, 1863. and Teresa Carrcno. 1909.
minister: Services Sunday, worship and the interest bill in 1937 was are miles and miles without a single past; to teach students to build on The first is of copper plate exact
school. Wliy ought we to save our this heritage for the future.
ness; the second, the bold scrawl
a t 11, the pastor speaking from the $372,000,000.
pennies, children?"
Tlie collection of instruments of the habitual signer of photosubject "What If Christ Had Not
Joker: ‘T o pay cur fare to owned by the Institute for the use graphs.
Died;” church school at 12; Young
Tlie
Women's
Auxiliary
of
St.
Africa.”
• • ♦ *
People's Society Christian Endeavor
of its students and graduates makes
• • • •
a t 6. Miss Mlllicent Roberts leader; Peter's Church iiolds the second in
interesting reading. There are; 46
One of the delightful pianists I
I call this a fair comment by
at 7 evening service of worship and a series of food sales at House
violins, among them 28 old instru
“Hitler by his ments. including two Autonius Stra- have been privileged to hear Is
Sherman Store this afternoon be Senator Pittman:
praise, Rev. H. I Holt speaker.
ginning at 1 o'clock. Mrs. Nina Mc last act made clear his fanatical divarius (Cremona 1695 and 1709 i. Sascha Gorodnitzki. In an an
nouncement ol his March 18 recital
Kinney. Mrs. Vlvia nKimball and ambition and intention to dominate
and two Jean (Baptiste Guadagnlni ln Carnegie Hall. New York City, I
Mrs. Josephine Rice are the com everywhere that conspiracy and
(Milano and Farina. 18th century!. find these enlightening notes about
TREAT YOURSELF m ittee in charge.
military force can accomplish Its 17 Violas, among them three old
Mr. Gorodnitzki:
purpose."
Instruments: two Oasparo da Salo
He was bom in Kiev and brought
• * • •
MoLain teachers journeyed to
TO SPRING
(Brescia, late 16th century) and an to America a t the age of nine
If a sweet young Ealtimorean
Hillcrest Inn. Warren, Friday eve
Antonius and Hieronymous Amati months. Always wanted to be a
We have a shop full of Gay ning where they were entertained should chance tc make a crack like (Cremona 1616.) 13 Violoncellos,
pianist. Studied first with his
Spring Blooms.
a; dinner and bridge by Mrs. Carol this to King George: “I knew your among them nine old instruments, mother, an accomplished musician,
sister-in-law very well", what would
including a Dominic Montagnana then with Edwin Hughes. At 21 he
Potted Tulips. Hyacinths and Jillson. Misses Louise Thurston, happen?
Elsie
Burbank.
Mildred
Sweeney
(Venice. 1729), a Olofreddo Cappa won a fellowship a t the Juilliard
Cineraries. Cut D affod ils, F ree
« • • •
and Mrs. Nellie Hall, Other guests
z e s . Tulips. S n apd ragon s, Iri*
Not since the World War has (Turin 16971 and a Nicolas Lupot Graduate School and worked un
were Mrs. George Cumming. Mrs.
and m any others.
European news monopolized the "King of (France" (Paris 1881). 84 der Josef Lhevinne. Made his de
Henry Comins, Miss Edith Straw,
front pages as it doc there days; Pianos—Steinway: 69 grands, three but in 1930 as winner of the coveted
Spring H as C om e At
Miss Kathleen Haskell. Mrs. Law
so sensationally do there happen concert grands, and 12 uprights. Schubert Memorial Award. Recalls
rence Leach. Miss Jeannie MoConings in Europe come that they flash Two organs—Aellan-Skinner: a five that he was ill from nervousness
SILSBY’S
chie. Miss Hazeitine Watts, Miss
across the printed pages wi.h the manual concert (in Casimir Hall) before that momentous perform
Sereen Nottage. Mrs. Ralph Smith.
and a three-manual Aeliati practice. ance. Likes to play bridge for re
speed of a newsreel.
FLOWER SHOP
Miss Ernestine Noddin and Miss
15 harps—Lyon and Healy, includ laxation. Reads mystery stories
• • • •
TFI
T1R -W
K atherine Veazie. Prizes were won
This is the time of year when one ing two concert grands. For orches before retiring, finding them sopori
371 M AIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
by Mrs. Leach. Miss Veazie and craves something different Io eat. tra instruments there are: 13 fic. Is a crack horseman and
Mrs. Comins.
Try these potato tea cake ana use doubles basses, two flutes, two pic champion tennis player. Also ex
Ma.ne-grown potator . Tak- fresh colos, three oboes, one English horn, cels at table-tennis. Enjoys watch
ly boiled hot potatoes peeled before seven clarinets, three bassoons, one ing competitive sports events.
they arc cooked. T urn off all liquid, contrabassoon. two trumpets, three Favorite authors for serious reading
dry and strain under a napkin. trombones, six tubas, and six tym- are Thomas Mann and Tolstoi. Pre
Then mash carefully ecd plenty of panl, also miscellaneous other per ferred radio fare is news broadcasts,
salt and butter and cncrgh sifted cussion Instruments. The Institute symphonic hours, quiz programs,
flour to knead and make a firm has complete equipment for record and Charlie McCarthy. Favorite
R eg. $7 Steam O il Perm. W a v e $ 5 ,0 0
dough, but do not overkr.rad or it ing and reproducing disc records screen actor is Paul Muni. Second
toughens it. T hen r:ll out to a and for radio reception; one Stein- career choice would be conducting.
R eg. $7 Park A v e . M achineless
quarter-inch thickness and cut ln way Duo-Art Player piano, and a Would l.kc to live in New Hamp
triangular pieces. Place these on large collection of musical records shire—spends his summers in New
Perm anent W a v e ,
$ 5 .0 0
England.
Keeps oranges backvery hot griddle and brown on botli and piano rolls.
A list of faculty members is shown stage for intermission refreshment.
sides. Be sure to serve very hot
also an outline of requirements for Has a Pomeranian with the incon
A sk for our Tri-A rt P erm an en t W ave,
$ 3 .0 0
and quickly after made.
« « d «
• entry, etc. In addition to other gruous name of "Butch.” Would
AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
The President calls the Republi general information, we lean) that like to travel to distant and inaccans
very selfish, ignorant, short- tlie library consists of 28,500 vol cesible corners of the globe.
TEL.
826
ROCKLAND
284-286 MAIN STREET
36*lt
righted, etc., and they almost try umes—music, scores, and books.
MARCH
to prove, he said, that tlie Demo There are approximately 1.000 min M«v Is t m aiden, lau gh ing and gay.
Pink cherry hlosoonis In her hair;
crats did net exist until 1933. I iature score, which arc ln constant Junr ls a woman. m ature and warm.
circulation
among
the
students
Ilcr rrd lips breathing a rose-blown
feel this to be at least quite intem
air;
perate for one who is supposed to The music library of the late But March Is an Amazon, reckless and
wild.
Charles H. Jarvis of Philadelphia. A wtll-o-the-wt.sp.
have good judgment.
a wayward child.
• • • •
Ls a gift to Tlie Curtis Institute of One mnrn her greeting a frien d ly smile;
The neat, a frown and a chilling
And was it not the “great baro' Music by joint action of the heirs
stare
who said. “The devil can cite Scrip of Mr. Jarvis and The Drexel In  Changing with pa .ton.
No lasting fashion
ture for his purpose"?
stitute of Technology where former Varies her costum e
Etery wa;,
• • • •
ly It was In custody. Tlie Jarvis Must
watch her warily.
Portugal and Nationalist Spain Library consists of approximately Follow her charily.
Are Here
ahe will m o w you ln
have signed a treaty cf friendship 1.700 volumes of chamber music, or Or3om
c spring-like day.
L argest stock we ever
and
non-aggression,
it
was
revealed
—Francis Rooney
chestra, violin, piano, and vocal
carried
o f excitin gly
recently.
beautiful coats—new est
works and includes a reference col
• • • •
of th e n ew —
lection of the complete works of
Cruises arranged, steamship tick
Erosion has given the world a
Mozart.
ets
to all parts of the world. M. F.
T w e ed s
new island. This is Stradbrokc
a • • •
Lovejoy., 146 Talbot avenue, Tel.
Island off the coast of Queensland.
P laid s
16-S-tf
In the music room of the Boston 1060-J, Rockland.
• • • •
Now comes a small bird with this
Solid Colors
chirp in his spring song. "Robert
"THEY MADE ME A CRIM INAL"
Skunk Jackets
Taft of Ohio would make good
NOW
with
PLAYING
White House timber."
JOHN GARFIELD. THE DEAD END KIDS
F o x Jackets
• • • ••
Florida has more good Republi
B ea u tifu l
SU N .-M O N .-T U E S.
cans than they did when election
M artin Neck
day was last on the carpet. They
have learned from sad experience.
Scarfs
• * • *
with
The Navy has announced the
A ll the
selection of Rear Admiral Harold
C
arole
Lombard,
Jam es Stew art
W an ted Furs
R Stark as the new chief of opera
tions, this bcing the tep post of the
Quick Marriage. Joy of Living Together.
LUCIEN K.
sea service.
Heartbreak of First Baby.
• • • •
Heartbreak of Separation.
I was recently asked this question.
Can Love Face the World and Keep its Promises?
“Why is a marriage ceremony like
a boxing match?" Because both re
AND SON
quire a ruig.

PRE EASTER SPECIAL! .

SPRING
COATS

“ M ADE FOR EACH OTHER”

GREEN

w ith

School S treet
R ockland, M e.

NORMA SHEARER
CLARK GABLE

C onsult U s A bout
FUR ST O R A G E

* •

• a

Continued use of water other
than that which lias been properly
distilled may damage a battery per
manently, so always be sure of lhe
water used In your motor battery.

S TR A N D
Shows—M at 2. Evg. 6.30, 8.30
Contlnnnns Sat., '•(Ml to 10 30
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E very-O ther-D ay

-— A
radio telephone installed this
month.
T H E L Y R IC M U SE
The birds have not arrived here
W esley Post Tells o f 11 Eat ’Em Jackets and A ll,
yet It seems rather la te for them; G rand-D aughter o f the Late
A _ £
W
hom
Y
o
u
W
ill
Take
T
o
Y
our
H
eart
W
hen
S
h
e
Talks
evidently they do not think "Spring
L im e K ilns and M en W h o
Urges M rs. Rich — T w o
J o sh u a Thorndike W eds
J ft
Is just around the corner.'’
A bout H ousehold Matters
W ork ed Mines
Pounds D aily, Som e Say
In W inchester
Mrs Frost Is on the sick list.
Mrs. Quinn has received word that
"You wanted to know about the Editor of The Courler-Oazette:—
BROADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
M artha
Thorndike
Tibbetts, i
Flavilla Lnmbe has been offered
(Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations old lime kilns." said F. Wesley Post
Although I'm busier than a h un
, employment ashore, as soon as she daughter of Mr and Mrs. Ralph EdWNAC, Boston; WTAG, Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WTIC, Hartford;
of
Ingraham
Hill
when
he
dropped
Publication Limited to Brief
dred bees and on the Jump every
WICC. Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ, Bangor).
1graduates from Calais Academy in son Tibbetts of Winchester and May- j
into The Courier-Gazette office
Poems
waking second, yet It requires more
!June.
berry Hill. Casco M e. and John
of Original Composition
Thursday for a friendly—and what
By Subscribers
We are glad to h e a r that Mrs Malcolm Alden of Los Angeles, son :
We took notes -su8ar and Rrape Juice in large proved to be a very informative self-denial than I possess not to
: Clarence Watt is improving at Fair- of Mrs Pearl Abelew of Chicago and :
on a relish tray saucepan. Bring to boil quickly, chat.
dip into your baked potato discus
j field Sanitarium.
at a party the Add pectin, stirr.ng constantly,
the late Dr Donald M. Alden, were j
"Well,
there
were
11
of
them,
al
sion.
At our home we enjoy them
ART OF RHETORIC
j The weather here h a s been ter married March 22. It was a can- j
other day and Bring to full boil; boll hard *4 though The Black Cat asked only
IFor T h e Courler-Oazette |
baked, skins and all to toe eaten,
rible—a gale of wind nearly every
Just in case that minute. Remove from heat; skint; about two. They were located—one
Elocution!
E locution!
What Is verse, w ithout your part?
■day We had our coldest weather
bridge luncheon P°ur into five 6 oz. jelly glasses, i on the n ^ s e y farm where George for regular breakfast use. They
Shakespeare. Byron. Shelley, M ilton,
j this month
A. T arr now lives; one on the C a t - |are “electable, delicious and necesyou're planning Paraffin at once.
What o l th e m ! without your art?
What our lightkccpcn and
John Harsen Rhoades
We have not been able to pick tip
Is Just ahead Browned Veal Rolls With Parsley land property, now owned by M rs., sary ’or body-building.
New York
roaxtruardsmen arc doing to ■Petite Manan new light yet. On
here are all the
Butter
Ralph Phllbrook; one on the prepHere’s one for spuds with Jackets
•t « it a
protect coastwise shipping by j clear nights we used to see the old
BRIDE OF THE CHURCH
lovely color and
Have veal round sliced about ’A erty of Elden Davis, now living in on:
Jay and by night. The day’s ' one.
(For T h e Courler-Oazette |
The housekeeper's usual objecflavor contrast; inch thick. Cut in pieces about 2 by California; one on the Joseph Annews from many lonely outposts
Before th e a lta r sta n d , a m aiden.
Mrs Quinn’s eyes a re very much
derson
place;
two
on
the
Oray
proption.
that baking takes too long, ls
that
made
our
4
inches.
Sprinkle
lightly
with
salt
) Young an d lovely, sweet and fair;
along Maine's waterfront.
Improved
I mouths water when this partlcu- antj pepper; roll each piece tightly erty, now known as the G allagher' overcome by a simple habit whichClad in robe o f pure white sa tin .
• • • •
I Orange b lossom s wreathe her hair. lar deep green pottery
tray was and fasten with toothpicks. Dredge place; one on John Hall's property. | also Improves quality. Wash and
WAVE AND TIDE
Portland Head
' Evermore In q u iet raiment.
! passed. Mounds of cottage cheese with seasoned flour; brown on all, formerly the Sherman place; one have handy the night before, pour
Dress and veil of somber hue.
On the la r reef the breakers
R. T. Sterling and family were
flecked with chopped chives in one sides in hot fat; add a little water; on the Cooper place; two on the boiling water over them, let them
i Will she g o upon her mission.
Recoil in shattered foam
guests at a dinner p arty Friday a!
Pledged th e Saviours work to do
Yet still the sea behind them
section, radish roses in another, cover and let cook gently about 45 property of Martin Leonard and Wil- come to a boll or more before placUrges Its forces home;
the home of Mr. and Mrs Walker
I slender Jade green scallions in a
Into h om es o f t poor and lowly.
Its ch an t of trium ph surges
minutes or until tender. Serve on liam Leonard; and two on the Har- ■ing In oven
Homes w here w ant and sin ab ou n d;
Through all th e thunderous din of Portland.
third and next them a section of a hot platter, remove toothpicks; old F Roberts property.
I Scientists tell us the most valuThis pure girl on mission holy.
The wave may break In failure
Mr. and Mrs. W C. Dow of Port
A m in iste rin g Sister may be foun d . spiced pickled orange rind we told
But the tide Is sure to win I
"All of these 11 kilns were located able portion lies Just beneath the
top each roll with a dot of parsley
land were callers Sunday evenin'?
you about from Ruth Wakefields butter.
Patient ever, ne'er complaining;
between Ingraham Hill and Post ) skin, so this ls all lost In peeling
The reef Is strong and cruel;
at the home of F. O Hilt.
W atching by a sick one's bed;
Upon Its Jagged wall
recipe
book,
fastening
black
olives
Hill, and faint traces of them could boiled potatoes. Also the average
One wave a score—a hundred
Reverent, k n eelin g, softly praying
Pineapple Nut Pudding
Mrs. R T. Sterling was |U?ft
O'er the s ile n t, peaceful dead
Broken and beaten fall:
and pimiento stuffed olives together
be seen about 15 years
ago. They j hotel chef will faint or drop dead if
Yet in defeat they conquer
Make up one package of Good
Sunday of Mrs. George Mit-hell.
. and one tray of stuffed cheese sticks
were operated, probably more than 1asked to permit boiled potatoes to
The sea com es flooding In
Often seen upon a mission.
vanilla flavored pudding,
| Falmouth Foreside
Wave upon wave Is routed.
W alking through the city's street; 1with slivers of raw carrot inter Luck
a century ago
be served with skins on, as he conBut the tide Is sure to win I
Veil and d ress so plain and sober us.ng
2
cups canned crushed pine
Arthur Harlow spent Sunday eve
Sister o f Mercy, mild and sw eet
mingled for the extra color touch.
"The rock was hauled from the centra ted on appetizing appear O m ighty sea! Thy m essage
ning with the Hilt family.
Elizabeth O M arsh
Gay Young in Providence wrote apple and U cup heavy cream in Rockland quarries probably by oxen ance. and doesn't care one picayune
In clanging spray Is cast:
Rockland
Mrs. Robert Picket t and daugh
W ithin God's plan of progress
M artha Thorndike Tibbet’.x, Hol
us about a "Millinery Party’’ she stead of usual milk. S tir pudding There were no wharves on the Rock- ) for your vitamins or health m ain
at
It m atters n ot at last.
ter
of
South
Portland
called
Wed
AGGRESSION
gave that was a huge success. Each mixture into 2 beaten egg yolks, land waterfront at that time, and tenance; and indeed the whole
lywood star, marries John Malcolm
How wide the shores of evil.
HuW strong the reefs of sin
nesday on Mrs. R. T . Ste-ling.
IFor T h e Courler-Oazette |
guest was given a doll’s hat from and cook 2 minutes longer, then the lime was loaded onto small boats world seems to major on looks far
Alden.
The wave may be defeated.
Mrs. Ralph Crockett of Redstone.
From far off lands we hear th e cry
But the tide Is sure to win!
the dime store (or you could use add 1 tablespoon lemon Juice and from the long wharf on Cooper's) too much.
For aid. In dire want and need.
N H . was guest Thursday afternoon
Priscilla Leonard
larger hats) and card tables heaped ’4 cup chopped nut meats. Turn Point, and put aboard coasting ves
As I returned by Maine Central
dlehght service, private, at the Win Where weak and aged fail, to die
of Mrs S O Robinson.
The v ictim s o f a ruthless greed
with cast off ribbons, feathers, bits into glass cups and cool. Serve sels In the stream." Capt. Ralph bus March 16. from attending the
chester home of the bride’s parents.
Squirrel Point
Miss Jane Walker of Portlar.c
There h elp less hands raise In appeal of lace and flowers, needles ad pins with poached meringues made from Chapman was lime inspector for D AR. 8tate Conference as a dele
We have more snow at this sta visited Sunday with M rs R T Ster Rev. George Hale Reed of Winches For m ercy, h u t to no avail.
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2 egg whites and ♦ tablespoons
The voice o f "might" drowns o u t t h e ir , were set out in the living room
gate in the Eastland Hotel. P o rt
ter Unitarian Church, officiating.
Owl's Head.
tion than at any time for the win ling.
sugar. Makes about 6 portions.
plea.
Everyone
had
to
trim
a
hat
before
land. our bus waited near Bruns
The attendants were the bride's "March on" It cries, w ith sh o u tin g
Mr
Post
has
been
reading
with
ter. At the close of the recent
Mr. and Mrs Clyde G rant. daugbRainbow Pie
h all.
luncheon
and
wear
it
through
the
sisters.
Mrs.
Richard
Russell
Hil
much interest the discussion in The wick R R. station long enough for
storm we had a drift between the ters Patricia and Earlene and Mrs
One tablespoon Knox Sparkling Courier-Gazette relative to the "gold Its passengers to observe the mast
house and barn three and one-half E. E. Kinney called Monday on Mrs. dreth of Marblehead, and Miss Zoe "March o n to conquer whUe we m ay. afternoon. “I wish you could have
Let n on e forbid us lest th ey fa ll
seen them sitting around in their Oelatine. 1% cups raspberries and mines" in Owl's Head and he re- impressive and longest freight train
Tibbetts. Richard Russell Hildreth Beneath
feet deep
ou r feet, crushed by our m ight
Lucy Robinson.
We sh all march on to conquer aU" bonnets." she writes. It was a riot juice. 1 2-3 cups whipping cream. ■calls some of the men who worked I ever beheld even in Chicago or
was
groomsman
Canadian geese by the thousands
Robert T Sterling. Jr is in
1 baked pie shell 1*4 cups canned ) in them —Charlie Wooster in the any other city from the Atlantic to
Buffet supper for immediate rela But " righ t” w ith banner fly in g high. all afternoon
are in this vicinity.
Rochester, and Portsm outh N H ,
Shall lift oppression from thoae lands.
For luncheon molded chicken crushed pineapple and juice, 2 George Berry mine; Putrick Hare. the Pacific, They were not emp
tives and close friends followed the Undaunted
Miss AlUiea Barstow of Woodland this week on business
by th e list of m all
Or threat* by Ares of hatred fann ed salad with eyes, nose and mouth of tablespcons sugar, few grains salt, Matthew Davis and James Maloney ties but were filled with the handceremony.
and Oorham Normal School was a
Might" la n o t "right." thia w ell we P‘m ‘e n t 0 w lth a ro u n d “ U tter w a fer green tood coloring.
The
bride
wore
a
family
wedding
I
) on the Ed Chapman place; Ed Has- somesl and “ est potatoes Ood has
weekend visitor at tills station, guest
G reat Duck Island
know
; for the slanting hat over the face.
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gelatine
over
2
1kell, George Haskell. Clarence Hen- Vet ever permitted man to produce
of Miss Juanita Seavey. who also
"Windy March" Ls certainly liv gown and carried a shower bouquet I And they w ho would by m ig h t m ake .. _ ,
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ci» im
the wafer topped off w.th a curl of tablespoons of the raspberry Juice derson and William Davis on the and came from our own unparaJattends the normal school. They ing up to its name but if we can The attendants ware pink and blue i
In tru th sh a ll And that “ right" la celery.
Rolls, and relishes with and dissolve over hot water A,dd Henderson place; and Forrest Perrv )lelled Aroostook, bound South, deswere much interested in our variety hang on a few more days without and carried old fashioned bouquets.,
m ig h t.
And
fa
ce
d
efeat
in
woe
and
sham
e
this
course
and then "spring hats" to the remrining raspberries and in the St. Clair mine. This m u st)tined POfh«-Ps to circle the earth,
The bride came east in December
of birds They are taking bird study blowing away it will be but a mem
Rose B H upper
again for de sert. Round scoops of juice and let stand until mixture have been about 1878. in Mr. Past's Ordinary freight trains are dingy,
from
Hollywood,
accompanied
by
T enan ts Harbor
at school and are supposed to see ory.
pink Ice cream for the crown and begins to congeal. Fold in 1-3 cup opinion.
dirty, so unattractive one turns
(t H «t«t
50 varieties The Canadian geese,
The northeast gale of the 13th her mother and her Siberian Husky,
larger
rounds of sponge cake for c.eam which has been whipped, and
MEMORY OF PROF. BAKER
Mr Post was a boy at th at time, aside; but this freight train was
whistlers and eagles were new to bleVf a large piece o u t of the rain Mala.
O.i her father’s side she is de- He fou n d h is work w ithin th e w alls the hat brim, quite a bit of the cake peur into baked pie shell. Repeat but much interested in the gold mine made up wholly of white cars and
them.
shed roof.
. . .
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. - j Of sta tely , academ ic halls,
scendea
from Governor Bradford of And led t h e m orning march o f yo u th showing around the crown. Flower the same process using the pine proceedings. One of the family re was truly lovely sight to behold,
The oil tanker Sylvia passed up
Mount Desert Rock telephone
trulh shaped mints to decorate the front apple and juice and adding sugar quirements was that he be home added to the Joyful fact that it
river today to unload cargo at Bath. cable is out of order. Hope they Plymouth Bay Colony. On the Far UP ,he alsle» w
mother's
side
she
was
descendant
of
At
hom
e
th
e
scholar
found
hto
rest and tiny gum drops to encircle the and salt. Pour over the stiffened at dinner time or he would have to means greater prosperity to all
We are behind in our spring have it fixed soon, as we know
crown A pale pink cloth for the raspberry mixture. Top with 1 cup j stay there the rest of the day. and Maine and better nourished bodies
the
New
England
Thorndikes;
also
Wlth
ln
,tore
bls
m,nd
cleaning, having floors to varnish. what it is to be w ithout a telephone
table, colored glass, a straw hat cream which has been whipped and ) he was always there promptly so as to countless numbers.
often w alked the street* alon e
The weather seems to be rather
Keeper and Mrs. Cheney returned a descendant of John and Priscilla ii He
While in h is heart a warm lig h t shone. filled with spring flowers for the
Chemists say potato is the best
tinted a pale green with food color-1 to get away to the mines again in
I As he pursued from day to day
unfit.
from leave March 15. A birthdav Alden.
centerpiece and little hats for fa ing. This top layer may be sweet the afternoon.
dissolvent for body poisons In com
She Ls a graduate of W inchester, H1’
Mrs Seavey took a unique picture party was given Mrs. Cheney Vfhile
vors filled with nuts. Doesn't it ened if desired but It is not
Having answered a myriad of mon use and some go so far as to
of the destroyer Jouett, while re- enjoyjng the vacation. Refresh- High School. She began dancing i n ' We th a n k th ee God that he has left
sound
attractive
and
good
fun?
necessary.
questions.
Mr. Post propounded one urge each person to eat a dally
turning from a trial run in a per- ments were served and a variety public at the age of seven, attend- , To help us tu we reach th e strand,
You know the hat trimming stunt
average of two pounds. When Asia
ed
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Acting
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n
,
And
look
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’
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promised
land
In
turn.
MENU
fectly calm afternoon when e v e ry -'of iOVely gifu presented Everyone
der E E. Clive; was in "The Middle) Rockland
**’ F ’
•' might delight men They're always
’’I want to know said he, "how tic hordes learn this and send to
tiring showed bottom up in the wa- ) had a rtg!lt merry time,
Breakfast
spotting us about our chapeaux
KRKR
old the Owl's Head town hall is? Aroostook for its daily ration and
ter. The picture came out so that j E v erett Stamley returned from W atch at Copley. She wsus a mem-1
Chilled Welch's Grape Juice
How about letting them trim up a
MUSSELS
It used to be a schoolhouse and I for choice seed. Aroostook will again
It showed a perfect picture either ]eave March 23 On his arrival Da, - ber of the first Hans Weiner Group j
Rice Krispies
(For T h e Courler-Oazerte|
few at our party?
be the richest County In the whole
am sure it is over 100 years old."
side up—one way going up river, the reU Mann departed on eight-dav to dance at Pops. In New York she [ A n u isan ce to the barefoot boy
Creamy
Scrambled
Eggs
With
the
spring
party
still
in
wide
world.
Maybe
somebody
knows.
The’’m
*e" to”
m usse!~
ussel uuse
to be
other going down river.
Jshore leave. Mrs. M ann and daugh- .stu d ied vo.ee with Rose Stewart; | " The
Apricot Jam
mind we saw the most beautiful P:povers
1well !As he explored the low tide fla ts
But
to put it on the mental and
dancing
with
Paul
Haakon
The Sylvia is making her return U r June accompanied him after
La Touraine Coffee
Their n o v elties to see
p.e the other day called "Rainbow"
spiritual basis rather than the m a
trip as we write—a perfectly calm spending a short vacation on the known featured dancer on Broad The cla m s he found along th e shore
N O R T H W A L D O B O R O terial basis, proper food contributes
Sunday Dinner
and so it was. Layers of Ra pberry.
way 1.
night with all lights showing bril- ' statiOn.
He ate both cooked and raw
Fruit
Cup
Crisp
Crackeis
pineapple
and
lime
Jelly
molded
in
m u ssels spurned as poison stuff
Her Broadway shows_Face the But
Mrs. Sadie Davis who has been amazingly to one’s powers for serv
liantly.
The annual supplies were landed
At old tradition's law
’Browned Veal Rolls with
a
flaky
baked
pie
shell
made
the
The Popham Beach Coast Guard March 22 and A ssistant Superin Music. Let 'Em Eat Cake, Say j
passing the winter with MT. and ice to God and to man.
Pa sley Butter
He would n o t bait a book w ith them three rainbow layers when the pie
Good health is largely In our con
When.
New
York
critics
praised
boat called at Phippsburg Center tendent Sampson inspected the
Mrs. Charles Odell in Salem. Mass,
Buttered String Beans
trol and stands first among six fun
her performance in Say When He th o u g h t them fit (or Just on e thin g w a s cu ’ - O r you coldd leave out
returned home Monday.
wharf for the mail last Tuesday as station.
Mashed Potatoes
To fe r tiliz e the land.
the lime Jelly layer and top the
damentals for happiness.
notably Walter Winchell and Eugene
• • • •
the roads were blocked with snow
Mr. Gary of Waldoboro called
Hot
Buttered Rolls
But now w ith passing years he knows pink and yellow layers with whipped
Six essentials for happiness are
Burr,
resulting
in
a
Hollywood
con
Floating W eather Bureau
due to the recent blizzard
Tuesday at Chester Duncan's.
When cla m s are dug no more
' Thyme and Grape Jelly
cream tinted green. Tastes as de
said to be: Good health; Congenial
Keeper Seavey has a new addition
Far out in the Atlantic, stand tract. In Hollywood—W arner Broc He'll eat n u tritiou s mussel m eat
E. Ashley Walter and Clifton Work; Discipline. Self-Control: H u
'Rainbow Pie
From an abundant store
lectable as It looks too. this Rain
to his barnyard family, a heifer calf ing guard in one of those oceanic "Ship Mates Forever," “Murder of
Allison M Wa ts
Scott of Waldoboro were recent man Companionship; Reasonable
La Touraine Coffee
bow
Pie.
Jam aica. Vt.
named Betty Lou Consequently "blanks" whose treacherous weather Dr. Harrigan. "Ceiling Zero'iplayed
visitors in this community.
Supper
Leisure; Religion or Spiritual
Thyme and Grape Jelly
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our milk supply has been replen has never been charted, the French Pat O'Brien's wife). Columbia —
Oeorge Reynolds. Paul Walter Philosophy.
Fresh
Fruit
Salad
with
Mayonnaise
BUILD
A
BRIDGE
(from April McCalls)
ished and threatens to engulf us
ship "Carimare” is pioneering as "Meet Nero Wolf," "Honejinoon
IF or T h e Courier-Gaze, te |
and Fred Vannah are engaged In
Toasted English Muffins
Mary Perry Rich
j One-half cup boiling water. 1
• • • •
'a floating weather bureau for trans- Pilot." "The Unknown Ranger,"
cutting
lumber for Mr. Overlock of
When y ou com e unto a chasm
"Go;d
Luck
Pineapple
Nut
Pudding
Rockland. R F D March 22
) table poon thyme, 3 cups sugar.
Westerns — Full of darkness, doubt and fear.
Mount Desert Rock
oceanic ships an d planes, says "Ranger Courage
Warren.
Hot Chocolate (Nestles)
And you th in k you cannot span It,
) 1H cups Welch s grape juice. ’4 cup
much riding. ' Monogram " "Female Build
The gale which swept the c o a st, "Popular Mechanics”
a bridge of hope and cheer
* Recipes given
Oravelle Shuman was a caller
1
bottled
pectin.
Fugitive."
Ifarch 13. left plenty of snow here. | For more than six months It has
If today ls filled with sorrow
Tuesday afternoon at the residence
Pour
boiling
water
over
thyme
Tlie
groom
ls
a
direct
descendant
a
fixed
point
800
miles
The wind was in the right quarter stood at
And the clo u d s hang dark above.
of Geneva Eugley.
m a y be a blight tomorrow
Cover, let stand 15 m.nutes. Strain
LONG C O V E
to make both cook stoves in the west of the Azores, collecting data of John Alden; attended University There
Build a bridge of faith and love
I
through
fine-mesh
cheesecloth.
Miss Ruth Burnheimer was guest
double dwellings gas. Both fires on the weather a t sea and in the of Pennsylvania in 1926-27. gradu
At
St
Georges
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Sunday,
Monday
of Mr. and Mrs. E C.
^
d
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^
r
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.?,*dMeasure
thyme
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add
wa’pated
from
University
of
North
upper
air,
broadcasting
marine
and
had to be put out. I t was not until
a sh in in g bridge of courage—
j Teague.
to make t4 cup. Combine infusion, Evensong will be at 3 o'clock.
late afternoon that we were able flying weather reports four times Carolina in 1929; post-graduate ol Build
Put on Valor's coat o t mall
University of Wisconsin in 1930. and
to build our fires. The seas car daily on a regular schedule
‘iy* one***'1'
These reports a re picked up by th a t year became sales promotion ^nhdenmyd“ r j1™ ?
ried away plank from the boat slip,
a bridge o l prayer, 'tw ill help
and did plenty of washing around vessels and by w eather stations at manager of Carnation Milk Co. He Build you;
Paris, in the B ritish Lsles. Canada is now in advertising business in Los Other refu ge there Is none
the grounds.
We are very fortunate to have our and by Pan-American Airways ra- Angeles, vice president of Logan & T e n a n ts Harbor Nellie M Ervlne
• b E H I HED IH lf i
mail delivered once a week by Har- ( dio men. It is hoped that the next Rouse, well known in food and cos
metic
field,
member
of
Los
Ange'es
vard Beale, who is lotostering around few years will see a chain of ten
S W A N ’S ISLA ND
or twelve completely equipped me Town Hall and Somerset House.
the station.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden will motor
Our telephone cable parted March teorological vessels pasted at strateNelson White who has been a t the
6 We miss it greatly and hope gic pointe in regions now shunned back to Los Angeles.
.
aa
v.
»' Veterans Hospital in Tcgus for obThe bride is a granddaughter of
„„ . . . . . .
we shall not have to be without it by all but a few daring ships or
, . , u -n
nervation and treatment, returned
the late Joshua Thorndike of South homp
long. We are expecting to have a planes—War Cry.
Thomaston
Mrs Austin Sadler ls 111.

O w l’s H ead M em ories

A M AID CALLED MILLS

A lden-T ibbetts

B oosting The Spud

m

G UARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

T h cre^ g n o t h i n g l i k e a e u p o f

P erfect C offee-- e le c tric a lly !

M A R T IN SV IL L E

THE COURIER GAZETTE
Is Local A g en t For
T H E M ESSEN G ER LINE
O f Selling Prom otion Needs
C A L E N D A R S — A rt, H anger, Jumbo, D e s k , Busi
ness ( 1 2 s h e e ts), D esk , Memo, S y s te m
N O V E L T IE S— A d vertisin g Fans, B r id g e Score
Pads, K itchen R em inders, A d vertising Pencils
( w o o d ) , and Bullet, M echanical A d v ertisin g Pen
cils, M etal A d vertising N ovelties, A d v ertisin g Key
Containers, Z ip Lighters, Etc.
George W. Dyer of Camden, our representative for the Mestenger Corp., will rail at your convenience with a large and
varied line to select from.
For Further Particulars Telephone nr W rite to
The Courier-Gazette

Lucy Smith, Elizabeth Morse and
Nina Sprague were entertained
At the Church in the Ridge Sun
Wednesday night at the home of
day morning the pastor will speak
Mr. and Mrs. Lew Conary. Re
a t 10.30 on the topic "Love That
freshments were served by the
Gives.” Sunday School is at 11.30
hostess.
and adults are requested to attend
Llewellyn Joyce is at home after
w ith the children. At the evening
service there will be song and praise being a patient at the Marine Hos
and a message from the subject pital in Portland.
“Redeemed by Christ." The mid
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Dennison
week prayermeeting will be Wed have recently moved to the house
nesday at 7. The World Wide Guild newly remodeled and owned by
Girls will meet Tuesday afternoon Isaac Stinson.
a t the parsonage.
Mrs Freeman Staples who was a
surgical patient at Knox Hospital
for several weeks, has returned
home.
(Mrs. Carlton Joyce was called
Wednesday to Rockland iby the ill
ness of her son, Robert.
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Here’s a coffee maker value that offers you a gen
uine saving of $2 over the regular price. It's a
special in our stores for a limited time only.
When you make your coffee this way it is free from
grounds or rancid oils that are often released when
boiling water comes in contact with the grounds.
Made of heat-resisting glass bowls. All metal parts are chromium plated.
Long heat-retaining unit keeps your coffee hot throughout the entire
meal.

95c

Get yours today at this big saving. Only 95c down, $1 monthly.

$1
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